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Trustees and Members of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ As- 

sociation. 

Gentlemen:—I hereby submit a report, setting forth 

the results of investigations of Hawaiian soils. 

The scope of the investigations, involving a careful 

study of the lavas from which the soils have been formed, 

may appear, at first sight, to extend beyond the require- 

ments of the subject: An examination of the report in 

detail will, I believe, make it very clear that it would not 

have been possible to arrive at an understanding of the 

great differences in the nature of the soils, and in their 

economic values, without a preceding study of the lavas 

such as was undertaken. 

The discussion in detail of the chemical processes, 

and of the laboratory methods, is required in order that 

other scientific men may follow the mode of the investi- 

gations, and judge of the value of the results. 

In laying the plan of the investigations, and in the 

study and adoption of methods for its execution, I have 

endeavored, before all else, to observe and be guided by 

Nature. For this reason, repeated visits have been made 

to each plantation and district on the four islands: soils 

have been examined in place, with the lavas from which 

they were derived, and in careful connection with the 

local climatic conditions and environment. 

In the efforts to establish a reliable mode of estimat:- 

ing the state of availability of the essential elements 

of plant food in the soils, I have tried to find out the 

processes, and the results of the processes, that operate 

in the field; and then to bring the methods and procedure 

of the laboratory into harmony with these. The resulta 



will be found to amply justify and reward the course that 

has been followed. 

In carrying out such a plan of investigation as I have 

described, assistance in each part of the work was a 

necessity. Therefore I wish—First, to acknowledge the 

aid furnished by the gentlemen on plantations in obtain- 

ing soils, and in recording the climatic and other local 

conditions. 

Further, without the co-operation of the gentlemen in 

the laboratory the execution of the work had not been 

possible. To First Assistant Crawley I have been greatly 

indebted, and not only for the many extremely delicate 

analytical results that he has furnished, but also for 

valuable critical observations in the adjustment of the 

methods of the laboratory, in order to compare with the 

processes in the field, upon which the laboratory proced- 

ure was based. Also, in the analysis of lavas and soils, 

Second Assistant Eckart has rendered indispensable as: 

sistance. 

In the outdoor part of the experiments, which were 

conducted in the experiment station field, I have been 

ably and faithfully assisted, in the carrying out in detail 

of tests and observations by Field Assistant Clarke. In 

fact, it is not possible to say too much of the assistance 

received from these several sources. 

With these and continued investigations of the soils 

as a basis, the experiment station is now proceeding with 

a broad plan, embracing the Relations of Soils to Crops. 

Watter Maxwett, 

Director and Chief Chemist. 

Honolulu, H. I., 1898. 



DEFINITIONS. 

Symbol. Name. 

lie Oe Gite Rc oe Aeon ea Silica. 

RTT ACs ae ee OL ee Titanic Acid. 

TEAS Ob sie PN a a eg Phosphoric Acid. 

No) (Cs rane ol os ER SAD Sea od Sulphuric Acid. 

MOO art eee entra Meer tuny ls Saecih at oy oc Carbonic Acid. 

15 1G) ne ke eis pape ae ah ee Hydrochloric Acid. 

(Ce Ae ANT eter sh asi al tt te 7 ae Chlorine. 

RO ceptiae a see 3, Sc abedle oak Ferrous Oxide. 

Ne Oca eco atthe: Sos shone cn apntia taeeps © ees, Ferric Oxide. 

MMO Meera nd) g's. 'ss. kaa Der ev onjereoee Alumina. 

PS pene ie) ee eee SE a soared acs Iron and Alumina. 

(CED lece Se Noh earch eee Lime. 

VO eee Sutter ence e hess Sas Magnesia. 

iui [i os" Ope a ae ae an ae es Manganese Oxide. 

UC AG ae sf el Sat PRR cba Potash. 

Ne rea te ye Mt wleca et ae Soda. 

Die Che at a Nitrogen. 





ORIGIN AND NATURE 
OF 

HAWAIIAN SOILS. 

The mineral constituents of all soils are furnished by 

rocks or lavas, as a result of disintegration. This truth, 

in the examination of particular soils, causes us, in the 

first place, to give precise attention to the rocks from 

which these soils have been derived. 

HAWAIIAN LAVAS AND ROCKS. 

The Islands of Hawaii are of volcanic origin, therefore 

the rock materials composing the mountains and eleva- 

tions above the sea are igneous in character. Professor 

Dana says, “The Hawaiian Island group is an example 

of a line of great volcanic mountains. Fifteen volcanoes 

of the first class have existed, and have been in brilliant 

action along the line.” 

Petrographically, the lavas and rocks composing the 

ereat mass of the structure of these Islands are basaltic 

lavas. Recurring to the definitions of Dana, “these 

basaltic lavas belong to the same class, although they 

vary widely:—in color, from dark to light gray; in struc- 

ture, from compact to highly vesicular, and from those 

of uniform grain to those which are prominently por- 
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phyritic, with chrysolite or feldspar.” In his mineralo- 

gical examinations, which are confirmed by chemical 

analyses, Dana speaks of only one “remarkable felds- 

pathic andesyte of a totally different rock from any 
, 

other obtained from the Islands,” whieh did not “con. 

form to that of normal basalt.” 

In the following definite examinations of Hawaiian 

lavas, their chemical composition was taken as represent: 

ing more exactly the standpoint from which, in the plan 

of our investigations, these lavas, as the materials fur- 

nishing soils, must be considered. In order to obtain 

a widely representative view of their chemical composi- 

tion, typical samples of great lava masses were selected 

personally by the writer, in the course of repeated in. 

spections, from districts on Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, and 

Oahu, and the average composition of these lavas is given 

in the following table, and in comparison with the analy- 

ses of American basalts, for which we are indebted to 

Professor Clarke, of the U. S. Geological Survey. Indivi- 

dual analyses of Hawaiian lavas will be given later :— 

Materials. Analyses} SiO. | Al, 0, | Fez O; | CaO |Mg O|Nap oO K,0O 

| | pa 
Per | Per Per Per | Per | ber | Per 
cent. | cent cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. 

Hawaiian Lavas..... 18 | 47.90 | 18 23 | 13 36] 8.99] 6.05) 2.20) 1.50 
American Basalts... 20 49.15 15.66 9 50 | 8.29) 7.90) 2.84) 1.90 

The chemical composition of Hawaiian lavas conforms 
to the normal constitution of basalts, and is in general 

agreement with that of basalts selected from igneous 

rock masses found in widely separated regions in 

America. 
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DISINTEGRATION OF LAVAS AND ROCKS. 

The disintegration of rocks, or the action by which 

these become resolved into the mineral constituents of 

soils, is usually defined under the expression of “weather: 

ing,” which is understood to include all the operations 

of climatic influences—heat, cold, drought, moisture— 

under which solid rocks and stones are reduced to pal- 

pable earth. That single term is quite inadequate to com- 

prehend the processes by which the disintegration of 

rocks is brought about, and in the matter of Hawaiian 

lavas it may be possible to show that, essentially prior to 

the action of simple weathering, there were other definite 

physical and chemical causes, whose action covered wide 

areas of distribution, and which were not only primary 

agencies in the decomposition of these lavas, but factors 

-determining very specifically the kinds of soils they were 

to form. 

We were led into the investigation of causes of rock 

disintegration, that have operated prior to the contact 

of weathering, by reason of evident differences in the soils 

of given areas, which had been derived from the same 

lava flows, and essentially subjected to the same climatic 

influences. 

One of the effective agents of rock disintegration is 

oxygen. It acts directly as a free element; more potently 

through the medium of water; still more effectively in 

and as steam. When lavas are ejected, or flow, during 

periods of crater activity the action may be caused, and 

is frequently accompanied, by the inlet of water into the 

crater, which is turned to steam, and the steam becomes 

enveloped and held by the lava. Lavas, in which steam 

has been enclosed, are more or less marked by a vesicular 
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structure, the vesicles or holes being left in the lava 

where the steam has disappeared on cooling. The steam, 

however, has permeated the cold lava, and is found to 

have entered partly into combination with its consti- 

tuents. The following table gives the average partial 

composition of Hawaiian lavas, examined by us, that are 

distinguished by different amounts of moisture and com: 

bined water; one class being close and compact in struc. 

ture, and the other from less to more vesicular; yet all 

these were sound lavas in appearance, those containing 

the most water being more brittle, and their constituents 

minerals—augite, chrysolite, etc.—in a more mature 

form of crystallization. 

Com- Fe 0 Mois- A ve 
Lavas. bined SiO. ar Al, O Ca O 

| oe Water. Fe, O; ae 

| Per Per | Per Per Per Per 
cent. cent | cent. cent. cent. cent. 

Non-Hydrous Lavas....| 0.40 0.14 48.10 | 12 75 | 20.70 9.24 
Hydrous Lavas ........ | 0.90 2-90) 845 200 14201 Vieise205 | 8n23 

As the taking up of oxygen and water are the first steps 

in the decomposition of rocks, it is indicated by the bot- 

tom line of analyses that these hydrous lavas, notwith- 

standing their brittle and sound appearance, have al- 

ready passed the initial stage in disintegration. 

A second and most effective class of agents which operate 

in the disintegration of lavas are mineral acids, which are 

u result of the primary oxydizing action of steam upon 

the lavas of high temperature, lying at depths from the 

surface. 

When the writer, in the course of a second visit of in- 

spection to the Island of Hawaii in the spring of 1896, 

first approached the location of the active crater of 
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Kilauea, a new order of suggestions occurred to him, 

which, upon a closer survey of the conditions and 

phenomena presented by the actual crater and its sur, 

roundings, developed into definite thoughts, and into a 

series of analytical examinations, which were to bear 

upon the attempt to explain the causes of difference in 

Hawaiian soils already spoken of. 

The crater of Kilauea, according to data furnished to 

us by Professor Alexander, Surveyor-General, is 3972 feet 

above the sea. Within the walls of the crater is enclosed 

an area of 4.14 sq. miles, or 2650 acres. The present area, 

or lake of burning liquid activity, may not cover more 

than fifty acres, and forms a crater within the crater. 

The total area of the vast crater, however, is covered by 

activity of volcanic phenomena. Viewed in the morn. 

ing before sunrise, when the air temperature is low, a 

large part of the crater floor is more or less concealed 

by condensing steam, which is issuing from fissures and 

fractures in the lava, that were produced on partial cool- 

ing. Some preliminary observations showed us that at 

some places of escape the steam gave no reaction with 

litmus paper; in other places a mildly acid reaction was 

found; whilst over other well-defined areas the issuing 

steam was intensely acid and hot. It was further noticed 

that, over the steaming areas, deposits were laid of dis- 

solved materials brought up through fissures; and over 

areas of intense action of acid steam the general surface 

of the lavas was undergoing acute change. 

During the first visit to the crater, typical samples of 

sound lava, of decomposing lava, and of several decom. 

position products, were taken, and brought to the labor- 

atory for examination. We made a second visit a few 

months later, being prepared to make more precise ob- 
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servations upon the nature of the active agents in lava 

decomposition actually operating at this time, and to 

locate and identify some of the products of disintegration. 

The temperature of the steam leaving the fissures 

showed every degree from the lowest up to the last point 

of condensation, There are also fissures from which, 

doubtless, moisture is escaping, but the temperature is 

too high for condensation at the lava surface. The 

writer found no difficulty in lighting a cigar on the walls 

of the fissures one foot from the surface, whilst after 

sundown, the crevasses near to the actual lake, at a 

depth of five to ten feet, become red and luminous with 

heat. 

Actual tests of the character of the steam issuing from 

the lavas showed localities where the steam was strictly 

neutral; others where a slight acidity was acting, and the 

areas, where we have already said that the escap- 

ing steam was intensely acid and hot, the water, which 

we obtained by use of a simple arrangement for condens: 

ing the steam, was found to contain 4.92% of acid, which 

was exclusively sulphuric, not a trace of chlorine being 

given, indicating that the crater is closed against an 

inroad of the sea, which is but some twenty miles dis- 

tant. 

At the time of examining the temperature and char- 

acter of the steam, samples were taken of normal lava, 

of lava being acted upon by the highly acid steam, and of 

materials resulting from the steam action. In the par- 

tial analyses in the following table: 

A—is a sample of lava froth, or scum, which rests to a 

depth of six inches upon the more solid lava. This lava 

is normal, and not acted upon by steam, and is a dark 

eray in color. 
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B—is a sample of the same lava as A, and thus of the 

same lava flow, but is being acted upon by sulphurous 

steam. The color is changed from the normal dark gray 

to variations between yellow and vivid red, due to action 

of steam on the iron, which has been notably altered. 

(—is a sample of material taken from the lips of slight. 

ly acid fissures, whence the steam is constantly issuing. 

This material is, in part, deposits of matters brought up 

by the steam, and partly the lava in place which has 

undergone change, and become mixed with the deposit. 

Elements. A | B | Cc 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

1a eect nar det tie Pony anh 49 010 | 55.490, 62 450 
JNO een an se | AAR CE! | 16 129 16.000 | 9 220 
Hear Olscsteue shots Lee al 7.291 5.650 5.010 
TON) wae rere rehire 2 10 100 6 830 | 3 018 
(ORO) GRE Ae ep 10.660 | 957 | 4.190 
RRS HCO) E sateen acres sesiolaliphire ae ty 0 647 0.686 0 zs80 
Nasa Ory et nee ciao horace 4 201 4 403 0 300 
ISK ODS see thes te re ERE ich a Seer 0.240 0 601 

These analyses indicate, as we shall see later, only in 

a small measure the decomposing action of sulphurous 

steam, whereby the products of disintegration do not 

compare with the decomposition products of simple 

weathering. The action of the acid steam, which is 

denoted by the analysis of material B, is operating over 

a number of separate areas which in the aggregate make 

up about 150 acres, or one-fifteenth of the whole crater. 

These separate areas are distinguishable from the great: 

er part of the crater surface at a great distance. The 

lava over the most part of the crater floor is still dark in 

color, or changing slowly to a lighter gray, or faintly 

chocolate shade, whilst the areas affected by the intense 
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action of the acid steam are rapidly changed to surfaces 

of striking light reds and yellows. 

Much more acute, advanced, and far-reaching exam: 
ples of lava disintegration under the action of physical 

and chemical agents, than we have described as going on 

over the crater floor, are proceeding upon areas lying at 

present, outside the crater, and situated upon the boun- 

daries of its opposite ends, and some two to three miles 
apart. Those areas are known as the “Kilauea sulphur 

banks,” which term aptly expresses the nature of the 
agency in operation. The sulphur banks near by the 
Voleana hotel, which is located on the eminence over. 

looking the crater, are those best known; but during 

the writer’s last visit to the crater, when the whole areas 

were traversed and re-traversed and examined, the area 

of intense disintegrating action at the opposite end of 
the crater was found to be on a larger scale, and many of 

the products of the decomposition better separated and 
defined. But as the observations made during the pre. 
vious visit, and the samples of lava, and of decomposition 
products, taken for analytical examination, were con- 
fined more chiefly to the area in the locality of the Vol- 
cano House, observations made during the later visit 
were also largely devoted to that area. 

The area near to the Volcano House covers some fifty 

acres, and may be described as a grand solfatara, over 

whose surface are found numberless fumaroles, which 

are holes of sizes varying from one to twenty square feet, 
connected by fissures with the hot interior. Many of 
these holes and fissures go down unknown feet in direct 

depth, and care is necessary when moving near to them. 

At the time of our second visit, a horse belonging to the 
hotel slipped into one of those fissures, and was never 
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seen, and -no sound from the animal heard again. 

Amongst other general phenomena which impress the 

observer—it is likely that there is no other spot upon the 

surface of the planet at this time which can so acutely 

appeal to persons inclined to think upon material 

phenomena, or even upon the origin of certain expiring 
. 

1s philosophies, as the one of which we are speaking 

the behaviour of vegetation. Over a large part of this 

solfatara grasses and weeds are existing; and by the 

sides of the fumaroles, bushes, and even trees, have 

reached a reasonable size. We distinctly noted the roots 

of the Ohia-Lehua, and of certain coarse ferns, grown 

cut on the sides of the fumaroles, up which steam, laden 

heavily with sulphurous acid, was escaping, and whose 

leaves were white with deposits of sulphur, and yet the 

Ohia and ferns are growing and strong. But these 

organisms, in their growth, are assimilating nitrogen! 

Is this un-nitrified nitrogen? Or are micro-organisms ex- 

isting in these intensely acid conditions, and preparing 

un-nitrified nitrogen for those plants? Here are 

phenomena which perhaps have not been known of when 

certain existing theories on plant nutrition were founded! 

In our examination of the work of lava disintegration, 

which is going on at this moment, and upon a scale so 

large and grand that it must almost lie outside our con- 

ception and range were we limited to the experience of 

chemical processes in laboratories, we obtained samples 

of sound lavas; of these lavas in varying stages of decom. 

position; of the agent under whose action the disin- 

tegration is taking place; and of certain of the products 

into which the solid lava is being resolved. And in speak- 

ing of these samples, it may be said that they do not rep- 

resent small amounts, but bulks of such vast proportion 
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that their utilization has been under consideration for 

commercial purposes. Over the whole area, sometimes 

upon the top, in other places a few inches beneath the 

surfaces, and again upon the sides of the fumaroles, 

masses of pure sulphur are crystallized out. Then, there 

are alum deposits; heaps of extracted lime, lying in the 

form of almost pure gypsum, and beds of so-called red 

and yellow ochres, wherein we have to search for the 

iron and silica. 

At this time, we have before us the most extraor- 

dinarily illustrative specimens, showing the course of 

disintegration by which the solid lava is resolved into the 

products named. These were obtained by working away 

several feet of the outer edge of the decomposing lava 

and securing blocks in place, which had never been expos: 

ed to the air, and upon which the sulphurous steam was 

constantly acting. At the time of taking the specimens 

the lava blocks were so hot that the hand could not touch 

them, and the steam, on passing into the air, was 90°C 

(194° Fahrenheit), but down in the interior of the lava, 

in fissures, no steam was visible, showing that the heat 

was above 100°C. The water collected by condensing 

this steam at a point of exit contained 5% of sulphuric 

acid, but no chlorine. Two of these larger specimen 

blocks of lava, in states of decomposition, are partially 

studded with mature crystals of sulphur. Where the 

acid steam has eaten out cavities, these are partly filled 

with clustered crystals of gypsum, and some alums, each 

of these being very definitely separated. Over the sur- 

face, and within the blocks is seen the iron gathering to. 

gether in pockets of red ochre, and the silica separating 

in distinct masses of a so-called yellow ochre, and in 

places the silica is deposited almost pure. With most 
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of the numerous specimens collected by us the separation 

and crystallization have gone on and matured since they 

were brought to the laboratory, and we have before us, 

not only exact, but very beautiful examples of the disin. 

tegration of the lava, and the formation of the products 

that result from their decomposition. 

The action of steam in the disintegration of igneous 

rocks has been remarked upon by several observers. 

Darwin, in speaking of steam action upon trachytic rocks 

at Terceira, in the Azores, says, “the steam is emitted 

from several fissures: it is scentless, soon blackens iron, 

and is of too high a temperature for the hand to bear.” 

The steam spoken of by Darwin, which he says was 

“scentless,” differs from the acid steam that we have 

described. That the steam “blackens iron” is suggestive 

that some acid was present; and as Darwin did not make 

any analytical examinations, either of the steam or the 

decomposition products, we are inclined to think that he 

- was dealing with phenomena resembling these that we 

are describing. Moreover, Darwin says “the manner in 

which the solid trachyte is changed on the borders of 

these orifices is curious: first, the base becomes earthy, 

with red freckles, evidently due to the oxydation of 

particles of iron; then it becomes soft. After the mass 

is converted into clay, the oxide of iron seems to be 

removed from some parts, which are left perfectly white, 

whilst in other neighboring parts, which are of the 

brightest red color, it seems to be deposited in greater 

quantity. The inhabitants use these substances for 

white washing.” We are, from these products that Dar- 

win describes, quite impressed that he was dealing with 

a corresponding condition of things to what we have ob- 

served at the Kilauea crater; yet we cannot say more, 
9 
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since the great scientist did not note the presence of 

definite decomposition products, and does not furnish 

any analytical data bearing upon phenomena, which he 

says “are still obscure.” Darwin remarks that these 

things “have been observed in other places, in the Italian 

voleanic islands, and by Spallanzani, Dolomien, and 

others,” which statement accentuates our persuasion 

that in speaking of phenomena found at Kilauea we are 

dealing with matters that have had a more or less 

universal concern in the history of rock disintegration 

and soil formation on our globe. 

We shall now give a small series of analyses of decom- 

position products of lava collected by us at Kilauea. To 

economize space these are given in a table. 

A—is a sample of almost pure gypsum which is found 

distributed in enormous quantities. 

B—was taken from the “alum deposit,” and is a mix: 

ture of sulphates of the alkalies, iron and alumina, with 

the excess of sulphur and sulphuric acid. 

(—is a portion of the so-called “red ochre” which is 

found in large masses and layers, and more or less defi- 

nitely separated from the other products. 

D—is composed mainly of silica which has been releas: 

ed by the action of the sulphuric acid in the steam from 

the lava bases. It is yellow on drying, and becomes pink 

on glowing. 

E is a material still showing the lava form, but exhibits 

complicated modes of disintegration, one result of which 

is that the silica increases to a falling ratio of the other 

elements. 
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COMPOSITION OF THE PRODUCTS OF DISINTEGRATION BEING 

meee | ke emma a | TopS or a) rere oe 
| | 
| | , EN ee ee te at || -Pemeent, «| Fer cone. 

Si@omeenee 4.0 0:8 | 325. | 75.8 | 67.0 36.0 : 49.9 
Fez O3. 0.7 | 12.3 | 44.5 4.9 8.6 14.0 14.4 
Als Oni. cl 52h at DO) Zee) Sal 15 Sh 7 11.0 5) 
CaOla. 43.4 0.5 OSes e 4.3 9.7 99 
McQ). 2% 0.5 4.6 OB? iste aos 6.7 2.5 4.9 
KGS “Olin... ee 0.5 0.1 0.2 03 0.2 0.8 
Naz O Mga: ibe 2.2 4.6 3.2 2.2 2.4 
SOc. 44,73 | 456 Gos Dieleeoa| tee ey ete oe cee eieeek ees ertianetversy 8 ot coe 
Si are | - SLE mAeS alt eeeuses lteemeeretckcts ie Rescate ee 

The analyses are only partially complete. The water 

is not given on account of the presence of sulphur and 

other volatile bodies. 

The table of data indicates the processes that are 

actually operating, and given products into which the 

lavas are being resolved by modes of disintegration that 

are visible to-day in the largest natural laboratory upon 

the globe. These data have for us a profound significance 

and value, aiding in the general study of the processes 

by which lavas have been resolved into the compounds 

that form other kinds of rocks, or into the materials of 

which our soils are composed, phenomena to which we 

shall recur at a later time. 

The column containing the “average of all products,” 

which is compared with the composition of the “average 

of sound lavas,” is not to be taken to mean that we have 

found, and attempted to put together again, the 

materials of which the lava was composed: This would 

be merely toying with a matter of the first magnitude, 

and in its nature, impossible; since much of the more 

soluble products has been borne away in solution by the 
rains. The data in the column imply that disintegration 
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products have been found, the average composition of 

which is compared with that of the sound lavas. 

The presence of sulphuric acid and sulphur leaves no 

doubt as to the agent by which the disintegration has 

been chiefly caused; and the behaviour of the alkalies, 

especially soda, suggest matters to which we shall recur 

when speaking more definitely of soils. 

In connection with those examinations of the lava, 

lava decomposition products, and of the agents by which 

the disintegration is being caused, an experiment was 

made in our laboratory showing the action of acid steam 

on lava. Lava, of a known chemical composition, was 

broken into pieces of the size of a large bean, and put in- 

to a glass tube. This tube was connected with an 

Erlenmeyer flask containing a five per cent. solution of 

sulphuric acid, which is the acid strength of the con. 

densed steam operating at the crater where our samples 

of the products of decomposition were taken. The other 

end of the tube was connected with a condenser, by 

which means the acid solution rose as steam through the 

lava in the tube, and returned to the flask. Exactly 52.9 

grams of lava were put into the tube, and the acid steam 

acted upon it for 120 days. After this period of action, 

1.221 grams of solid matter was found in the solution, 

the composition of which was as follows, after deducting 

the amounts of soda and silica dissolved out of the glass 

of the Erlenmeyer flask. 

Si O,—16.00 per cent. 
Fe, O,= 1.70 per cent. 
Ale O.= 4.56 per cent. 
Ca O= 6.53 per cent. 
K, O= 5.58 per cent. 
Na, O= 5.00 per cent. 

SO,, etc.—=60.73 per cent. 
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These data are highly instructive in indicating the 

mode in which the disintegration may be proceeding in 

nature. They show the amount of silica that is released 

by the action of the sulphuric acid on the bases in the 

lava. Also it is seen how the “alum deposits” are 

formed by the separation of the alumina and alkalies, as 

sulphates, from the lava. The removal of the lime ac- 

counts just as simply for the deposits of gypsum, whilst 

the iron is less affected, which suggests that those decom. 

position products of the lava that are extremely rich in 

iron are residual, rather than separation products, show- 

ing what is left of the original lava after the soluble 

Silica, and the elements which form the alums and gyp- 

sum have been removed. There are other modes of disin- 

tegration that are not yet as well understood, and which 

result in the evident removal of the iron. 

The time that has been given to the study of phenomena 

that are actually visible at the present time in the pro. 

cesses of disintegration operating at the Kilauea crater 

is for the purpose of determining, if possible, a connec. 

tion between what is now going on at the volcano, and 

what may have taken place in other localities of past 

voleanic action, and the relation of these phases and re- 

sults of volcanic action to the marked differences in our 

sous. The questions that present themselves to us are 

the following:—Have the modes of lava—disintegration, 

that are going on to-day in the locality of the active 

crater, operated in past times, and in other parts of these 

islands? If so, how, and to what extent, have the soils 

derived from the lavas been affected by those intense 

physical and chemical processes of rock disintegration? 

We shall now try to see what can be known along the 

line of these questions. 
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Evidences of Chemical Action in the Disintegration of 

the Older Lavas, and in the Formation of Soils —The 

study of physical and chemical action as a factor in the 

disintegration of lavas, and in determining the character 

of soils, has, so far, been confined to the phenomena at- 

tending the decomposition of lavas seen to-day at the 

Kilauea crater. To ascertain whether these physical 

and chemical causes have operated on a grand scale, 

and over wide areas in the other volcanic regions we 

have to go out and examine the lavas and soils in the 

several parts of all the islands. In order to closely con. 

nect further investigation with the observations made 

at the active volcano, we shall continue with the— 

TIstanp or Hawat—This island, which is the largest 

in the group, comprises some 4,210 square miles of sur: 

face. Its formation has resulted from the action of four 

grand centers of eruption, or “craters of the first class,” 

viz—Mauna Loa, Mauna Kea, Hualalai, and the crater 

of the Kohala mountain system, whose location is in. 

definite. The present active crater of Kilauea cannot be 

included in this class, since it has not borne any similar 

part in the work of construction of the island. 

From a point of elevation in the Kohala mountains, 

from which the writer made these topographic observa: 

tions, the system of grand craters is completely under 

view: with Mauna Kea to the left, and Hualalai to the 

right, Mauna Loa closes up the view, at a distance of 

some sixty miles, to the south. From this point of eleva- 

tion it is indicated how each of the four great mountains 

had an individual origin and growth, first coming into 

visible existence above the surface of the ocean, and 

building up by the material of subsequent eruptions, until 

the huge cones were raised respectively 13,675 feet; 
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13,805 feet; 8,275 feet, and 5,505 feet above the level of 

the sea. These cones are at distances of some thirty miles 

the one from the next nearest one. The spaces between 

the cones, which were filled by the ocean during the 

opening history of the construction, now form the in. 

terior valleys, the ocean divisions not only having become 

closed up, but the spaces have been raised to grand 

plateaus, by the infilling of the great discharges from 

the crater cones, and lie at levels of some 3,000 feet above 

the sea. The filling in of the ocean spaces separating the 

four great mountains, and the forming of the valleys, 

were not wholly done by the discharges from the sum. 

mits of those great cones: This work was largely effected 

by side-flows or outbursts from the sides of the great 

mountains at different altitudes. Those “outbursts” be- 

came more or less continuous at the places of origin, and 

their locations are now marked by “craters of the 

secondary class,” known frequently as “lateral cones,” 

also as “tufa cones,” which vary in. dimensions from 

small mounds, that are hardly longer distinguishable, 

to basin—formed craters enclosing areas of many acres. 

In the course of the ride across the Waimea plain, and 

from the vantage point on the slopes of the Kohala moun, 

tains, the writer became able to somewhat grasp the 

magnificent vastness of the operations that had gone to 

the building of the island! Not only had each of the 

four grand cones raised their burning heads out of the 

sea, filling space and air with clouds of steam and con. 

fusion, an idea of which was given to us through the 

recitals of the “side flow” from Mauna Loa in 1868, when 

the stream of lava poured down into the sea, heating the 

water to more than the hand could bear, for more than 

a mile out in the ocean, and killing all living things 



within it that had not escaped to pelagic depths, but the 

distribution of lateral cones had added a still further 

vastness to the operations, and an increased confusion, 

and probably splendour, to the scene! In the space of a 

day’s ride we noted no less than eighty-nine of these 

lateral cones, and observed mounds covered by forest on 

the mountain slopes which suggested many more. Each 

one of those, in its day and measure, was a center of 

eruptive force. Lava, in some form, came from their 

throats, and fumes and steam escaped from fissures in 

the lavas in their locations, leaving marks of their action 

in disintegration to which we must specially recur. This 

distribution of centers of eruptive action gives to the 

valleys dividing the great cones the true character of 

vast volcanic plains, which afford the most impressive 

sight of its kind that the writer has ever beheld. 

PRIMARY EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL ACTION ON 

LAVAS. 

In the previous paragraphs the centers of eruptive 

action have been divided into “craters of the first class,” 

and “lateral craters,” which we shall, for our present pur- 

pose, speak of as “tufa cones.” The great craters, during 

the periods of the most vigorous activity, have dis- 

charged the lavas which have built up the great rock 

masses forming the structure of these islands. These 

rock masses indicate that the lavas were put forth at 

high temperatures; that they flowed smoothly, and cooled 

down into their present state without much change in 

composition. There are indications, however, that the 

character of the discharges from the great craters was 

various: Instead of the high temperature, and free-flow: 
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ing lavas, lavas of lower temperature, and puddled into a 

state of mud by excess of fresh water, were also dis: 

charged from the great craters. But these lavas do not 

necessarily differ in chemical composition from other 

solid lavas. Again, the great craters, and apparently 

during the period when they were approaching extine- 

tion, have emitted materials—tufa, scoriae, ashes— 

which are more distinctly representative of the ejections 

of tufa cones. 

The lateral or “tufa cones,” 

their activity, have also produced lavas, and built up 

in the earlier period of 

their foundations with compact and solid materials, re- 

sembling the sound lavas emitted by the great craters. 

The material generally put forth, however, is of a dif- 

ferent character, whose mass is made up of fragments 

of altered lava, in which are found enfolded lumps of 

less altered lava, which are easily distinguished from the 

brilliant red and yellow, or brown colors of the mass by 

their dark or blueish gray, which is the color of the 

normal basaltic lavas. This material in mass is known 

under the name of “tuff,” or “tufa.” 

Dana defines tufa “as a rock not very hard, made from 

comminuted volcanic rock, more or less altered by the 

action of steam and vapors.” He continues “the tufa 

made from those igneous rocks that contain iron-bearing 

minerals, such as basalt, is usually yellowish brown or 

red in color.” Lyell defines tufa as “composed of small 

angular fragments of scoriae, and the dust of the same, 

produced by volcanic explosions.” Leonhard also speaks 

of tufa and says “volcanoes produce, in addition to the 

solid lavas formed from the flowing lava streams, peculiar 

masses of ejected materials which are found in less or 

greater proportions around the borders and slopes of 
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craters. These masses are composed of volcanic ashes, 

sand, lapilli, bombs and lava blocks.” 

Tufas, then are masses composed of fragments of the 

solid lavas of a given crater or volcanic region that have 

been severed and ejected by explosive eruptions, and 

which underwent a change of composition under the 

action of steam and acid vapors. Consequently there are 

several kinds of tufas, each depending upon the character 

of the solid lava, and as our lavas are strictly basalts, 

we have to deal exclusively with basaltic tufas. 

From the agricultural standpoint, this matter of lavas, 

and of their origin and nature, is of the very greatest 

moment, and underlies any understanding of the soils 

derived from them. Areas upon certain of our planta. 

tions; are formed from solid, flowing lavas; whilst 

the soils in some whole distri¢ts are the product 

of weathered tufas, and are to be distinguished from 

others as tufa soils. We therefore have had to con. 

sider the solid lavas, and more especially the tufas, more 

minutely than the geologists have usually done, and par- 

ticularly their relative chemical compositions. If the 

tufas, which are made up of fragments of solid lavas, 

in their course of ejection and later consolidation, have 

been acted upon by steam, or especially by acid vapors, 

a radical difference in their chemical composition would 

follow; and this would be permanent in its results, lead- 

ing to the production of soils permanently different in 

character from soils derived from the solid, normal lavas. 

In order to carry out the examination of the lavas from 

which the several kinds of soils have been derived, the 

writer, in the course of visits to the districts of the four 

islands, gave great care to the selection of typical speci- 

mens of lavas in the immediate locality where samples 
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of soil were taken. Many of the specimens of solid lavas, 

and of tufas, have been examined, and in the following 

tables are found strictly typical representatives of the 

two classes of rocks. The analyses, by reason of stress 

of work, are only partial, and are confined to observing 

the behaviour of the elements that would indicate the 

change of chemical composition on a grand scale in the 

passing over of the fragments, from solid lava masses, 

into tufa under the action of acid vapors. The first tables 

are given to solid lavas, dividing these into non-hydrous 

and hydrous lavas, and the last table to tufas. 

NON-HYDROUS SOLID LAVAS. 

Moisture. eros Si O2 FeO | Fez 03 | Ab Os | Ca O 
[Pde as 2 

Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

0.73 }- 0.28 | 48.18 8.40 4,42 18.02 < 
0.04 | QRO9 ry e525: 9,94 3.33 2aail = 
0.25 0 31 48.84 9.69 2.42 DAS MIU ~ 
0.49 0800 52.89 6.51 3.64 17.80 = 
0.63 0.08 | 47.85 7.66 4,20 28.62 
0.36 0.07 44.45 8.39 6.23 20.32 

Means 0.41 0.13 | 49,12 8.43 4.04 21.94 9.24 

HYDROUS SOLID LAVAS. 

Moisture. | Cqmbined sid, | FeO | FerOs | AleOs | ca O 

Per cent, Per cent, | Percent. | Percent, | Per cent | Per cent. ip 

0.33 0.90 42.19 dean T94 | WOT 
1.95 HESS) ee AT AD) alee On 218 Cs hdeeaal: WS 
1.05 9.53 | 44.85 991 | 4.17 | 20.44 = 
0,81 1.00 | 46.29 S87> | 3.82 14.30 i 
C.10 4,27 40.95 iM Ye Rita. f 19.04 
0.70 1.34 46.50 100" >|" 6.87 21.51 

Means 0,82 196 | 44.66 8.66 562 | 17.60 | 8,23 
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TUFAS, 

Moisture. Combined Si Oo FeO || Fehon eae ea Garo 
- ar | 

Per cent, Per cent, | Percent. Percent, | Per cent, Per cent. | 

3.97 12.98 | 15.92 | 0.09 | 4902 | 18.42 | 
7.62 9.86 25.70 1.23 25.07 26.26 | 

10.63 11.15 93.72 184 | 1634 | 3256 | S 
9.52 11.16 99.46 | 2.93 | 19.17 29.53 Ss 
7.25 11,23 31.69 267 eeaueZe 20.66 = 
9.44 9.27 | 3942 | 0.79 | 15.78 | 20.18 
7.16 11.37 25 42 166 | 26.77 20.23 
6.22 14.93 21.52 | 237 | 83.90 | °32.87 

a — —| SS) es ee 

7.72 11.49 26.60 169 | 25.79 23.58 | 1.41 Means 7. 

The analyses given could be added to; but we have con. 

fined ourselves to analyses made by our laboratory, the 

Specimens analyzed having been collected by the writer 

as typical. 

The analyses recorded are also selected in order to con: 

vey a view of the extremes of variation, which in the 

tufas are very great. Before discussing these variations 

we shall bring the general results together in a table of 

averages. 

5 : ; i | 

Lavas. Moisture. eombines SiO2 | Fe O | Fes O3 Ala O3 CaO 

J | Per | Per | Per Per Per 
Percent. | Per cent. | cent, | cent. | cent cent. cent 

Non—Hydrous ... 0.41 0.13 49.12 | 8.43 | 4.04 | 21.94) 9.24 
Ey Orous see es 0.82 196 | 44.66/ 866 | 5.62 | 17.06 8.23 
MUIER, ves ec stents (At? 11.49 | 26.60 | 1.69 [25.79 | 28.58) 1.41 

As distinguished from the less crystalline, compact 

non-hydrous lavas, the hydrous lavas not infrequently 

show separations from the lava mass of silica, also of 

lime, which occupy the larger vesicles, and indicate that 

an initial disintegration of the solid lavas has taken 

place. 
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The analyses given of tufas convey to us an idea of the 

different degrees of action of the steam and acid vapors 

to which the blocks and fragments of solid lava were 

subjected in passing over into the tufa mass. In one 

specimen nearly 40% of silica is still found, and in an- 

other the silica is reduced to merely 15%. These very 

significant variations in the silica and other elements 

we shall recur to in more detail under the heading of 

Chemical Action on Lavas After Emission. 

Other effects, showing how intense the chemical action 

has been at the times of ejection of tufa lava materials, 

are seen in the almost complete oxydation of the ferrous 

iron, and in the removal of the lime; results that are 

most instructive in the study of rock decomposition un- 

der the action of various causes. 

The main conclusion that is drawn for us by the 

analyses, and which is set forth briefly in the table of 

averages, may be expressed thus: Amongst Hawaiian 

lavas are those which have been discharged from craters, 

flowing and cooling into rocks having the composition of 

normal basalts. Others, originally of the same composition, 

have undergone such alteration that they now compose rock 

masses having a radically different chemical composition and 

color appearance. This alteration took place at the time of 

ejection, and under the action of chemical causes, and previous 

to the later action of secondary causes of rock disintegration, 

such as “weathering,” which has apparently been the only 

agent of disintegration of certain of the normal lavas. 

The effects of these primary chemical causes of disin- 

tegration which are exhibited in the appearance of the 

tufa masses, and marked by every variation of colors be. 

tween the most vivid reds and yellows, and upon which 

the marks of fire are still as clear as upon bricks fresh 
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from the kiln, will be further considered at a later time, 

and in their relation to the soils derived from the tufas. 

At present we shall consider other chemical causes that 

may have operated in determining the character of soils. 

Cuemican Action on Lavas Arrer Emisston.—In previous 

paragraphs we have considered the operation of steam 

and acid vapors that is going on at this time upon the 

lavas over large areas on the floor of the active crater at 

Kilauea, and over the areas surrounding the crater. We 

have shown that the solid lavas are undergoing rapid 

disintegration under the chemical agents that are operat- 

ing, and are being resolved into the decomposition pro. 

ducts that have been set forth. The present purpose is to 

try to find out if these chemical causes, that are operating 

today at Kilauea, have operated in other localities, and 

over extensive areas, during previous periods of time. 

In the general review of the topography of the island, 

we spoke of the great craters, and of the general distri- 

bution of tufa cones, as seen from the Waimea plains. 

We must now come down, and with greater precision and 

detail, to the examination of the districts where, to-day, 

we are growing cane, and from which we have analyzed 

abundant samples of soil for our guidance in fertilization. 

In the first place, it was necessary to note whether 

great volcanic action has transpired during previous 

periods of time in the localities that are under considera. 

tion, as indicated by remains of extinct tufa cones, or 

whether all the lavas that have formed the soils in those 

localities have flowed from the great craters that are 

many miles away? Commencing in the district of Kan, 

on the final slopes of Mauna Loa, around and between 

Honuapo and Pahala, several fine specimens of tufa cones 

are located... In the immediate neighborhood of these 
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cones the rock masses are marked by the strongest signs 

of alteration, and vast layers and deposits of red, yellow, 

and whitish earths are found. Leaving Kau, and pass: 

ing over by way of the Kilauea crater and down into the 

district of Hilo, on the other side of Mauna Loa, we 

come upon further centers of past voleanic action, and at 

levels close by, or up to 1,000 feet above the sea. One 

crater on the Kau side was noted where the bottom had 

dropped and let one-half of the cone down into the sea, 

thus revealing the grand throat of the crater, and the 

lurid colors of its interior, which varied from white, to 

yellow, to red, to black. At Hilo there is the cluster of 

cones known locally as the “Halai Hills,” three in num- 

ber, and of moderate dimensions. Cane is now being 

planted at their feet. Above Wainaku are several small 

cones, and a series of profound caves, to which the 

writer’s attention was called by Mr. John Scott. At 

Onomea, which has been a center of volcanic action of 

the most violent order, as shown by the great gulches 

and the irregular surfaces of the land, there is a further 

cluster of tufa cones that form a marked feature of the 

district. As we must return after this cursory descrip- 

tion to discuss the special marks and characteristics of 

each of certain centers of past volcanic activity, we shall, 

for the present, merely state that in the course of repeated 

rides between the town of Hilo and the grand gulch of 

Waipao, near Kukuihaele, the writer noted thirty-nine 

extinct craters, varying in size from areas of an acre, to 

enclosed basins containing several acres. During this 

ride of some sixty miles, more than fifty gulches were 

crossed, some of them of the first class in depth and 

grandeur. The thirty-nine craters noted are all upon 

levels at which cane is being planted, the basins of 



some of them actually bearing cane, and other growths. 

Along the same coast of Hawaii, in the district of Ko- 

hala, are also found several lateral cones. It is thus seen 

that throughout the districts reaching from Hilo to Ko. 

hala there are areas that are covered by the centers and 

indications of past volcanic action, the evidences and 

results of which we have now to consider more minutely. 

We have, in a case of specimens before us, small blocks 

of partially decomposed lava that were taken by the 

writer from lavas in place which form the irregular walls 

of several gulches. One collection of these blocks was 

from a gulch running through the sugar plantation above 

Wainaku; a second from Kawainui gulch near Onomea; 

and a third collection from a gulch below Kukaiau. In 

each case, these blocks were obtained by removing several 

feet of the front of the walls, and getting into small in. 

terior caves which were formed and left by past volcanic 

movements. Some of these caves are amply large to move 

freely in, and they consist usually of an arched roof over 

a more or less level floor. The floors of the caves from 

which the three collections of partially decomposed lava 

were taken, were covered with a deposit, almost white 

in color, and from one-eighth to one-fourth of an inch in 

thickness. The greatest care was taken to ascertain that 

this white material was brought up from the lava upon 

which it lies, and not drained from the lava of the arch 

above by the action of water. Examination of the lava 

under the deposit indicated that the material had been 

brought up by ascending steam. Blocks or pieces of the 

lava forming the floor of the caves were taken out, packed 

with care, and brought to our laboratory, and are pre. 

served, with the deposit of white material fresh and 

undisturbed upon them. The freshness of the deposit is 
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remarkable; especially upon the specimens taken from 

the cave in the gulch above Wainaku. In the laboratory, 

this deposit is found to consist, in the first place, in more 

than one-half, of silica, considerable alumina, less iron, 

_and small quantities of lime and sulphuric acid, no car- 

bonic acid being present. An exact quantitative state- 

ment is unreliable, due to the crumbly state of the lava, 

from which the deposit cannot be removed without in. 

cluding portions of the lava. 

In the search for such caves as we have described, and 

for deposits of materials that were possibly to be found 

in them, the writer was endeavoring to locate centers of 

past volcanic activity where chemical action upon emit: 

ted lavas may appear to have produced results corres: 

ponding to the effects observed to-day at Kilauea, where 

the action of acid vapors is seen to be resolving the lavas 

into the products described in previous paragraphs. The 

conditions of those caves that we have examined, which 

belong to a period of volcanic activity that prevailed in- 

definite ages ago, correspond to some of the conditions 

of location and environment marking the places of the 

present chemical action near the volcano, and the 

deposits upon the specimens of lava taken from those an. 

cient caves bear, in appearance, a most palpable re. 

semblance to siliceous deposits upon the blocks of decom. 

posing lava that we took fresh from a center of extreme 

chemical action on the borders of the Kilauea crater a 

year ago, the analysis of which gave 70.8% of silica; 

16.1% of iron; 7.3% of alumina; 4.8% of lime, and 

2.2% of sulphuric acid. 

In addition to the cave deposits, there are other pro: 

ducts of lava-disintegration, under the action of chemical 

causes, which appear to correspond to materials into 

3 
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which the lavas are being resolved at Kilauea, the com. 

position of the latter we have already given. These are 

layers and vast pockets of red and yellow earths, more or 

less consolidated, and also of earths whose colors vary 

from a dirty or yellowish white into actual blue.  AI- 

though the number of caves does not exceed four in which 

we have been able to identify the evidences of chemical 

action upon the lavas with a sufficient measure of reli- 

ability, the distribution of the other products of lava: 

decomposition by chemical agents is on a grand scale. 

We have examined and identified the several kinds of 

colored earths in all the gulches around Hilo and Papai- 

kou. Further in the gulches named Kahalii, Kawainui, 

Kulaimanu, Kapaheehee, Kolekole, Hakalau, Maulua, 

Kapehu, Laupahoehoe, Kawali, Ookala, Kukaiau, Puu- 

ohihaihai, Honokaa, Kukuihaele, and in the gulches and 

cuttings in the district of Kohala. The recent cuttings 

made in the building of roads in the districts of Hama. 

kua and Kohala, likewise of Hilo, have furnished ample 

opportunity of noting the distribution of the earthy 

decomposition products under discussion. These earthy 

products are found in alternating red and yellow layers, 

of thicknesses varying from three inches to more than one 

foot. The layers repeat themselves, as shown by the 

cuttings, one series being found only two to six feet be. 

low the ground surface, whilst other layers are lying 

even to twenty feet below the surface, and probably 

still deeper, which is indicated by their position in the 

bluff formations overlooking the sea in the Hamakua 

district. In addition to being seen in irregular layers, 

the red, yellow, and whitish substances exist in vast 

deposits or pockets, whose masses may be expressed in 

millions of tons. These substances however, are not 
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found uniformly throughout all the lava formations. In 
what appear to have been centers of great volcanic and 
chemical action the formations have been largely re- 
solved into these separate substances. But these centers 
are more or less acutely defined. They cease suddenly, 
and we come upon areas of formations that are under. 
going gradual disintegration, the dissolved materials be. 
ing borne away in rain waters into the sea as they are 
released. So that there are areas where the lavas and 
formations appear to have undergone violent disintegra. 
tion, and other vast areas where the evidences of such 
violent action are almost totally absent. 

Further generalizing upon the extent of the areas 
where it is indicated that modes of violent chemical dis. 
integration have operated, and upon the appearances of 
the several decomposition-products, will not add to our 
knowledge. We must ascertain the chemical composi- 
tion of these disintegration products, and then bring 
them into comparison with other similar products, the 
agents and modes of whose production we have identified. 

At the time of the field examination of those products 
of disintegration, in the districts of the four islands, 
we took typical samples of the several kinds of earths. 
Some eighty samples, in all, were taken. On account of 
stress of work, this number was gone over again by the 
writer, and reduced to forty samples, these representing 
localities and centers, bearing the marks of the most 
evident volcanic and chemical action, upon the four isl- 
ands. The analyses, which are found in the following 
tables, are made upon the materials as they were found 
in place. The elements included are those whose varia- 
tion in the several kinds of earths bears most closely up. 
on the immediate question. The estimation of the sul- 
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phurie acid in each sample is indispensable on account of 

the part which it is believed to have played in the pro- 

cesses of rock-disintegration under discussion. The rel- 

ative significance of the presence of sulphuric and car- 

bonic acids will be considered in a later paragraph. 

In the first table we give the analyses of the decom. 

position-products found in localities on Hawaii, after 

which corresponding evidences of the same character of 

rock-disintegration by chemical action that has transpired 

upon the other islands will be briefly given. 

LAVA DISINTEGRATION-PRODUCTS, ISLAND OF HAWAII. 

._ |Com- | 
Locality. Color. [Mois- bined| SiO. |/Fe O}Fe, O,'Al. O3;,;Ca O} SOs | CO, 

ture. |water 

Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per 
cent, | cent. | cent. 'ecent | cent. | cent. |cent.| cent. |cent. 

Ja liKorenes Gul see Brown.... .| 86.82) 11.70 11.53} 4.27) 10.45) 19.42) 1.25) 0.67 Inone 
Elo: 5. Shee Reda eee 19.82) 9.64| 21.80) 0.89) 23.04) 22.84) 0.49} 0.30 | 0.10 
EM O™ 2 ea ane Yellow. ..| 9.45) 15.56) 17.66 3.64) 20.64) 30.99) 0.60) 0.33 | 0.25 
ionomiu 7222 |Red.. ....}17.51) 4.74 25.10) 0.49) 31:12) 18.95) 0.40) trace|none 
Paauilo..... Red .. ....| 28.52) 5.84] 16.27) 0.98) 25.28) 21.42) 0.47] 0.07 jnone 
Ookala. i005 Red ......| 16.69) 535! 26.17| 0.70) 27 50) 21.91) 0.22) trace|/none 
Ookalan sn. Yellow ...| 4.15) 27.85} 2.26) 0.77| 2.40, 61.12) 0.80} 0.50 none 
Laupahoehoe. Light gray} 30.08) 10.80) 27.88 0.61) 1.86; 28.00) 0.62) none) 0,10 
Laupahoehoe,|Red .. ...| 15.25) 4.51) 26.60, 0.84) 36.00} 15.14) 0.49) 0.40 | 0.25 
Laupahoehoe, Whitish . . 2.47| 30.52) 2.44) 1.50) 1.64 59.84) 0.50) 0.38 | 0.20 
Hamakua ..../Gray .....| 7.66) 5.79 37,40 5.74] 12.24) 18.30) 0.30) 0.48 none 
Halawa...... Whitish | 13.26, 11.74 34.04 1.26] 4.40| 34.68) 0.25) 0.14 none 
Kohala ...... Whitish ..| 5.16| 25.83 10.96, 0.77|_7.36 48.14) 0.45) 0.35 |none 
Kohala ...... Reddish ..! 9.54) 1.03) 38.37! 1.42| 16.00 25.92) 2.19! 1.50 none 

These analyses were made precisely the same as those 

of the lavas, and thus the data express the amount of 

the elements in the total substance. 

As the Island of Hawaii, excepting probably the Ko. 

hala division, is the most recent in the group of islands, 

and its products the freshest, we shall call attention to 

the table of data before proceeding further. Without 

noteworthy exceptions, it is seen that where the “combin. 

ed water” is high, the proportion of alumina is also high, 
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and in instances enormous! The earths having these high 

contents of alumina and combined water are a dirty 

white, gray, or yellow in color. When glowed, for the 

removal of the combined water, the color may remain 

yellow, or becomes pink, or goes over instantly into a 

vivid red, which changes are determined by the propor- 

tion of iron and the form in which it is present. The yel- 

low hydrate of iron at once becomes red on glowing, but 

the silicate changes slowly, and very little. 

Very striking is the variation in the contents of silica, 

and of iron, in the substances. In examples we find the 

silica as low as 2%, and the iron as high as 87%; yet in- 

stances are found where the silica and iron are both 

reduced to almost nothing, and the alumina forming al- 

most the total of the earth. It has also to be specially 

understood and kept in mind that these substances which 

are so totally different in their composition, are found in 

the closest contiguity to each other. The Ookala “red” 

and “yellow,” although each represents thousands of tons 

of material, are lying near to each other, yet separated 

by acute lines of division. It is also, and even more 

strikingly, the case with the “red” and whitish earths 

taken in the locality of Laupahoehoe. The writer, in 

some cases, has taken samples of “bright red,” and of 

“whitish yellow,” from heaps of these earths not more 

than three feet apart. This close contiguity of earths 

of such totally different chemical compositions indicates 

most clearly that a cause other than “weathering” has 

operated in the rock-disintegration. 

Istanp or Mavi.—This island is said to be older than 

Hawaii. To the writer, the indications of age resemble 

those of the Kohala division of Hawaii. 

Three of the analyses are of earths from the region of 
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ereatest volcanic activity, following the line of lateral 

cones that descend the slopes of the grand crater of Hale: 

akala to the sea. The writer located some six of these 

lateral or tufa cones. Two more are of products separat- 

ing out in the disintegration of the lavas of West Maui, 

which was separated formerly from East Maui by a 

channel, in whose place now lies the isthmus that ties 

the two great crater mountains together. 

The borders of West Maui are skirted in localities by 

coral formations, which formations underlie some of the 

later lava flows. It is also indicated, as upon the Island 

of Oahu, that later volcanic activities have disturbed the 

underlying coral, or limestone, whereupon the escape of 

steam and vapors from below took place, bringing up vast 

quantities of carbonate of lime, of silica, with small 

amounts of iron and alumina. The deposits of these 

materials are a feature of the mountain slopes of West 

Maui running down to the bay of Lahaina, and the writer 

has frequently been asked by people passing the island 

on steamers “what the deposits are?” The districts be- 

ing small, the number of analyses has been reduced to a 

minimum; yet numerous samples of earths were taken 

corresponding to these analyzed. 

LAVA DISINTEGRATION-PRODUCTS, ISLAND OF MAUI. 

| Com- | | | 

Locality. | Color. | Mois eee Si O2 | Fe O |Fe2.03 Rees 0|S0, | CO. 
ete. | 

ee a Bee | eS OO 

| 
Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Fer | Per 

| cent. | cent. | cent. cent.| cent. | cent. | cent, | cent. | cent, 

Paia........|red .... . .| 10.85] 18.83 29.90) 0.22| 23.16) 26.00} 0.31) 0.31|none 
Makawao ..jred.. .... 12.60, 13.39 5.66 3.92 58.00 5.06) 0.61 0.03 none 
Makawao .. yellow.... | 30.02 32.63 7.66 0.00, 1.50 29.06, 0.30, 0.02 none 
Olowalu ...;white ....| 3.44 13.85 10 80 trace trace 3.06) 37.386 0.05 32.66 
Lahaina ..../white ....| 1.66) 11.51 12.181 0.80) 4.82, 5.28/ 40.24) 0.10) 30.90 
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The “red” and “yellow” earths from Makawao were 

taken by the writer from places only three yards apart; 

but they represent bulks of thousands of tons. The crater 

region of Makawao abounds with these different kinds 

of earths, in which the guava tree is flourishing; and this 

tree is preparing the earths for growths of a more delicate 

nature. 

The white deposits in the districts of Olowalu and La. 

haina are not to be regarded as lava disintegration-pro- 

ducts. Their prevalence, however, indicates to what an 

extent the areas of lava flows have been marked, during 

a past period, by escaping steam and vapors emanating 

from the depths below. 

Istanp oF Oanvu.—This island being the chief island of 

residence, its volcanoes are better known than others. 

Dana says the island is derived from the operations of 

two craters of the “first class.” We are able, however, 

to locate not less than twenty lateral or tufa cones, cer. 

tain of which are of notable dimensions. Better than 

upon even the younger islands can be observed the marks 

and results of escaping steam and vapors upon the lavas 

after emission from the craters. The slopes of Diamond 

Head and of Punchbowl are white with deposits of silica 

and carbonate of lime, and the fractures of the lava 

masses, and large fissures, are filled up with these 

materials that have been left behind by the escaping 

vapors. 

As on West Maui, the presence of more or less of car- 

bonate of lime in the deposits is due to limestone or coral 

formations upon which the latest eruptions overflowed. 

Even the lavas of these districts contain nearly 15% of 

lime, indicating that the limestone below was melted and 

mixed up in the up-coming magma, within which it is 
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now seen in white clusters of beautifully crystallized 

carbonate with Some silica. 

The following analyses are of disintegration-products 

of lavas from localitites where the coral has not entered 

into their composition. 

DECOMPOSITION-PRODUCTS OF LAVA, ISLAND OF OAHU. 

: igen) | Lari | 
Mois" pined| Si O2 |Fe O Pollan Os\Ca 0. SO, | © 0, 

water | 
Locality, Color. 

Per Per Per | Pe” | Per Per | Per | Pe’ Per 
cent. cent. , cent. cent. cent-, cent cent cent. cent. 

Tantalus ....|reddish .. | 15.10, 10.74) 29.14) 1.60 15.20) 26.10! 0.40, 0.10 none 
Tantalus .... brown ....| 1.27 30.00) 6.70 0.44) 8.45) 52.10 0.43) 0.20 none 
Tantalus ....,brown ....) 6.37) 21.04) 12.84) 1.99) 18.29 43.90) 0.53) 0.35, none 
Kokoloea ... brownish ../ 12.11) 9.57 33.96 0.75 11.14 30.14 0.40! 0.20 none 
Kokoloea ...)dark ......| 1.85) 10.89) 7.52) 1.40) 70.40) 6.30) 0.62; 0.56) none 
Ewa.... ..../white. ....| 1.60) 4.78] 87.89} 0.69} 1.85] 2.33] 0.20) 0.07| 0.46 
Ewa ........|whitish...,| 3,84) 9.86| 55.96] 0.00} 9.92) 19.48) 0.77| 0.15) none 
Waialua .....,reddish....) 7.91 1.15) 29.29] 1.80 26.06 22.07) 1.88) 1.53) none 
Heeia....... lcrimson ...| 5.21| 6.84! 33.70! 2.56) 18.66, 23.71| 1.48 1.15 none 

These data repeat the indications set forth in the ex- 

amination of the substances from Maui and Hawaii. The 

Kokoloea substances were taken from places separated 

only a few yards from each other, yet the one is largely 

an alumina compound, whilst the other contains over 

70% of iron oxide, of which we shall speak later. Special- 

ly noteworthy are the high amounts of silica found in the 

Ewa products that were taken by the writer from two 

deposits that are still in a very fresh condition. The 

large amounts of sulphuric acid found in certain of the 

products furnish a clear indication that the steam vapors 

that acted in the disintegration of the lavas were highly 

sulphurous. 

Istanp or Kavar.—The geologists appear to agree in 

considering Kauai the oldest island in the group. We 

have reason to consider, however, that whilst Kauai may 
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have appeared above the ocean before any of the islands, 

voleanic activity continued upon it after the other islands 

came into existence. But the greater age of the forma- 

tions and lavas is indicated by given disintegration-pro- 

ducts notwithstanding. 

Geologists cannot locate with certainty the location of 

the primary craters which laid the foundations, and built 

up the main part of the structure of the island. The 

centers of lateral crater action, however, are almost more 

definitely marked than upon the younger islands. At the 

north end of the island in the district of Kilauea, the 

lavas, and the soils derived from them, indicate a past 

period of extreme lateral activity. Crater hill, one part 

of which appears to have dropped down below the sea, 

leaving a bluff wall which had been the interior of the 

throat of the crater, is, with other tufa cones, an abiding 

evidence of past volcanic action. In the district of Kealia 

the grand gulches and tufa cones repeat the same state. 

ment. The Kilohana crater gave forth much of the 

material that has formed the soils in the district of Lihue, 

although all Lihue soils do not appear to have been deriv- 

ed from one source. From Lihue we pass on to Koloa, 

where we come upon a region of past volcanic activity 

that is almost without a parallel. Within an area of a 

few thousand acres are seen what have been nine, and 

possibly eleven, crater cones; one line of which—the 

“Dutton craters”—corresponds to the Diamond Head 

series on Oahu, and to the Makawao chain of cones on 

Maui. ~ 

Analyses have been made of only seven products from 

Kauai; but these are so extremely distinctive in character 

that further analyses could hardly add to the indications 

that they are calculated to convey. 
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DECOMPOSITION-PRODUCTS OF LAVA, ISLAND OF KAUAI. 

| Mois-|Com:| | _ | | | 
Locality. | Color. ture,| bined) SiO2 | Fe O |Fe?0;/Al203) CaO | SO3 | Coz 

‘water | | 

: i Ts | 7, S/he 
Per, |) Per |) Rex |pRer ||| Pers Pers) Sher) rerllieier 

| peaed cent | cent. cent cent. | cent. ! cent.| cent. | cent. 

Koloa ......|White. ..| 444 /15.55| 231 | 0.00} 0.85| 109 |31.24 44.65 | none 
Koloa ......)Yellow.. .|10.18 |10.41 |82.52 | 0.94 11.37 |24.17 | 3.59) 4.65) 0.14 

Koloa.......|Yellowish/24.88 | 5.87 438.45 | 0.00] 3.84 |18.07 | 0.46 |trace | none 
Koloa.......|White ...| 8380 |12.47 |42.42 | 0.00) 2.24 |33.76| 0.25) 0.10) none 
uihwe...... Red ...-.| 487 110.23) 9.10) 0.84 |63.68 | 9.72 | 0.66) 0.54 hone 

Kealiae..... ved. ....| 2.24 |10.41 |12.98 | 1.92 |62.72 | 8.22 | 0.50 |trace | none 
Kilauea. .....Red.....\ 5.84) 8.90| 4.96 1.93 |67.06 |11.19 | 0.382 | 0.59 | none 

We did not succeed in finding distinct siliceous 

deposits on the Island of Kauai. The composition of the 

other products, however, indicate the enormous amount 

of silica that has been released by the disintegration of 

the lava, and removed elsewhere. The undecomposed, 

vesicular lavas in the region of Koloa and Lihue are 

quite remarkable for the amounts of pure silica contained 

in the vesicles, and deposited on the surfaces of the lava. 

In Koloa we have an example in process of kaolinization, 

and on a large scale. The writer has in his collection a 

specimen of one hundred pounds in weight, obtained with 

the assistance of Mr. Anton Cropp, in which is beautifully 

illustrated the mode of coming together of the alumina 

and silica, and the production of an almost theoretically 

pure kaolin, and the separation of the other elements of 

the decomposing lava. 

Upon the plain of Mahaulepu, in the Koloa district, we 

found the most extraordinary piece of evidence of pre. 

vious volcanic action, and of the mode of the subsequent 

disintegration of the lavas. Side by side, and on areas 

extending over a considerable portion of the plain, are 

found deposits of red and yellow earths. The yellow 

earth contains no less than 5.82%, upon its dry weight, 
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of sulphuric acid, and sulphate of lime is found in crys 

talline form, and amounts to over 9% of the earth, from 

which it is separating out almost chemically pure. 

In the district of Lihue, Kealia and Kilauea, and in 

what have been centers of extreme volcanic activity, the 

separation of the elements which formed the lavas has 

proceeded to more ultimate lengths. The layers of red 

earth, some of which are found in deep cuttings, and 

twenty to thirty feet below the land surface, and others 

only four feet below the surface, have consolidated into 

hard concretions of almost pure iron ore, or hematite. 

These concretions we have only succeeded in finding on 

the two older islands—Oahu and Kauai and they, with 

the kaolinization proceeding at Koloa, indicate the con: 

tinuance of lava-disintegration, and separation of the 
53 

products, under the agency of “simple weathering,” and 

after the chemical causes, of which we are speaking, had 

ceased. It is understood that whatever may have been 

the character and extent of the primary chemical action 

upon lavas, the disintegration has been continued and 

completed by the several climatic influences that are ex: 

pressed by the term—“‘weathering.” 

Having examined the products from each of the four 

islands which may be considered as evidence of the opera- 

tion of chemical causes in the disintegration of lavas in 

certain localities, we shall now bring these ancient pro- 

ducts into comparison with the substances that are being 

produced today at Kilauea, on the borders of the active 

crater, by the action of sulphurous steam on the lavas. 

We may here add that, in addition to the samples repre- 

sented by the analyses recorded, we have made quali- 

tative examinations of the other almost chemically pure 

samples of gypsum, siliceous, and other compounds in 
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order to justify any allusion to such substances that it 

did not appear necessary to examine quantitatively. In 

the following comparisons of recent and ancient products 

of disintegration the data give the relative amounts of 

the elements free from water and volatile matters. This 

is necessary on account of the extreme variation in the 

proportions of volatile matters in the several substances, 

and in order to further compare the composition of the 

several products with that of the original lava, which is 

almost free from volatile bodies. 

YELLOWISH-W HITE—COLORED, SILICEOUS PRODUCTS, 

| | 
Age of Products. ISi Oz] Fe O |Fe203/Al203/ Ca 9 | S O3 

| | 

Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per 
| cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. 

Recent—Kilauea Crater. .............. 88.10) 0.90 4.00 1.51| trace, 1.33 
Ancient—Extinct Crater Regions ......|93.88) 0.73, 1.97, 2.49} 0.21) 0.08 

GRAY-COLORED, SILICEOUS PRODUCTS. 

SiO,|Fe O |Fe.0,/Al.0,|CaO| O, Age of Products. 

Per | Per ' Per | Per | Per} Per 
cent. | cent. | cent. |cent | cent. | cent. 

Recent—Kilauea Crater ........ ...... 67.69) 2.28) 9 65) 8.38] 4 45) 2.12 
Ancient—Extinct Crater Regions Bek Sc . 63.45 0.00/11 Ad 22.57| 0.89) 0.27 

In the following comparison, lime carbonates are ex. 

cluded from the average of “ancient” products. As we 

have already explained, these carbonates are derived 

from lime formations underlying lava flows, and are not 

true disintegration-products of lava. 



WHITE, CALCAREOUS PRODUCTS (GYPSUM). 

| | | | | 

Age of Products. | SiO. | FeO |Fe.0,/A1,0,| CaO | SO, 

Per | Per | Per 
ferr ean 

Per | Per | Per 
cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent | cent. 

| 

Recent— Kilauea Crater 2... .65..-)..- 4.00} 0.00 0.70'trace 43.40 44.73 
Ancient—Extinct Crater Regions .... .. 2.89 0.00, 1.06 

It is difficult to make a comparison, of any value, be. 

tween the alum products that are being formed from the 

decomposing lava at the Kilauea crater with ancient 

deposits in which alumina predominates. The Kilauea 

alum deposits contain, in addition to iron sulphates, con. 

siderable sulphates of magnesium and of the alkalies. 

In the ancient products these sulphates have been almost 

washed away, which has resulted in increasing the 

amounts of alumina and silica. 

GRAY, ALUMINA PRODUCTS. 

Age of Products. | SiO, | FeO |Fe.0,| Ca O Al,0; SO, and H, 
a | ace 

Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | 
| cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | Per cent. 

| 

Recent—Kilauea Crater ........ |.0.80 0.00/12.30 0.50 96 2) 45.65 
Ancient—Extinct Crater Regions | 8.97, 1.44] 7.80) 0.34 45.5 25.60 

As already remarked, these ancient alumina products 

do not admit of close comparison. They also unquestion: 

ably owe their present composition to slow processes of 

change that followed the primary chemical action upon 

the lavas. Moreover, it must be borne in mind that 

alumina products, resembling these under discussion 

have resulted from the decomposition of rocks in older 

countries where it has not yet been shown that chemical 

causes of disintegration have played any part. 

In the following and last table we bring into com- 
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parison the red-earth products obtained fresh from the 

active crater where they are now forming, and the red 

earths collected from all parts of the four islands. Owing 

to the great variation in the ancient red products, which 

variation appears to relate to the variation in age, we 

give first, the composition of the recent red product from 

Kilauea. Second, the composition of an ancient red 

earth that corresponds most closely with the recent pro- 

duct. Third, the ancient red product that contains the 

least amount of iron oxide. Fourth, the ancient red pro- 

duct that contains the largest amount of iron oxide. 

Lastly the mean composition of all the red earths. This 

division is made in order that the variation in the compo- 

sition of these red earths shall be understood, and for 

the further reason, that these earths are a factor of im- 

portance in the composition of some soils. 

RED, IRON PRODUCTS. 

Age and State of Products. Si0. FeO Wane Gs CaO | SO, 2 20;/A1,0; 3 

Per | Per | Ber Where eLer 
cent. | cent. | cent.| cent.| cent. 

Recent-—-Kilauea Crater Product ............ 32.50/44 50/18 .10) 0.20) 1.57 
Ancient—Corresponding Product............ 33.15 44.86 18.87) 0.60) 0.50 
Ancient Minimum Iron oxide content .... ..|42 9019.48 28.98) 2.45) 1.68 
Ancient—Maximum Iron oxide content...... 7.65 83 68 6.84! 0.82) 0.04 
Ancient— Mean of Red Products. .... [28.71 47 32.21.80) 0.90) 0.60 

The examination of the products of lava-decomposition 

of an earlier period, and the comparison of those with the 

products of disintegration that are being formed, at the 

present time, in the region of the active crater at Kilauea, 

have led to very significant results. The location of the 

ancient products in what have been centers of past, ex: 

treme volcanic activity; the marked resemblance of these 

products, in appearance and chemical composition, to the 

substances now in the act of formation from disintegrat- 
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ing lavas, ‘by visible processes, 

dicate that the “recent” and the “ancient” products, 

under discussion, have had a similar origin. Moreover, 

these phenomena indicate that in the disintegration of 

all these phenomena in- 

the older lavas, chemical causes have exercised a strong 

action, over extensive areas, and previous to the later 

action of “simple weathering,” the results of which will 

be found in the present character of the soils derived 

from them. 

LATERITES: THEIR OCCURRENCE AND ORIGIN. 

In the previous paragraphs we have endeavored to 

compare the products of lava-disintegration of a past 

period with the substances into which the same kinds of 

lavas are being resolved to-day, but we have not, so far, 

attempted to definitely designate those products. 

It is evident, however, that in the highly siliceous, 

light-yellow colored, products we have substances that 

will ultimately consolidate into siliceous sand-stones, ex- 

amples of which are already found in a very developed 

crystalline state. Further the calcareous products have, 

and are still resolving themselves into definite deposits 

of almost pure gypsum and carbonate of lime; whilst the 

alumina is separating as masses having a remarkable 

degree of purity, exceeding that of the bauxites of France 

and Ireland. Each of these products has a definite char- 

acter, and they all differ radically from the “red earths;” 

which, from their appearance, physical character, and 

chemical composition may come under the designation of 

laterites. 

Sir Charles Lyell describes laterite as a “red or brick: 

like rock, composed of silicate of alumina and oxide of 
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iron;” which description exactly agrees with the chemical 

composition of the red product that we have found to be 

forming, at the present time, near the active crater, and 

of the red earths collected from centers of past volcanic 

activity. 

Concerning the occurrence and geographic distribu: 

tion of the laterites, Lyell says further, “The red layers, 

called ‘ochre beds,’ dividing the lavas of the Giants Cause- 

way (England) and the Inner Hebrides, appear to be 

analogous to the laterites of India, which were found by 

Delesse to be basalt (trap) impregnated with red oxide of 

iron, and in part reduced to kaolin.” Blandford in his 

“Geology of India,” speaks of “high level laterite as non- 

detrital, or iron clay;” which Posewitz says bears a closer 

resemblance to the laterites examined by him in Banga 

than do those which occur in given regions in Africa, 

where they were examined by Peschuel-Losche, and are 

described by Sachsse in his “Lehrbuch der Agricultur- 

chemie.” Wohltmann speaks of a laterite formation 

from volcanic, basalt rocks in Liberia. Credner treats of 

the laterites of South America, and compares these with 

the laterites of India. These substances, which are better 

known as “ochres,” are found distributed over most sec- 

tions of our globe, and independently of the present 

climatic conditions; although, at this place, it must be 

borne in mind that countries which are distinguished to- 

day by temperate climates, during a previous period 

exhibited the conditions of tropic lands. In the British 

Islands, over Europe, down to the Mediterranean, the 

“ochres” are found, and utilized in the arts and manu. 

factures. Over North America vast deposits of “red 

ochres” are widely known, and which, a manufacturer 

of mineral paints in a city in the United States says, - 
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“are the same thing as the red ochres sent to us from the 

Hawaiian Islands, for which we have no use, as we have 

too much near home.” 

At present, we are not able to judge to what extent it 

may ultimately be found the rule, but the occurrence of 

the laterites, has been largely found in connection with 

igneous rocks. Lyell not only says that the “red ochres” 

in England “divide the lavas;” but continues “we feel 

sure that the rock of Staffa, and that of the Giants Cause- 

way (England), called basalt, is volcanic, because it 

agrees in chemical composition with streams of lava 

known to have flowed from craters.” Lyell says further 

“these basaltic and other igneous rocks are associated 

with beds of tufa in various parts of the British Isles;” 

and “the absence of cones and craters in England may 

be due to the eruptions having been submarine.” In 

Madeira and the Canary Islands, Lyell again says the 

lava flows are divided by red layers of laterite. Blanford 

says the “high-level” laterites of Central and Western 

India are found lying upon trap rocks (basalt), that are of 

igneous origin. In this matter, however, our knowledge 

is not exact and universal enough to speak emphatically 

on a relation of the laterites to rocks of volcanic origin. 

Moreover, it appears from the observations of other in. 

vestigators that laterites occur where it does not yet 

appear that igneous rocks are found. 

Bearing upon the question of the origin of the laterites, 

Lyell says “the red bands or layers of laterite are prob- 

ably ancient soils formed by the decomposition of the 

surfaces of lava currents. These red soils may have been 

colored red in the atmosphere, or burnt into red brick 

by the overflowing of heated lavas.” Posewitz considers 

the formation of laterites is due to the superficial weath- 

4 



ering of rocks and soils. Wohltmann says “the mode by 

which the laterites have been formed is not at all under: 

stood. Some have erroneously taken these products to 

be a result of the action of sea water on rocks, or 

sedimentary deposits from sweet water; whilst others 

have as erroneously considered them in some way pos: 

sibly connected with volcanic movements.” Again he 

says “it must be regarded as a geological feature of late- 

rite, that it has only been formed where the processes 

of weathering and leaching have gone on for thousands 

of years. The expiration of numberless thousands of 

years of the action of weathering upon the materials of 

the earths’ crust was an absolute necessity in the forma- 

tion of the laterites.” 

Concerning the origin of the red ochres or laterites of 

the Hawaiian Islands we do not need to go into a further 

lengthy discussion. The minute description of the disin. 

tegration of lavas in the region of the active crater at 

Kilauea, that is proceeding at this time, whereby the 

solid lava is being resolved, by the action of sulphurous 

steam, into the several products of decomposition, of 

which a red earth, or laterite, is a prominent one, does 

not need to be repeated. Also our account of the distri- 

bution of centers of past volcanic action over large areas, 

and the comparison of the “ancient” products of lava 

disintegration with the “recent” products that can be 

seen and obtained to-day all these things place before 

us indications and proofs, of the most undoubted charac. 

ter, that the formation of laterites upon the Hawaiian 

Islands has been, and is still being, due to the intense 

action of acid vapors upon lavas, whereby these are being 

resolved into the siliceous, calcareous and earthy bodies 

which we have already fully described. 
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In evidence of the mode by which these “red earths” 

have been formed in past periods, it was in the first 

degree important to bear in mind the agents by whose 

action the formation could have been carried on. For 

that reason, in the examination of all the products of 

lava-disintegration the sulphuric and carbonic acids were 

invariably determined. If the formation of the laterite 

had been due to the superficial action of weathering upon 

lavas and soils, the more active agent in the process must 

have been carbonic acid, derived from vegetable decay, 

and evidence of its presence and action might be deduced 

from iron carbonates found in the products. If, on the 

other hand, the rock-disintegration had been primarily 

caused by the action of acid vapors escaping from below, 

and sulphurous or sulphuric acid had been, as it is found 

to-day, the acid element in the steam and vapors, then it 

was expected that sulphuric acid might be found in the 

laterites and other disintegration-products, and especially 

in such as were found at great depths from the surface, 

and which rains had not leached. 

If we recur to the analyses of the “red earths” found 

in localities upon the four islands we see that in most 

of the products no carbonic acid, but very notable quanti- 

ties of sulphuric acid were present. To save the reader 

the necessity of looking back over the several tables we 

reproduce the sulphuric acid contents of the recent 

“red earth” (laterite) forming at the present time at Ki- 

lauea, and of certain of the laterites formed during earlier 

periods of volcanic action at centres over large areas of 

all the islands, to which are added the amounts of the 

acid also contained by certain of the kaolin products, and 

the highly siliceous separation-products, commonly eall- 



ed “yellow ochres,” and also classed as “yellow laterites,” 

as a result of confusion. 

Age and Nature of Products. Locality Sal tale 

Recent—red laterite (now forming). . Kilauea Crater ...... 1.57 per cent. 
Ancient—red laterite............ IMfG6Ia: 3 5A eee has 8 1.31 ef 
Ancient—red laterite............ Walaltiamso so ee: 1.68 o 
Ancient—red lateriters.+ see os monhaldoee see. ace. 1.68 ag 
Ancient—red laterite........-... Kokoloeaiae = =. + eck 0.65 oe 
Ancient—red laterite............Paia............... 0.28 “ 
Ancient—red laterite........ Makawao. sen. 0.04 ts 
Mean of all Ancient red laterites.................... 0.61 s 

These red laterites vary in physical state from plastic 

to solid concretionary deposits. Four of these contain 

80% of iron oxide, the alumina and silica having separat- 

ed out. 

Age and Nature of Products. Locality. Ba epee a 

Recent—yellow earth (now forming). Kilauea Crater...... - 1.33 per cent. 
Ancient—yellow earth. .... eS Sela Lill Kopp nee te een Yes 1.29 
Ancient—yellow earth........... Laupahoehoe ...... 0.57 eS 
Ancient—yellow earth .... ..... @okalaweescee eerie 0.71 #§ 
Anvient -Clay or Kaolin........ Koloa 43is4 Saree age 5.85 eS 
Antient—Clay =. =.) 20 50... SEAM ORN CO on ab nc 0.44 “ 

Recent—Gypsum (now forming) ..Kilawea Crater .. ..44.73 de 
Ancient—gypsum .............. Kolo: ike eee 55.81 ae 

The ancient red laterites were all found to contain sul- 

phurie acid and certain of them, which have been pro: 

tected from the leaching action of rain, contain even 

more than is found in the fresh laterites now forming 

under the action of the sulphurous steam at the Kilauea 

crater. 

We had persuaded ourselves that the layers of red 

laterite, lying at a depth of from two to four feet below 

the land surface, must have been deposited by the action 

of carbonic acid, derived from decaying vegetable mat- 

ter, on the iron in the soils. In most of the laterites, how: 

ever, no carbonic acid was found, and where the acid 
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was met with, it was in products where coral limestone 

was lying in the neighborhood. But the absence of car- 

bonic acid in the deposits or layers of laterite is no abso. 

lute proof that the deposition was not caused by that 

agent. The carbonate of iron, when deposited, would 

part with the acid, and the iron would revert to the 

oxide form in which it is now found; the laterites thus 

distinctly differing in their behaviour from the concre, 

tions known as “hardpans,” one example of these con- 

cretions containing 30.26% Si O03; 5.88% Fe, O3; 14.83% 

Al, Og; 18.61% Ca O; 8.84% CO,. In connection with 

the formation of laterites that are lying within two feet 

of the surface, we have to bear in mind that the red late. 

rites formed, and forming near the active crater are little 

more than a foot below the surface, but are marked by 

crystals of sulphur, which attest their mode of formation. 

Nevertheless, we are still impressed that carbonic acid 

has also acted as an agent in causing the deposition of 

the laterites in given localities, although it has not yet 

been possible to obtain actual evidence to confirm the 

persuasion. 

Concerning the action of rainfall and temperature in 

the matter of laterite formation, the climatic conditions 

of the present time furnish no conclusive indications. 

The red laterites, and other disintegration products of 

the lavas, are found on the windward and leeward sides 

of the islands, and in the dry districts of Kau, Kohala, 

Paia, Waimea, and Honolulu, as well as in the wet dis- 

trict of Hilo, and the moderately moist districts of Ki- 

lauea, Koloa, Hana and South Hamakua. 

In concluding our observations upon the operation of 

chemical action in the disintegration of lavas on these 

islands, we refer once more to the extensive areas which 
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during earlier periods, have been the centers of vast vol- 

eanic action. Lateral cones have been in action upon the 

slopes of the great craters, and over a large part of the 

surfaces of the islands. From these cones, tufa lavas 

were poured forth, saturated with steam and acid vapors, 

which caused the lava masses to undergo extreme altera: 

tion in chemical composition at the time of ejection. 

Through fractures and fissures of the ejected lavas, steam, 

frequently charged with sulphurous acid, continued to 

escape, and these vapors carried on the alteration 

primarily caused in the tufas, and appear also to have 

operated upon areas of solid lavas, which were dis: 

charged without alteration, causing results in disintegra- 

tion that are not comparable with the effects of “simple 

weathering.” 

The examination of the disintegration-products has not 

only furnished indications of the broad scale of areas over 

which chemical causes have acted in the decomposing of 

the lavas, they have led to the observation that the forma- 

tion of laterite has been, and is still being, due to the 

operation of the same chemical action. For whatever 

other causes or agents may have operated, it appears, 

without doubt, that the laterites of the Hawaiian Islands 

owe their origin, on a grand scale, to the action of sul- 

phurous steam in the disintegration of the lavas. 

If we extend our observations, and associate them with 

phenomena that have been noted in other countries, it is 

indicated that our conclusions may be found to allow of 

a more universal application. Authorities have been 

used to obtain a view of the prevalence of past volcanic 

action over surfaces of the globe, and we know of the 

basalt and tufa eruptions of Europe and the British Isles; 

of the lavas of India and Africa; and by the recent work 
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cf Russel, more of the magnificent areas of an earlier 

voleanic activity in the regions of Mexico and the Pacific 

Slopes. Further, we have noted the association of forma- 

tions of “laterite” with locations of igneous rocks; Lyell 

having shown the relations of laterite and basalts in Eng. 

land and Scotland; Blandford and Delesse the same con- 

ditions in India and other countries, and the “red ochres” 

of North-western America may be shown to have a rela. 

tion to the voleanic movements of those regions. ‘There- 

fore the wide-spread appearance of these phenomena 

cause us to think that chemical causes may have ex- 

ercised an enormous and wide-spread action in rock. 

disintegration, and whose results may be still found re: 

corded in the soils of the older continents and lands. 

In previous paragraphs it has been in, WEATHERING. 

dicated that large masses, and areas of lava surfaces, 

have suffered primary disintegration under the action of 

chemical causes; and that other vast areas have not been 

acted upon by those special chemical agents. All lavas, 

however, whether they have, or have not been initially 

acted upon by chemical agencies, are resolved by the in. 

into the palpable state >) 

fluences of “simple weathering” 

in which they are called soils. 

The several influences that are understood under the 

term “weathering” may be summarily expressed as 

variations im atmospheric heat and moisture. Great ex- 

tremes of temperature act powerfully in the fracturing 

and disintegrating of rock masses where moisture is 

present... In tropical climates the extremes of tempera: 

ture do not obtain, but the continuous action of high 

temperature, combined with rainfall, upon rock surfaces 

leads to the same results; and when these combined in. 
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fluences are aided by the growth and decay of a luxuriant 

vegetation, the final work of disintegration is very rapid. 

The appearance and chemical composition of decompos- 

ing lavas and their decomposition-products are affected 

by the degree of atmospheric heat and moisture. On the 

lee side of these islands, where the heat is more constant 

and intense, the air dry, and the rainfall almost noth- 

ing, the lavas undergo a slow, dry oxrydation, and become 

a soft red or rich chocolate in color, due to the formation 

of non-hydrous oxide of iron. In locations where the 

moisture in the air is high, and the rainfall great, and 

sometimes enormous, the same lavas undergo a more 

decidedly hydrous oxydation, which gives to them a yel- 

low, or yellow-brownish color, due to the hydration of the 

iron oxide. | This effect compares, in a measure, with the 

results of oxydation under the action of steam upon the 

lavas, which, in the case of tufas, has been shown to 

produce colors of every hue and degree of vividness. 

These various results of weathering, under the action of 

different conditions of heat and moisture, will be further 

considered in connection with soils. 

At the time that the writer collected specimens of 

the great masses of solid lavas upon the several islands, 

specimens were taken of these same lavas that had been 

exposed to atmospheric action, and which represented 

states of disintegration under simple weathering. The 

condition of these weathering lavas is set forth by the 

following partial analyses. 
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WEATHERING LAVAS. 

| | 

| Com- 
| 

Moisture. bined siO, FeO Fe, O, | Al. O; Ca O 
water. | 

Per cent. : \Pex cent.|Per cent |Per cent ‘Per cent. Percent | Per cent 

2.57 | 3.58 |48.19 | 540 | 9.90 | 23.47 
3.26 ail, | 0.38 2a6o, | l2e63) 2080S.) : 
eal | 7.61 | 36.38 SO Sila a0 cS) || = 
3.94 L. .81 93% | 85.88 4.94 8.53 | 16.58 & 
9.48 8.31 | 30).24. 8 45 8.38 | 20.22 as 
9.25 10.40 | 26.19 | 8.38 | 14.38 | 25.18 

Mean. 5 70 | 7.63 | 3511 | 5.59 | 11.27 | 21.85 | 7.06 

The average composition of these weathering lavas we 

now bring into comparison, especially, with the hydrous 

solid lavas, with which they were originally identical, 

and with the tufas. The first line in the table is given to 

the non-hydrous solid lavas. 

Com- 
; Mois- | pj al Lavas. ture |Pined| si O,| FeO/Fe,0;\A1,0,| CaO 

—=— 

| Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per 
cent. cent.} cent. cent . cent ; cent., cent, 

Solidd(mon=ydrous)y--)-e4s +6 -- 0.41) 0.138 49.12! 843) 4.04121.94] 9.24 
Solid (hydrous).................. 0.82) 1.96/44.66 8.66 | 5.62 |1706) 8.23 
Weabhered)..... 52. 5.«8s...s4 0-1 02570) 7/68\00-11) 6.59 11-27 |21.85 | 7.06 
UF LAW te lb se peace sehen et a Nee 7 .72|11 .49!26.60) 1.69 |25.79 |23.58 | 1.41 

In the individual analyses, as well as in the averages, 

the signal differences between the tufas and the normally 

weathered lavas, are seen in the exhaustion of the lime, 

reduction of the alumina, and enormous increase of the 

iron in the former, as compared with the steady loss of 

lime and increase of iron and alumina in the latter. The 

action of sulphurous steam upon the tufas has already 

been explained as a cause of the rapid removal of the 

lime, also of the alumina, from the lavas. The removal 
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of the silica, as the hydration of the lavas proceeds, will 

be spoken of in another place, and in connection with the 

subject of the loss of materials from the land, as indicated 

by the examination of waters of discharge. 

In studying any given kind of rocks or lavas their 

characteristic features are brought out with a more im. 

pressive clearness by bringing them into comparison with 

other classes of rocks. For this reason we shall give the 

chemical composition of various rocks which make up 

formations in North America, and from which the soils 

of those regions have been derived. For the composition 

of American rocks we are indebted to the incomparable 

collection of “Analyses of Rocks” by Messrs. F. W. 

Clarke and W. F. Hillebrand, of the U. S. Geological 

Survey. 

COMPOSITION OF AMERICAN ROCKS. 

Rocks. | SiO, |Al, O,|Fe.0, Fe O | Ca O | MgO | K.O | Na,.O 

Per | Per | Per | Per | Per | Per Per | Per 
cent | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent | cent. 

(1) Siliceous Sandstones... 88.48 5.85 3 10 0.00 0.44 0.66 1.41) 1.29 
(Zee Graniiesna se eae. .., /(2.50/14.40) 2.14) 0.00} 1.76) 0 52| 4.58 3.33 
(8)) Tooess. .-.........-...\6%. 16/11 289) 4215) (0200 SrGb nie 92 RA onl. som 
(4) Clay stones............|57.00|/24 50) 1.05) 0.00) 3 18} 165) : 
(5) Slates and Shales.. .. 51 36/15.54! 4.14) 3.85) 1.82) 3.20} 2.81] 1.73 
(6) Iron Carb-silicates. ....|36 00) 1.22) 2.52/26.45) 4.44) 4.43) . |. 
(7) Lime Carb-sulf-silicates 4.42 0.32 0.80) 0.00.50.65 2.28) 0 40 0.30 

Mean of Above ...... ...|/53.93)12 00 6.81 9 42 2.10) 2.31) 1.67 
American Basalts .......... 49.15|15.66| 9.52 | 8.29) 7.90) 2.84) 1.90 
Hawaiian Basalts ........../47.90)/18.23) 138.386 | 8 | 8.99) 6.05] 2.20) 1.50 

Our immediate purpose in comparing the several 

classes of American rocks with Hawaiian lavas will be 

very presently seen in the discussion of Hawaiian soils. 

There is a profound geological reason, however, for the 

comparison of these classes of rocks with basalts. If we 
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refer back to the decomposition-products, which we have 

shown are severally formed from the disintegration of 

lavas, we are struck by the resemblance of these Hawai- 

ian products, in chemical composition, to the respective 

kinds of American rocks. At this time we do no more 

than note this analogy, and shall reserve its discussion 

until the time when the whole subject matter of this 

study shall be considered at a later time in a work of 

ereater scope and detail. 



HAWAIIAN SOILS. 

Under the action of the several agents and modes of. 

disintegration, it has been shown how that the lavas 

have become decomposed and resolved into earths. It is 

thus from the decomposition of the lavas that the soils 

of these islands have been derived. 

It has been shown moreover, that in the course of dis- 

integration the lavas have yielded a series of earths and 

products, each of which has been more or less separated 

from the others, and many of which have been removed 

from the place of their formation, and have gone to the 

laying down of other formations, either at lower levels on 

the land, or under the sea. Due to the small areas of 

these islands, and to the acute declinations from the 

mountains to the ocean, and also to heavy rains, especial- 

ly on the windward exposures, the separation-products in 

the disintegration have been borne largely to the sea. 

If the lavas, in the course of disintegration, have fallen 

into these several classes of decomposition products, 

many of which have been separated from the mass, and 

carried away, it then appears that the soils in place must 

bear only a remote relation to the rocks from which they 

have been derived. A comparison of the composition of 

the lavas, with the average of some six hundred soils de- 

rived from them, indicates that the relation is a very dis- 

turbed one. In the following comparison the constituents 
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of the soil are calculated on the mineral matter, in order 

to note the extent of the alteration. 

COMPOSITION OF HAWAIIAN LAVAS AND SOILS. 

Fe O : S 
Material. SiO | + Ale Os; | CaO Mg O Na. O Ke, © 

| Fe, O; | 
— i= S| —=——| === SS — EE —_ 

Per | Per Per | Per Per Per Per 
cent. cent. | cent | eent. cent. cent. cent. 

Hawaiian Lavas| 47.90 13.36 18.23 | 8.99 605) 7/220 1.50 
Hawaiian Soils.) 27.54 36.45 22.64 | 0.46 | OV Ne etalt9 0.62 

In general, the comparison shows that the silica, lime, 

magnesia, the alkalies, also much alumina have been 

borne away. Fortunately the life in the sea has gathered 

up much of the escaping lime, and restored it to us, at 

our very doors, in the form of coral reefs which begirt 

the islands. The full significance of the vast difference 

in the composition of the lavas and soils will be con- 

sidered in detail at a later time, the present purpose being 

only to illustrate that these, and all other soils bear only 

a distant relation to the rocks from which they have been 

formed. There are formations and soils which represent 

the separation products, and other soils the residual products 

of the lavas and rocks from whose disintegration they 

have been derived. We have to deal, in the main, with 

scils that are the residual products of disintegrated 

lavas. 

Attention has already been called to the action of tem. 

perature and rainfall in the matter of weathering of 

rocks, and in the final disintegration of the materials 

forming soils. The variations in rainfall and the effects 

of less or greater precipitation, have been such as to ad- 

vise the division of the soils into wplands and lowlands, 

the former representing the areas of larger, and the latter 



the areas of smaller rainfall. In later paragraphs we 

shall discuss these evidences of the direct results of local 

climatic conditions. Just now, we have to consider our 

soils from a point of view from which it may be seen that 

the great differences in their nature, and economic value, 

are due to other causes, no less than to variations in 

climatic conditions. 

The soils of these islands, and of other countries where 

the lands bear a resemblance to these, pass generally. 

under the definition of red, or yellow soils. At first view 

this definition seems to be in place; but when we come 

to examine into the origin of the different reds and yel- 

lows, and note their chemical compositions, it is then 

found that this general definition does not apply, and may 

actually conceal the most basic and vital differences. 

Moreover, the definition is too definite, giving the impes- 

sion, more or less, that all our land surfaces are either 

vivid reds or bright yellows, which is far from the case. 

The red soils vary in colors from dark reds to crimson 

and light reds, the latter usually being contiguous to, 

or found within areas where soils that vary in color from 

light to reddish-yellow prevail. The dark, blood-red 

soils are frequently more distinctly marked off from 

those of other colors; but this is not, by any means, al- 

ways so. Then, in addition to red and yellow soils we 

shall have to speak of certain dark soils, and of their 

origin and characteristics. 

The common definition has been carried still further, 

and used to denote the qualities of the soils: In general, 

the red soils have come to be considered as good soils, and 

the yellow as poor soils. This also is far from being 

wholly correct; although certain red soils are very fertile, 

and many yellow soils are sterile. Actual experience has 
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shown met engaged in the island agriculture that whilst 

given areas of red land are rich, and permanent in fertili- 

ty, there are other red soils in which, practically speak- 

ing, nothing will grow. This is actually the case, despite 

the general definition which has marked the red soils as 

good soils. We have therefore, in the first place, to inquire 

into the causes of difference between the kinds of red 

soils, and into the enormous differences in their fertility 

and economic value? 

Dark Rep Soms.—In the previous paragraphs, which 

were occupied by the examination of the several forms 

of lavas, the results and conclusions arrived at were sum- 

med up as follows: “Amongst Hawaiian lavas are those 

which have discharged from craters, flowing and cooling 

into rocks having the composition of normal basalts. 

Others, originally of the same composition, have under- 

gone such alteration that they now compose rocks 

masses having a radically different chemical composition 

and color appearance. This alteration took place at the 

time of ejection, and under the action of chemical causes, 

and previous to the later action of secondary causes of 

rock disintegration, such as ‘weathering,’ which has 

apparently been the only agent of disintegration of cer- 

tain of the normal lavas.” 

There are broad and defined areas, especially upon the 

Islands of Mauai, Oahu and Kauai, where the lava dis- 

charges from the great craters have flowed and cooled 

into rocks, and upon which simple weathering appears 

to have acted as the only influence in their disintegra. 

tion; and there are other more acutely marked areas 

where the lavas have undergone such alteration at the 

time of ejection that their appearance and composition 

are radically different from those of normal lavas. 



The areas which represent the flows of normal, unal- 

tered lavas, whose surfaces appear to have become disin- 

tegrated by the slow action of simple weathering, are 

found, in the greatest part, upon the lee sides, or south 

exposures of the Islands; and consequently within the 

districts of smallest rainfall. This is far from being 

exclusively, although it is mainly so. It happens fur- 

ther, that whilst certain of these areas are not exposed 

strictly to the south, the rainfall, due to local topo: 

eraphy, is nevertheless small. In distinction from what | 

we have said is chiefly the rule, there are at least two 

small and indistinctly defined areas on Hawaii where it 

appears that the underlying lava has come down from 

the ereat craters by a free flow, and has been largely 

free from other causes of disintegration than weathering. 

Those areas have a full windward exposure, and lie under, 

the one a very heavy, and the other a medium rainfall. 

The areas, that have been defined as representing dis- 

charges of more or less free flowing, normal lavas, which 

lavas have undergone slow disintegration in hot expos: 

ures, with a minimum rainfall, are now the districts 

marked by the predominance of dark red soils. These 

districts are known as follows: Paia, and parts of 

Spreckelsville and Lahaina, on the Island of Maui. In 

these districts a high temperature with hot winds pre. 

vail, and a mean annual rainfall of about twenty inches. 

The upper district of Ewa, parts of Waianae and Waia- 

lua, on the Island of Oahu; where high temperatures 

prevail, and the rainfall does not exceed thirty inches. 

Waimea, Makaweli, and parts of the districts of Lihue 

and Kealia on the Island of Kauai. The districts of Wai- 

mea and Makaweli are distinguished by high tempera- 

tures and dry winds laden with clouds of red dust. In 
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these districts the rainfall is also not more than thirty 

inches per annum. In Lihue the temperature is high, 

and the rainfall on the low, red lands small. It is not 

to be understood that no other than “deep red soils” are 

found in these districts; but rather that these red soils 

predominate, and have caused the districts to be distin. 

guished by their prevalence. 

Generally, the “dark red soils,” in the districts we have 

named, go down to a great depth. We have noted the 

cutting of water ditches to three and four feet deep; yet 

at the latter depth is found the same texture of soil, of 

the same deep, blood red color. In these soils no small 

rock fragments, or stones, are found, or very seldom; 

but large areas are more or less covered with decompos- 

ing lava blocks or boulders, some of which protrude 

through the surface of the lands, and others are conceal- 

ed below. The soil, however, is formed to a depth below 

many of the lavas blocks, which are imbedded in it. In 

clearing large areas, in the districts mentioned, enormous 

cost has been incurred in removing these lava blocks 

that were in the way of deep cultivation, and pyramids 

of lava are seen stacked up in fields from which they have 

been collected. 

We have spoken of these “dark red soils’ as resting 

upon “areas of discharge of what were more or less free 

flowing, normal lavas.” It is necessary to say, however, 

that the apparently great age of the lavas from which 

the dark red soils have been derived, and the advanced 

state of disintegration, make it difficult, and often im. 

possible to form any conclusion as to the mode in which 

those lavas discharged from the crater. The great “lava 

blocks or boulders,” that have been described as dis: 

tributed through and imbedded in the soil, suggest that 

5 
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the flows may have been so-called “aa” of the roughest 

and most heaped-up description, which contained, or in 

disintegration became resolved into, separate boulders. 

Or, aS we see to-day at Kilauea, the lava may have 

flowed comparatively smoothly, and on cooling, con: 

tracted, and became broken up into blocks of small or 

greater dimensions. This much, however, we are able to 

be sure of—that the lavas from which the dark red soils 

have been derived were normal, unaltered lavas; in acute 

distinction from the tufa lavas, the soils furnished by 

which will be discussed later. In proof of the unaltered 

nature of these lavas at the time of discharge, the ex- 

amination of the inside or kernels of the greater blocks 

imbedded in the soil, and which have had to be broken 

up by blasting, and removed to permit of cultivation, 

has shown these to have the same compact texture, and 

the dark blue-gray color of unchanged lavas, and the 

chemical analyses state that they are normal basalts. 

Further, we are able to say that these lavas have under. 

gone disintegration under the action of simple weather. 

ine; and in climatic conditions characterized by almost 

uninterrupted sunlight of great intensity; a constantly 

hot and dry atmosphere, and an extremely small rain- 

fall. 

The deep soft red color of the soils under discussion 

has to be associated with the mode of oxydation of the 

iron constituents of the lavas. The normal lavas contain 

the iron, in the greatest part, in the form of dark-ferrous 

oxide. When this ferrous oxide is exposed to the agencies 

which cause disintegration it takes up a further quantity 

of oxygen, and goes over into ferric oxide. If the disinte-. 

eration of the lavas containing much iron takes place in 
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a moist atmosphere, or under great rainfall, or in the 

presence of steam, the ferrous iron not only takes up more 

oxygen, but some water in combination with it. If, how- 

ever, the decomposition of the lavas is slow, and proceeds 

in a dry atmosphere, and at high temperature, the fer. 

rous iron can go gradually over into the ferric state by 

the taking up of oxygen from the air, with little or no 

water. These conditions go to determine what the color 

of the oxydized iron and that of the decomposed lave 

and soil in which the iron is present, shall be when the 

disintegration is complete. Where dry oxydation takes 

place, as in conditions of high temperature and no moist- 

ure, the color of the iron, and of the earth or soil that 

it colors, is red. If the oxydation takes place in the 

presence of moisture, and especially of excess of moisture, 

or steam, the color can vary from that of iron rust, 

through degrees of shade to actual yellow, which latter 

we find in our sub-soils under great rainfall, and in tufa 

masses where the iron has undergone oxydation saturat:- 

ed with steam. The color of the oxydation products 

where excess of steam has operated depends however 

upon the temperature of the steam at the time of action. 

Dana and other geologists have observed that where 

“the temperature of the steam exceeds 200 degrees 

Fahrenheit the iron oxide may be red.” In another place 

Dana remarks “under exposure to air and moisture, the 

ferrous oxide changes to brown or limonite yellow.” 

Thus, and apparently due to the cause explained, the 

tufa masses, and tufa soils, may be either red or yellow, 

which depends upon the heat of the steam that acted on 

them at the time of ejection. In proof of this, it is found 

that all the yellow and brown tufas and soils instantly 
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turn red when they are heated, and the combined water 

is driven off. 

It is thus indicated that the dark red soils have not 

only been derived from normal, unaltered lavas, but they 

have been formed under physical conditions of heat and 

dryness that render the oxydized iron, and earths contain- 

ing it, red. We have already spoken of the dryness of the 

air, and the smallness of the rainfall over the areas where 

the dark red soils prevail. The action also of the direct 

heat of the vertical sun rays is intense! We have taken 

the temperatures of the surfaces of bare lavas upon which 

the sun had been descending for several hours, and whilst 

the temperature of the air did not exceed 85 degrees, and 

was often much less, the absorbed heat of the lavas was 

ereater than the hand could bear, and has been found 

to be over 160 degrees Fahrenheit. The opposite climatic 

conditions prevailing in other districts, where the moist- 

ure of the air and the rainfall are extreme, enable us 

to account for the brown or rust color of the soils, and 

the light, yellow color of the sub-soils, even where those 

soils are the weathered products of normal lavas. We 

have mentioned two areas on the windward side of Ha. 

waii where the soils appear to have been derived from 

solid, unaltered lavas by the action of weathering. The 

location of thirty-nine lateral or tufa cones, however, 

upon the areas lying between Hilo and Kukuihaele in. 

dicate how uncertain it is to say where, and where not, 

special chemical action has primarily assisted in the 

disintegration of the lavas, and which are soils formed 

by weathering, and which are derived from tufas? The 

two small areas indicated are found, the one in the 

neighborhood of Pepeekeo, and the other forming the 

deep, and generally more uniform, lands of Paauhau. 
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The rainfall in the district around Pepeekeo is about 150 

inches per year; and while the rainfall at Paauhau is 

now much less, there are evidences that the whole district 

of Hamakua, and also that of Kohala, existed under con- 

ditions of moisture and rainfall, during some former 

period, quite different to what obtain to-day. The Island 

of Hawaii does not furnish such acutely defined localities 

of normal layas that have been disintegrated by weather- 

ing, as distinguished from tufa lava areas, as are found 

on the other three islands; neither have its climatic con- 

ditions been such as to impart definite colors to the lavas 

during their course of disintegration. Apart from the 

tufas, and the red and yellow or gray colored products 

of decomposition of the lavas formed under special 

chemical causes, the decaying rocks, and the soils of Ha: 

wail are more generally of a rust color, which combines 

the yellow and a dullish red, each of these colors coming 

more or less to the front in some locations and soils. 

In locations where accumulations of organic matter in 

great abundance have decayed, the soils are darker, or 

almost black. Especially upon the upper lands, where 

the rainfall is the greatest, and the organic decay enor- 

mous, a very dark soil may be found overlying a subsoil 

which at a depth of two feet, is almost bright yellow, or 

a yellow tinted with spots of light red. 

Leaving the “dark red soils,” and passing on to the 

“light red or crimson red soils,” which are frequently 

confounded with the former, we have already remarked 

that the crimson and light red, on account of their origin 

and chemical composition, belong essentially to the class 

which includes the “yellow soils.” For this reason very 

little attention has been given to the light red soils, as 

they are not a type distinct in themselves. The follow- 
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ing comparison of dark red soils with samples of light 

red soils indicates the great distinction in the relative 

amounts of the more prominent constituents, as shown 

by the agricultural analyses: 

| | 
Insolu- | Com- 

Soils. ble Mat-|bustible | Fe.O, | Al,O; | CaO 
ter. ‘Matter. 

| 

| Per Per Per Per Per 
| cent cent. | cent. cent. | cent. 

e ! ry ye . | Ss 

Dark Hedy Sols”. 2.25 0-4. - ....| 387.202 | 11.830 | 22.94 16.84 - 0.344 
Light Red Soils.......... .-...| 24.500 | 20.040 | 29.10 | 10.01 | 0.150 

This comparison in average suggests that in the dark 

red, and light red soils we have to do with two distinct 

types. The relative fertility, and economic values of 

the two types will be set forth in another place. 

Yettow anp Licur Rep Sorrs.—We now come to con. 

sider soils that appear to be derived from lavas which, 

although originally of the same character as the normal 

lavas from which the dark red soils were derived, under- 

went such alteration at the time of ejection, under the 

action of steam and acid vapors, that their appearance 

and chemical composition are radically different to that 

of the normal lavas, and which we largely explained un- 

der the head of “tufas.” 

It has been shown that lateral or “tufa cones” exist 

on all the islands; that tufa lavas are very generally 

distributed; consequently, what may be called tufa soils 

are found composing large land areas. The circumstance 

that ejections of tufa lavas have marked the expiring 

activities of large, as well as the chief action of the 

lateral craters, would cause a wide-spread prevalence of 

these altered lavas. Forming largely the latest ejections, 
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and covering up earlier flows of more solid lavas, they 

compose, over large breadths of surface, the roek 

materials from which the soils have been derived. 

Over the four large islands, the districts that have 

been more especially marked by tufa cone action, and 

where tufa lavas, and yellow and light red soils are found, 

are parts of Hilo, Hamakua, and Kohala, on the Island 

of Hawaii; Makawao and Hamakuapoko, on the Island 

of Maui; Heeia, and parts of Honolulu, Pearl City, Waia- 

lua and Kahuku, on the Island of Oahu. Parts of Lihue 

and Kealia, and Kilauea and Koloa on Kauai. Kilauea, 

Koloa, Heeia, Makawao and some localities on Hawaii 

have been centers of the most violent tufa-lava produc- 

tion upon the Hawaiian Islands. 

The colors and appearance of the tufa masses, we have 

already explained, pass from crimson red to the brightest 

yellow, every shade of lighter red, browns, and yellows 

being found between these extremes. Samples of dis: 

tinct red and of yellow tufas were taken and examined 

in order to note whether the composition of the materials 

of different colors were analogous. In general, it was 

difficult to gain any instruction from a comparison of 

samples taken incidentally. The variations amongst the 

red on the one hand, and the yellow on the other, were 

as great as the variations between the red and the yellow. 

The only mode of obtaining comparative data was by 

obtaining samples of red and yellow from blocks in close 

contiguity in the same tufa mass. In a few instances 

only could this be done, but in these instances it was 

managed with great reliability. The samples, affording 

the analyses to be given, were taken from places not 

more than six feet apart. The lines of division between 

the red and yellow materials in place were acute and 
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definite. Through the materials in block, marks of 

fissures, up which escaping steam had risen, are still 

visible. The composition of these tufas was found as 

follows—the averages being given, and only of the con- 

stituents which form the chief mass of the materials. 

Lavas. | somaed | Si O, | Fe O | Fe, O; Al, O3 

Per cen . Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. Per cent. 

Yellow Tufas.... LOGO el oor al 3.26 17.64 25.80 
Red Tufas. ....| 956 | 8258 | 10r | 9049) | (2772 

It is seen that all the elements are found in about 

equal quantities in the two tufas. Noteworthy is the 

more advanced state of oxydation of the iron in the red 

material, through which, it is supposed, that steam of 

higher temperature has passed than passed through the 

yellow material. It is to the higher temperature of the 

steam that passed through the rock materials, according 

to the opinions of geologists already quoted, and our 

own observations, that the color of the red tufas appears 

to be due. All the yellow tufas become red almost in- 

stantly when heated. That the color is not determined 

by the proportion of iron present in the tufas, or in the 

soils derived from them, appears from the fact that the 

amount of iron in the red tufas analysed varies between 

11.87% and 26.83%; and in the yellow tufas the variation 

is from 21.0% to 28.48%. We have found one yellow 

material containing 49.11% of iron, and also some red 

materials containing above 60% of iron; but these were 

materials where the subsequent action of rain and air 

had caused the removal of the constituents, leaving a 

ferruginous residue. The determination of the color ap. 
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pears to be due, not to the amount of iron present, but 

rather to the form in which it is combined, and to the 

character of the physical conditions, such as temperature, 

at the time of emission of the tufa lavas. It is specially 

to be remarked that heat converts all the variations of 

color into an uniform red. 

The colors of the tufas pass on into the soils. Mounds 

and areas of tufa masses that were left a brilliant red 

at the expiration of the volcanic activity have passed, 

and are passing into light red soils; and yellow soils re- 

sult from the decay of yellow tufa masses. The masses 

of mixed colors have decomposed into soils in which 

definite shades are lost, and continued cultivation, and 

the results of erosion and washing of heavy rains, with 

the darkening action of vegetation are assisting to oblit- 

erate the original more definite colors. Before leaving 

the brief descriptions that have been made of the appear- 

ance, and apparent origins of “dark red soils,” and of 

the “yellow and light red soils,’ we wish once more to 

guard against the conclusion that Hawaiian soils are all 

either distinctly red or yellow. We have endeavored to 

bring into relief certain widespread and dominant types. 

There are large areas, however, that cannot be included 

by these types, and the particular phenomena of whose 

formation our accounts of probable origin of the red 

and yellow types do not necessarily cover. There are 

situations where the enormous rainfalls have made it 

difficult or impossible to trace the earlier causes of rock 

disintegration; which causes have assisted to determine 

the present character of the soils. But we are persuaded 

that these soils, whose origin and characteristics are not 

so definitely marked, come more or less within the two 
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great classes that.we have described. This is indicated 

by their location and chemical composition. 

Srprmentary Sorrs.—In addition to the two types of 

soils which have been described as formed in place, there 

are considerable areas that owe their formation to wash 

and deposition. These areas are found mainly on the 

leeward side of the islands, and in districts of small rain. 

fall. The deposition is caused by heavy rains falling in 

the mountains, carrying with them and distributing the 

materials of decomposing rocks over the lower levels. 

There are lands, where crops are growing to-day, that 

were formerly overflowed by the sea, which is indicated 

by the underlying coral formation. The rock debris 

brought from the upper altitudes has laid down deposits 

over these low lands which vary from one foot to thirty 

feet in depth of soil. These soils are usually very fertile, 

which is due to the circumstance that only the finest of 

the decomposing rock materials, and materials that have 

been thoroughly acted upon by the sun and air, and 

which are frequently mixed with organic matter, have 

been washed down. These soils bear the color of the 

decomposed rock material, frequently darkened by 

organic matter. 

The districts where cultivatable areas of these deposit- 

ed soils are found are parts of Ewa, Waianae, and Wai- 

manalo, and pockets on Heeia and Kahuku,.on the Island 

of Oahu; parts of Spreckelsville, Wailuku, Olowalu, and 

Lahaina, on the Island of Maui; Mana, Kekaha, and 

pockets in Waimea, Koloa, Lihue, and Kealia, on the 

Island of Kauai. In addition to areas that are chiefly 

planted with sugar cane, in the districts named, these 

sedimentary soils are deposited at the outlets of each 

little valley, forming small deltas of highly fertile soils. 
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The relative fertility and economic value of these soils 

will be compared with those of the other types of soil in 

a-later place. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF HAWAIIAN SOILS. 

Following the descriptions that have been given, we 

shall present the results of the physical and chemical 

examinations of the “dark red soils,” and of the “yellow 

and light red soils.” As the sedimentary soils are not 

soils formed in place, but the result of wash, and of 

the indiscriminate removal and mixture of the two kinds 

of lavas which have respectively formed the dark red and 

light red and yellow soils, less attention has been given, 

so far, to their composition. 

In the chemical examination, the mode of analysis is 

determined by the object or objects that are in view;— 

by the questions that the analytical data are required to 

explain. 

If the purpose is an arbitrary one, and the data are 

required in order to compare the behaviour of one soil 

with that of some other soil, or of the soils of one type 

with those of some other type, under the action of some 

solvent that has been determined upon as a standard, 

then the usual agricultural analysis is enough, and adapted 

to that purpose. 

If instead of, or in addition to, the information furnish- 

ed by the agricultural analysis, and for geological 

reasons, we require to know the total mineral constit- 

vents that compose a soil, and the relation of its compo- 

sition to the lavas or rocks from which it has been 

derived, then nothing short of an absolute analysis will do. 

In these investigations, a leading purpose has been to 
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trace the respective types of soils to. their geological 

origins. This has been attempted by endeavoring to 

ascertain the nature and mode of discharge of the lavas, 

and the processes of disintegration by which the lavas 

have become resolved into soils. In order to complete the 

research, and to bring the original lavas and the re. 

sulting soils into final comparison, it is necessary to have 

the total mineral compositions of the lavas and the soils. 

For this reason “absolute analyses” have been made of 

all the soils. Also “agricultural analyses” have been 

made of the same soils, to furnish the value of a compari- 

son of Hawaiian soils with those of other countries. 

Therefore, the “chemical examination” embraces: (1) 

The “agricultural analysis,” or the estimation of the 

amount and constituents of the soil brought into solution 

by the action of hydrochloric acid, of 1.115 sp. gr., for a 

period of 10 hours digestion on a water bath. 

(2) The analysis of the msoluble residue of the soil, 

found insoluble by the “agricultural analysis.” 

(5) The “absolute analysis” of the soil free from water, 

but including combustible matter. 

(4) The “absolute analysis,” calculated on the soil free 

from water and “combustible matter.” 

The statement of results gives only the average com- 

positions of the “dark red soils,” and of the “yellow and 

light red soils.” The average for each type embraces 

10 type samples, and 120 sub-samples, and represents all 

the great areas covered by the respective types of soils. 

The actual number of analyses made is much greater 

than is included in this statement, the agricultural 

analyses embracing over 1300 sub-samples; but these 

averages are based upon soils only which are very defi- 

nitely representative of the respective types. To give the 
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analysis of each individual sample would take up an un. 

necessary space, and would not bear on the present pur. 

pose. The individual analyses are for use in advising in 

the matter of fertilization on the several plantations. 

DARK RED SOILS. 

Gopsitiientl) | Aecateerel| | Tneatuble | 1) Apsciucn Anaiyes, 
fer cent. = a | ; 

I lubl Water-f M 

Insoluble Matter..... 37.202 Tm CL “Soil. Raat Meu 
Noistunreseees reer 6.160 | 

Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. 

Combustible Matter .. 11.330 Here ae es oe 12.156 | was 

Si Oe (insoluble) ....|----- = So0C 25.390 10.064 | 11.449 
SirOen(solulblejn 2th oi\e-s-ge es oe 43.460 17.606 | 20.000 

Opals ome oes wee 2.589. - |; 10:140 Gril | 7.625 
ee Oem ek ere 0.193 0.310 0.322 0.365 
Gs ee ree Pee ee OSS ROMs eee ee Since. 0.382 0.379 

(OG eerie b den ee ee 0.180 [te ee A rete oe 0.193 | carne Oe 

TBtzipy Oe og gh a Se ale 99.942, 4 050 96.212 | 929.784 

ZN Lk JE nate eld ge Rd 16.838 14.160 Dey (aly | 26.944 

CaO ce Wey Ss Be 0.344 0.340 0.500 0.568 

IN [reek 0 leas Cae hoe 0.487 0.510 0.659 0.748 

IMirisceOrenee tue eee 7 i al eae Sa a 0.277 0.314 

Kecie (Oy ee eo en ees ; 0.386 | 0.260 0.512 0.581 

Nig Ones tes, tee 0.752 | 0.860 1.139 1.300 

100.083 99.480 100.400 | 100.057 

Acidic Constituents of the Soils ....... ...=39.818 Per cent. 
Basic Constituents of the Soils.......... = (G0) 2a 

Total Nitrogen im the ‘Soils’. ::...:...--).. == (OANA, ss 

Soluble in 3 per cent K O Hy, in 30 hours. = 0.106 E 
Tnsoluble cf = (0) Oi: ee 
Water Absorptive Power of a Soils acdsee: = 63.3 = 
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YELLOW AND LIGHT RED SOILS. 

Constirmont yj) Aenlontiarel| Mneolable: Mi aau ole Analser: 
ay Por cent I ae a | 4 

- Tnsolubl Water-f M 1 
Insoluble Matter ..... 24,204. Tn Ole | : Sail Matter: 
Moisture .5).08 ces o 10.480 | | jae 

Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. 

Combustible Matter . ZOAAO? loca. nner | 23.000" 8) 02 oc neem 
HCl (ba ON TE) 4 sae aallgacaccostcose 32.550) «| 8.850 | 11.492 
PUG (SOMUDIS) i oun. <7] we lols weekend 84.390 9.3850 | 12.141 
4 D1 (0) Joe a ee 3.200 15.580 | 7.818 10.153 
16) (0) bane ae oe Par 0.409 0.410 | 0570 - 0.740 
1S) (OE) |e aa OBO: Falls. Soe ee 0.140 0.180 
CHOON EAS bites a 0250s es eens | ODEs Mic. Wee 
GOO! ho occ, Site ee o- 28.720 | 3.700 33.269 | 43.116 

END KODE eae ie 9.891 11.080 14.123 | 18.337 
(CAKE RE 0.148 0.440 0.285 _ 0.870 
VEL OME ioe oe. cet 0.745 0.910 1.084 1.407 
MnsuOi ye be ooh eee QS tl 2k eee 0.869 0.478 
MOUSE BS. cv wrolep ee 2 0.378 | 0.360 0.511 0.663 
NagOrn ci cae 0.621 | 0.540 0.843 1.094 

100.101 | 99.910 | 100.408 100.171 

Acidie Constituents of the Soils...... —34.706 Per cent. 
Basic Constituents of the Soils .. .... —65.465 se 

Total Nitrogen in the Soils .......... = (0.459 es 

Soluble in3 per cent KOH, in 30 hours = 0.360 “ 
Insoluble of a = (0.099 s 
Water Absorptive Power of the Soils... =77.000 ‘s 

The determinations of “absorptive power” were made 

with the “fine earth,” which comprised 84.3% of the total 

soil. 

Whatever may have been the cause or causes of the 

difference, the relative compositions of the “dark red” 

and the “yellow and light red” indicate that we are deal- 

ing with extremely different types of soils. 

After allowing for the higher amounts of moisture and 

combustible matter in the yellow soils, it remains notice. 

able that these soils contain a smaller proportion of con- 

stituents than the dark red soils that is not brought 
into solution by the hydrochloric acid. The yellow and 
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light red soils are distinctly more soluble than the dark 

red soils. This also appears in fusing the soils to prepare 

for the absolute analysis. The light colored soils fuse 

more readily than the dark red ones. The relative 

amounts of “moisture” and “combustible matter” in the 

two types will be noticed more in detail in connection 

with considerations on the effects of climatic conditions. 

Proceeding now upon the basis of the data giving the 

“mineral matter” by absolute analysis, it is seen that 

the total silica in the dark red soils is 33% greater than 

in the yellow and light red soils. Moreover the solubie 

silica is almost double that of the insoluble silica in dark 

red soils, whilst in the yellow soils the soluble and inso- 

luble silicas are nearly the same. We believe that the 

climatic conditions have accounted for some part of this 

ereat difference; yet the comparison of “upland,” or soils 

under heavy rainfall, and “low land,” or soils under 

small rainfall, with the “dark red soils” and “yellow 

soils” indicates that the great difference in the matter of 

silica is a structural difference in the two types. 

Soils. | Insoluble Silica. Soluble Silica. 

Per cent. Por cent 

WarksRede Soils. sso. c. 4. tachacts a 11.449 20 000 
Yellowand Light Red............. 11.492 12.141 
Upland Soils .... SAR ree ist Se 14.568 14.450 
Howlands Solsusee see eee 22 Ree 13 569 16.099 

The full data giving the composition of the “upland” 

and “low land” soils will be produced later. 

The comparisons in this table enable us to estimate 

how much climatic conditions have caused the difference 

in the content of silica, and.in its state of solubility, and 

how much may be due to differences in structural compo- 
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sition of the two types of soils. In viewing the relative 

amounts of “soluble” and “insoluble” silica, it is impor- 

tant to note the actually insoluble character of the latter. 

When the “insoluble residues” were digested with a fresh 

quantity of hydrochloric acid, the silica resisted absolute. 

ly any further action of the acid, no more going into 

solution. Even after the removal of the soluble silica 

from the insoluble residues, further digestion with the 

acid had hardly an appreciable action. 

The titanic acid is enormous in both types (the mean 

titanic acid in 10 lavas was 3.5%). Its increase in each 

soil is strictly proportional to the decrease in the amount 

of silica. In the “dark red soils” there is 7.625% of 

titanic acid to 31.45% of silica. If we consider this 

amount as reduced to the proportion present in the 

“vellow and light red soils,’ which is 23.6%, then the 

titanic acid to 31.45% of silica. If we consider this 

latter soils. These data not only show the insoluble 

nature of the titanic acid, they also furnish a further 

indication that all the lavas, in their original state, were 

Similar in composition, and that the difference in com- 

position of the tufas or altered lavas, from which the 

yellow and light red soils have largely been derived, was 

caused at the time of, or after, their emission from the 

craters. These observations upon the titanic acid are 

made for the reason that it is the behaviour of the least 

soluble constituents that we have to specially note in the 

endeavor to trace a soil back to the rock from which it 

was derived, and to judge of the primary identity of 

rocks or lavas from which different soils have come. 

Titanie acid appears to be the most insoluble constituent 

in Hawaiian soils. 
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Coming.to the relative amounts of iron and alumina 

in the two types of soils, we note a difference which is 

enormous, and extremely significant. Next to the silica, 

the iron and alumina are the cardinal constituents of 

the normal lavas; and their behaviour during the course 

of disintegration, with their relative proportions 

ultimately found in the soils, are data which furnish the 

most definite instruction. In the “dark red soils” the 

iron oxide is 29.784%; in the “yellow and light red soils” 

it is 43.116%, an actual difference of 44.7%. In the mat: 

ter of the alumina we find as significant a difference, but 

in the opposite direction. The dark red soils contain 

26.944%, and the light soils 18.337%, an actual difference 

of 47.0%. Before discussing the differences in composi- 

tion of the two types of soils further, it will be well to 

bring the compositions of the soils into comparison with 

the analyses of the lavas from which, we have explained, 

the dark red, and yellow and light red, soils are respec- 

tively derived. In these comparisons are given only the 

more dominant constituents—silica, iron, alumina, and 

lime, and these are presented on the basis of mineral 

matter, free from moisture and combustible matter. 

COMPARISON OF LAVAS AND SOILS. 

Materials. Si O, |Fe,0;|/Al,0;| CaO 
2 = am | 

Per | Per | Per | Per 
cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. 

Ava=NormalMavastSolid\e+-:..2.4cc.s2 sash cee ce 47.59 |15.02 |19.92 8.88 
Normal Lavas (Weathering) ............. ».. -|40.35 |20.52 |25.23 | 8.11 
Darks Redwsonete.. oh ca5: ax tuce cee witee cs. us 131.45 |29.78 26.94 0.57 

US rE ean ray cha Ns 8 A heat, pone Salas 3 |32.84 |33.92 |29.11 | 1.74 
Yellow‘and Light Red Soile.........0.).60.0.5 (23.63 |43.11 |18.33 | 0.37 
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In the passing over of the solid normal lavas, through 
9 

the state of “weathering,” into the dark red soils, is 

noted a most gradual change in the relations of the 

elements to each other. In the weathered specimens the 

relation of iron and alumina to each other is the same as 

in the solid lavas; and although the alumina has been, 

in part, removed and the iron has accumulated, in the 

course of the final resolution of the lavas into soils, the 

relation of the two chief constituent elements has been, 

visibly maintained. 

In the tufa lavas it is seen that a most violent dis- 

turbance of the relations of the elements was effected, 

and largely before the action of weathering began. As 

these lavas passed finally into soils, the relation between 

the iron and alumina underwent a change that complete- 

ly reversed the quantitative proportions of those elements 

as they existed in the original lavas. This change has 

also removed the ground of comparison, and rendered the 

yellow and light red soils extremely dissimilar in texture, 

color, and composition to the dark red soils derived from 

the normal lavas. We do not lay great stress upon the 

differences in lime and other soluble elements between 

the two types of soils, since climatic conditions, to which 

we shall presently refer, have had a great determining 

bearing upon the proportions of those elements left in 

the soils. It has been found, however, that in instances 

where yellow and dark red soils have been formed near 

together, and the rainfall essentially the same, the dark 

red contain, uniformly, more than double the amount 

of lime found in the yellow soils, and it was also found 

that in the yellow soils the largest proportion of the 

lime was contained in siliceous combinations in the “in. 
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soluble residue,’ and only recorded by the “absolute 

analysis.” 

We have, in previous paragraphs, dwelt upon the sul- 

phuric acid as an indicator of the mode of disintegration, 

and of the formation of soils. Like lime and the alkalies, 

this acid is readily removed by rain when in combina. 

tion with the bases named, and is thus found in least 

quantity where the rainfall is the greatest. The upland 

soils contain 0.166%, and the lowlands 0.210%, of sul- 

phuric acid. The “dark red soils,” which have been 

formed in dry conditions, contain 0.332%, and the “vellow 

and light red soils” 0.140% of sulphuric acid. If we 

leave the general averages, and note the variations in 

sulphuric acid in some soils of the same locality, where 

the rainfall is the same, a new set of indications present 

themselves. In the following data is found the measure 

of variation in the soils of localities, where the variation 

cannot be due to superficial causes such as rainfall. 

Localities, 

Heeia, Island of Oahu 
Honolulu, Island of Oahu 
Hilo, Island of Hawaii 
Ookala, Island of Hawaii ........ 
Mean of 820 Soils of America and 

England 

Minimum S O, in Soil Maximum SO, in Soil 

Per cent. 

0.050 
0.050 
0.210 
0.120 

Per cent. 

0.828 
0.650 
1 290 
0.450 

0.04 Per cent. 

In the cases where a high content of sulphuric acid has 

been found, it appears largely in combination with fer. 

rous iron, causing conditions inimical to plant growth, 

which we shall speak of again. These high amounts of 

sulphuric acid haye, so far, only been found in soils where 

great volcanic activity, and special vapor action on the 
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lavas, have transpired. The small amounts of the acid 

found in soils within the same locality, and not half a 

mile apart, is to be accounted for, we believe, by the 

circumstance that we have already explained, viz:— 

“there are areas, contiguous to such as have been acted 

upon by sulphurous steam, where no traces of steam 

action are evident.” 

“PorsonED Spots.”—In addition to the typical differ- 

ences in the soils, which have been traced to the different 

lavas from which they have been derived, there are yet 

other variations. Within broad areas where the soils 

have been derived from solid rocks by weathering, places 

or patches are found which appear, and behave quite 

differently from the surrounding land. Hardly anything 

will grow on some of these patches, and they are called 

“noisoned spots.” In some districts upon an area of 

1500 acres, patches summing up to eighty or one hundred 

acres may be found. We are persuaded that these 

poisoned spots were caused by the action of sulphurous 

steam upon the solid lavas after their emission from the 

crater. We are led to this view by what is observed to: 

day at Kilauea over the area of the crater floor, and 

which we have described in earlier paragraphs. At the 

active crater we noticed the action of the acid steam in 

changing the appearance and composition of the lava. 

We also noticed an accumulation of sulphuric acid in 

the altered lava, it having increased to three times the 

amount found in the lava where no steam action was 

proceeding. In comparison, these “poisoned spots” in 

the fields present a color appearance which not only 

causes them to resemble the steamed patches on the 

erater floor, but distinguishes them from the land around. 

The poisoned spots are most numerous in districts on 



Hawaii, but they are also found on all the islands. On 

Kauai, in the district of Makaweli, the superb breadths 

of “deep red soil” are spotted with these patches, which 

are yellow to light red in color, and from one-half of an 

acre to more in dimension. Near to the old crater, which 

is now used as a large reservoir, these yellow colored 

spots are very acutely defined. Samples of the soil 

were taken from three of these poisoned spots, two 

from Hawaii, and one from Oahu, in each one of which 

the sulphuric acid was above 1.0%, and the average of 

the acid in the three soils was 1.83%. These data leave 

us almost without doubt that in the origin of those 

“poisoned spots” sulphurous steam was one of the potent 

factors. 

We now present an example of a soil, of a gray-yellow 

color, in which the cause of color is not so evident as is 

the case with the yellow and light red soils generally. 

At Makaweli there is a breadth of land known as the 

“vellow ridge” which runs through a broad area of dark 

red soil, but is most acutely defined from the latter. 

This “yellow ridge” is a narrow strip running down 

through the main area of dark red soils which distinguish 

the locality. The lava which formed the yellow ridge 

was a later and distinct flow, but it came from the crater 

from whence the lavas forming the dark red soils came. 

Samples of the lava, in a state of weathering, which is 

forming the dark red soil, and also of the lava forming 

the yellow soil, were taken. The one lava, on its weather- 

ed surfaces, is already deep red; the other lava a dull 

yellow. The analyses of these two lavas gave as follows: 



\Com- | | | 
Lavas. bined | SiO, | Fe O |Fe.0,/Al,O,) Ca O 

Water 

Per | Per | Per | Per Per Per 
cent. | cent. cent. | cent.) cent.| cent. 

Red? @oloredie asi na soneeeeceoe ane | 4.85 |82.00 | 3.80 |14.78 |13.76 | 8.73 
Yellow Colored........... ean see aiee | 7.58 133.32 | 2.81 116,04 }13.23 | 9.00 

We have said that these lavas “were from the same 

crater,’ and the analyses say that, in chemical compo- 

sition, they are intrinsically identical. Yet the one is 

red and the other yellow! We note that the yellow con- 

tains nearly double the amount of combined water, and 

its iron is more advanced in oxydation, than is the case 

with the red lava, which is older than the yellow lava. 

These are the only marks of difference; but they are the 

peculiar marks of difference that would result from the 

action of steam at the time of, or after ejection. That 

steam acted upon the lavas after emission in this locality 

is Shown by the “poisoned spots” in the red soils near by. 

But there is no excess of sulphuric acid in the yellow 

lava, or its soil, to indicate the past action of sulphurous 

steam. We remember, however, that at the Kilaues 

crater, at this time, neutral steam is escaping through 

the lavas, and that in places where the steam was acidic 

two years ago, it is neutral to-day. These memoranda 

cause us to think that the yellow ridge lava, and con- 

sequently the soil, owe their color to the action of neutral 

steam at the time of, or after ejection, and that the prac- 

tically un-altered state of the yellow lava may be due 

to the absence of sulphuric acid in the steam. The soils 

from these lavas are as follows: 



| Com- 

Soils bined 'Fe,0,|Al, 0) CaO Nitrogen 
ete. | | 

| 
Per Per | Per | Per 
cent.| cent.| cent.| cent.| Per cent. 

Wanle Red! Soils 2s cca Peiws gaits 11.36 [28.73 26.59 |0.338, 0.171 
Yellow Ridge Soil.. .... . PASE «8 12.44 |26.93 23.53 10.160! 0.165 

The relations of the iron and alumina indicate a ten. 

dency in change resembling the differences between the 

red and yellow soils in general. The lime points dis- 

tinctly in that direction. The larger amount of water 

of combination in the yellow soil corresponds with what 

was found in the lava; and the nitrogen content indi- 

cates that the excess of combined water in the yellow 

soil is in the form of mineral hydrates, and does not 

come from any excess of humus or organic matter, an 

indication which is supported by the exact sameness of 

the rainfall under which the dark red and yellow soils, 

in this example, were formed. This example is given 

in order that it shall be understood that there are 

instances of yellow soils whose origin and causes of 

formation are not yet fully understood; and which, with 

our present knowledge, we cannot safely include within 

any type that has been established. 

UPLAND AND LOWLAND SOILS. 

So far, the soils have been considered from the stand- 

point of the lavas, and of the processes of disintegration, 

by which these have been resolved into the materials 

which form the mineral constituents of soils; and as a 

result of the great differences in the soils, due to dis- 

similar causes of disintegration, they have been con- 

sidered under several more or less definite types. 
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Soils, however, are not merely decomposed rocks: 

They possess the elements which constitute the lavas, 

but they contain something more. We have seen that 

Hawaiian soils hold as high as 20 per cent. of “combus- 

tible matter,” and while some soils have less, others 

contain more than this amount. This combustible mat: 

ter consists, in part, of simple water that has combined 

with the elements of the lavas, in the course of disin- 

tegration, and is driven off by heat. <A large part, how: 

ever, is vegetable matter, and organic substances that 

result from vegetable decay. These vegetable materials, 

as our studies of the lavas have shown, are not found in 

essential rocks, and the elements that form these mate- 

rials are seldom found in rocks, excepting such as are of 

organic origin. Carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen 

are the elements which bear the burthen of all vegetable 

structure. Carbon and nitrogen were primarily derived 

from the air, as they are being obtained from that sphere 

to-day. Hydrogen and oxygen, in addition to taking 

part as individual elements in the structure of plants, 

combined in the form of water they not only assist in 

conveying other elements from the air to the soil, but, 

as water, they are absolutely essential to the life and 

growth of plants, and out of all proportion to the actual 

amounts that take part in plant structure. Scientists 

have already shown how many tons of water have to be 

absorbed and evaporated in order to produce one ton of 

wheat, barley, oats, etc.; and we have just determined 

the weight of water used by the sugar cane, during a 

period of several months, in the making of one pound 

of its own substance, and that weight is enormous! 

These examples are not necessary however, to prove 

what is said: We need merely consider the great 
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deserts, on the one hand, and on the other, the vast 

areas of vegetable luxuriance over the face of the earth, 

and it is at once apparent that vegetation and rainfall 

are concomitant conditions. 

As the combustible organic matter in soils results 

from vegetable decay, and the amount of vegetation is 

proportional to the rainfall, it then appears that humid 

soils, or those formed under great rainfall, should con- 

tain more organic matter than soils formed in arid con. 

ditions, and under a minimum rainfall. Further, as 

nitrogen is a constant, and only slightly variable factor 

in the organic matter, the nitrogen content of soils in 

regions of great rainfall should be uniformly higher than 

in the soils of dry districts. On the other hand, and in 

acute distinction from the element nitrogen, which is 

brought to the soil as a direct and indirect result of rain- 

fall, the several mineral elements of the soil, such as 

silica, alumina, lime, etc., which were originally there, 

and which can be taken away by water, are liable to be 

the lowest where the rainfall is the greatest, and the 

highest where precipitation is least. 

In view of these considerations, the agricultural anal- 

vses of our soils during the past three years were resolv- 

ed into the two classes—‘upland” and “lowland” soils. 

These analyses have covered something over 1,300 sub- 

samples, in the most of which only the lime, potash, phos- 

phoric acid, and nitrogen were determined. In all cases 

the samples were taken personally by the writer, or in 

fields, and by methods, stated by him. By “lowlands” 

is meant the land areas which run from the sea to an 

elevation of about 500 feet, and by “upland,” the upper 

cultivated areas, which rise to about 1,500 feet. The appli- 

cation of these terms, however, is controlled by the dis- 
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trict: For example, in parts of Hamakua the lowlands 

commence upon bluffs that stand 200 feet or more above 

the sea; whilst in Hilo the rainfall is so great at the sea- 

level that a division into “uplands” and “lowlands,” 

based on rainfall, cannot obtain. 

We now give a brief summary of our findings during 

the past three years, which have already been discussed 

and published in some detail. The data represent the 

“lowlands” and “uplands” of Oahu, Maui, parts of Ha. 

wail, and Kauai, and distinguish more or less acutely 

between areas of small and greater rainfall. 

Phosphoric Soils. Lime. | Potash. IVER Nitrogen. 

| Per cent. | Percent Per cent. Per cent. 

Wipland sia eee | 0.331 | 0.297 0.288 0.465 
Dowlendsy) 3.) snce6 3 O47. 2)» 07328 0.213 0 195 

These data represent the average of virgin and crop: 

ped soils on the “upland” and “lowland” areas. The 

lime contents in the respective soils support, without any 

question, the original hypothesis “that the lime, ete., 

would be liable to be the lowest where the rainfall was 

the greatest.” In the matter of organic matter and 

nitrogen our findings are still more emphatic in pro- 

nouncing that “vegetation, nitrogen and rainfall are 
5 

concomitant conditions.” We can go one step farther 

for illustration of this relation of the nitrogen content 

of the soil to the rainfall: Upon all the four Islands 

most enterprising efforts are being made to extend the 

coffee production. The lands suited to coffee growth are 

at the elevation where it ceases to be profitable to grow 

sugar, or from 1000 to 2000 feet above the sea level. We 

have analyzed soils from some of these lands, and have 
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obtained analyses made by other chemists, covering the 

coffee districts on Hawaii, and prospective coffee lands 

on Maui. The nitrogen in these thirteen coffee soils we 

compare with the nitrogen contents of the cane lands. 

Approximate Approximate Nes 
Soils Mean Mean Nitrogen in Soil. 

Elevation. Rainfall. 

Feet | Inches Per cent. 

Lowland Cane Soils.. ... 300 | 50 | 0.195 
Upland Cane Soils ...... 900 | 90 | 0.465 
Cofieet Sols). 4se-e ee ee 1,800 | 130 O37, 

We are indebted to the Government records for the 

“approximate mean rainfalls,” and to our own observa: 

tions in given districts. In one of the districts on Maul, 

a series of rain gauges placed at intervals up the moun- 

tain side, from 200 feet to 3000 feet, gave an annual rain- 

fall of 28 inches at 200 feet elevation; 60 inches at 900 

feet; and 179 inches at 2800 feet. In the Nuuanu valley, 

Oahu, the rainfall at sea level is near 30 inches, and at 

900 feet it is 118 inches. 

On account of given questions and difficulties bearing 

upon the maintenance of fertility of the upland soils, as 

compared with the lowland soils, a very exhaustive series 

of experiments was undertaken in order to try to obtain 

precise data concerning the “availability of the elements 

of plant food in the upland and lowland soils,” the results 

of which will be set forth in the second part of this pub- 

lication. The soils used in these experiments were, in 

the first place, subjected to exhaustive analysis in order 

to be able to note to what extent any differences in be. 

haviour of the upland and lowland soils, under the action 

of solvents used, would appear to be due to fundamental 

or structural differences in their composition. These 
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analyses we introduce at this place on account of their 

special bearing also upon the question of the relation of 

rainfall to the organic matter and nitrogen content of 

soils. The analyses include and represent the average of 

nine type samples and 108 sub-samples of upland soils, 

and of the same number of type and sub-samples of low- 

land soils. As already remarked, the samples were either 

taken by the writer, or under his direct instructions. 

Districts of the four islands are embraced, and the 

climatic conditions and length of time that the lands have 

been under cultivation, have been carefully recorded. 

The results of the analyses are as follows: 

LOWLAND SOILS. 

Consti : a | s ; eg 
Sesucuent Gi Taseluple Absolute Analysis. 

Per cent. | Insoluble Water-free Mineral 

Insoluble Matter...... 35.150 in H Cl. Soil. Matter. 
Moisture aes. 9031 > |\=—>s32 eee ; 

| Per cent. Per cent. Per cent 

Combustible Matter .. 15.460 inte TESS seks corse sue kewstene 
Si Ox (insoluble). ..... hiwieeeeet:| 97.440. ) Baga. 7, 12256 
Si Os (soluble). 2222 ¥j00 eee >| 85.000 - | aSSaoie 16.049 
a mA Ne ae nese eS 1.780 8.060 5.070 an 

NO rc eee ie 0.396 0.770 0.724 870 

BOs odin eee eee CS fs taste eee O75 |. 0-210 
COR es seo sek sei. saeee OrDO0 7 ean eee 0.202 |--22 - 2 wees 
Meg Oletre ieee eee. 19 980 8.290 | 25.150 | 30.220 
AT ONO ss rotons eats 16.155 14.980 98 539 28 292 
OCaOwe ee tee 0 390 1109097. 1 0.851" » | 1.022 
Me OLA h Seen neers 0). 802 12500 1.349 1.621 
Mins Ou Wis cee OLUSTE) "ls ee eee 0.124 0 148 
dG O era a capi ces oe 0.286 ().890 0). 650 0.781 
INGEs Ont ke eennee | 0.355 2.510 1.344 1.615 

| ——_— == 
99.681 100.280 99 .663 99.587 

Acidic Elements in the Soils. ee 35 888 Per cent 

3asic he eee Gee Pra ety ocd on 63 689 

Total Nitrogen in the Soils........... 0.291 ee 

Soluble in 8 per cent K O H, in 30 hours 0.204 a 
Insoluble - 0 O87 3 
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UPLAND SOILS. 

; eu g Itur s 8 , . 
Saieaontays er Neaeie i Residues Absolute Analysis. 

Per cent. Insoluble Water-free | Mineral 
Insoluble Matter ..... 27.870 | in dct. Soil. Matter, 
MoIstuUme tye! sock see 12.290 = | 

| Per cent. Per cent, Per cent, 

Combustible Matter .. 1 at 0 i le bea See 25} Gi): | || ease se eateiae 
SiOoiGnsolnible) 2 aitsee soe 33.450 10.674 14.068 
sil (Oly ((HONWIONS) sncoscujpoocnc aeoade 31.230 9.908 13 042 
STs Oa ae Fence: 1.840 | 9.630 5b 192 6.739 
Poy Oise cies spots ae ci stere= 0.470 1.050 0.869 1.132 
Si Oise: see poe ce OUST ne ete eek es 0.128 0.166 
(ONO Ce ae aa Serres peed OZ030N leases ae OPROBO Es rts. ean. ess 
Mee Ose orvan te ee seras | 21.810 3 740 26.174 34.120 
7 OP ie raise a aipeen 13.621 | 14 640 202059) 26.152 
Cat OM rect ois ert ls 0.294 | C.950 | 0640 | 0.834 
Mici OWS iat Ne 0.610 | 0.790 0.945 1.193 
ib Tueed Oye habe g Sat ries QUST 9s See otee: te ae 0.153 | 0.200 
GOR OSA tet scare N all 0.272 S00 eae 0.710 0.925 
Nias! OR Since sone 073910 2.630" | 1.280 1.668 

99°953: . | 99:410 100 .057 100.087 

Acidic Elements in the Soils..._........ = 
Basic “cs iad 73 7 4 940 ae 
Total Nitrogen i the Soils.) ..:..2....- —— sR) ‘ 

Soluble in 3 per cent, K O H, in 30 hours = 0.347 oh 
Insoluble ss = (0.143 a 

It is understood that these analyses are of soils derived 

from the same lavas and lava flows; so that any dif- 

ferences indicate the measure of the action of climatic 

conditions, the upland soils showing the effects of greater 

‘ainfall. 

Very noteworthy is the difference in the relative pro. 

portions of soluble and insoluble silica. In the upland 

soils the insoluble is the greater, whilst in the lowland 

the soluble silica has accumulated. The enormous 

amount of soluble silica in all the soils will be spoken 

of again. <A notably greater increase of iron is seen in 

the upland soils, with a reduction of the alumina. In 

the lowlands, the lime is appreciably higher than in the 
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uplands, whilst the phosphoric acid is just the reverse. 

But from the analyses it would not appear that there is 

a difference that could seriously affect the fertility, since 

the upland soils contain an ample total amount of the 

elements of fertility for an indefinite length of time. The 

question, however, which concerns the immediate crop 

is not the total, but the available amount of the elements 

indispensable to fertility. In the second part of this work 

the relative state of availability of the elements in the 

upland and lowland soils will be fully considered. 

Finally, it is noticed that, in respect of the combustible 

organic matter and the nitrogen contents of the upland 

and lowland soils, these tables of analyses fully support 

the data already furnished in showing that these soil 

constituents are in proportion relative to the rainfali. 

The nature of the nitrogen compounds in the soil will 

not be considered in detail at this time. So far, the data 

show that 70.4% of the total nitrogen in the soil is solu- 

ble in a 3% cold solution of potassic hydrate, under an 

action of 30 hours duration. Concerning the water- 

soluble nitrogen, it is indicated that this is largely in the 

form of amido-acids. Qualitative tests, in which the soil 

was digested for 30 hours at a temperature of 45 degrees 

centigrade, and the solution treated with mercuric nit: 

rate, gave ample indications of amido bodies being 

present. This matter is of signal importance on account 

of its bearing upon the question as to the form of the 

nitrogen in which plants, growing in acid soils, take up 
their nitrogen, a question to which we have already re. 

ferred, and to which we shall recur. 

In presenting our observations upon the relation of 
rainfall to the organic matter and nitrogen in soils, we 
have to call attention to the fact that other observers 
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have reached conclusions of a directly opposite nature. 

Professor Hilgard (“Relations of Soil to Climate”) fur. 

nishes data showing that the “humid soils” in the United 

States contain less organic matter than the “arid soils.” 

His conclusions result from the averaging of not less than 

779 soils, and, on account of the reputation of the author, 

require a very careful attention. 

In recapitulating the conclusions set forth in the pre- 

vious paragraphs we have, with the aid of our present 

knowledge, been led to consider the types of Hawaiian 

soils as follows: 

A.—Geological Classification. 

1. Dark Rep Sorms.—NSoils formed by the simple 

weathering of normal lavas, in climatic conditions of 

great heat and dryness. 

2. Yxrttow ann Licut Rep Sorirs.—Soils derived from 

lavas that underwent great alteration, under the action 

of steam and sulphurous vapors, at the time of, or after 

emission from the craters. 

3. Seprmentary Sorrs.—Soils derived from the decom- 

position of lavas at higher altitudes, and the removal 

and deposition by rainfall at lower levels. 

It has already been said that there are soils which 

can not with certainty be placed under any one of these 

three types. 

B.— Climatic Classification. 

1. Uptanp Sorrs.—Soils formed under lower tempera- 

ture and greater rainfall, and distinguished by a large 

content of organic matter and nitrogen, and by a low 

content of the elements of plant food in an available 

state; these elements having been removed by rainfall. 
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2. Low.zanp Sors.—Soils formed under higher temper- 

ature and smaller rainfall, and distinguished by a lower 

content of organic matter and nitrogen, and by a higher 

content of the elements of plant food in a state of imme- 

diate availability, which is due in part to the receipt of 

soluble constituents from the upper lands, and to a 

smaller rainfall over the lower levels. 

RELATIVE FERTILITY OF THE SEVERAL TYPES 

OF SOILS. 

The “dark red soils,” found in districts already de- 

scribed, and the “sedimentary soils” are more or less, and 

almost uniformly, fertile soils. 

The “yellow and light red soils” are not marked by 

anything like the same uniformity in character and 

fertility. Certain of these, when first brought under 

cultivation, produce good crops, but the source of fertility 

is not permanent. When two or more crops have been 

removed the power to produce weakens greatly, and the 

restoration and maintenance of fertility is difficult, 

special treatment being required. Others of these soils, 

marking small or larger areas near the centers of a past 

great volcanic activity and chemical action on the lavas, 

from the first are not productive. In three special loca- 

tions the managers of plantations have respectively said 

to the writer “the cane will not grow in this bright red 

soil.” ‘Wherever that light red soil is mixed in with 

the other the land is poisoned.” Further, “when the 

cane roots strike that old brown-yellow stuff they turn 

up and will not face it.””. Now, in each of the soils from 

the three locations quoted we have found more than 1.0 

per cent. of sulphuric acid, which is in combination with 
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the low oxide of iron, thus producing a compound actual- 

ly poisonous to plant life. 

We had suspected the presence of these poisonous 

iron compounds, and the special examinations have con. 

firmed the supposition. Knowing, however, what certain 

of the fundamental reasons of non-productiveness are, 

we shall now be able to grapple with the trouble, and, 

in time, neutralize the causes of sterility. 

In order to furnish a more definite idea of the relative 

productiveness of the different types of soils, we shall 

present certain data now in our hands. We shall first 

explain that a system of control is in use by which the 

production of each sugar plantation upon the four islands 

is known. Each plantation furnishes to the Bureau of 

this experiment station an annual statement, showing 

the number of acres of cane manufactured, and the sugar 

produced. The writer, by reason of the repeated visits 

to each plantation, and his knowledge of the type or types 

of soil on each plantation, has been able to arrange the 

soils of each plantation under their proper types, and to 

attach to each its actual production. In the following 

table are included data only from plantations where 

soils of a definite type or types are found, and where 

the conditions of water-supply and temperature are com: 

paratively uniform. Great variations in these physical 

conditions could upset any comparison based upon 

variations in the types of soils. The data are not a state. 
ment of one crop, but represent the average of the past 
three years, and are therefore free from any incidental 
deviations from the mean. The data bearing upon the 

three types of soil are as follows: 



Types of Soils. Rano a ecberwenet a 

Dank Rod Soile sec Meen where meee oa ee 30,000 | 10,411 Ibs. 
Yellow and Light Red Soils ,................ 32,000 6.2 OL ss 
Sedimentary Soils . tA ri SAH ae ee eee 20,000 10,301 “ 

The cane crop on these islands, allowing for the time 

of preparing the ground before planting, is two years 

in production, and two crops are always in course of 

erowth at the same time. The “approximate number of 

acres” given allows for this consideration, which implies 

double the area required by the crop taken off in any one 

year. The land areas not embraced in this table would 

fall chiefly under the type of the “yellow and light red 

soils” were it possible to include them. It is seen that 

the “dark red” and “sedimentary” soils are vastly more 

productive than the “yellow and light red” soils. One 

feature in favor of the latter is the circumstance that 

whilst they produce much less in quantity, the quality, 

taking the cane crop ag an example, is distinctly higher. 

This is exemplified by the following table, which gives 

the production of certain sedimentary and yellow soils 

from several districts. 

| Purity of |Tons of Su-!Tons of Cane 
ye Tons of Cane ‘ 
Soils. the Cane | garper to One Ton 

Per Acre. Juice. ~ Acte. of Sugar. 
a= —__— | ———_- —_ | | 

Per cent. | 

Sedimentary Soils.........| 47 .80 84.2 | SayiHt oat 
Yellow or light Red Soils. 23 .60 90.5 i o208 

In each example used in this comparison the sedimen- 

tary and yellow soils are upon the same plantation; con- 

sequently the manufacturing data are strictly compara. 

tive, the same mill and mode of treatment being used 
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upon the- cane from the two kinds of soils. Neverthe. 

less, it is apparent that the different types of soil vary 

greatly in economic productiveness. The yellow and 

light red soils, by special treatment, can doubtless be 

increased in fertility. They cannot, however, in our 

opinion, be made equally productive with the other types. 

But for the good management, and very conspicuous 

economy practiced upon certain plantations where the 

yellow and light red soils predominate their position 

would be other than it is to-day. 

Comparison oF Hawaran anp American Sorrs.—At the 

close of the examination of the Hawaiian lavas, we 

brought these into comparison with the kinds of rocks 

found in North America. It will now be of interest and 

value to compare the soils derived from the American 

rocks with the soils of these islands, which we have dis. 

cussed. <A great geological interest will be found in 

this comparison, and its importance will consist in enabl- 

ing us to grasp the significance of striking variations, 

and in guarding us against applying conclusions drawn 

from the study of given soils, formed under their own 

characteristic conditions, to other absolutely different 

types of soils, which have resulted from rocks and con. 

ditions of quite dissimilar kinds. 

For the purpose of the comparison, we have examined 

the soil analyses published by the several experiment 

stations of the United States, and have received copies 
of analyses made by the laboratory of the United States 

Department of Agriculture, Washington, under the 

direction of Dr. H. W. Wiley, through whose courtesy 

they have been placed at our disposition. Accompanying 

the analyses, Dr. Wiley writes “unfortunately a large 

part of the soil analyses available have been made accord- 
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ing to different methods, and are not comparable. I send 

you the analyses of twenty different soils which were 

made in this laboratory by the same method.” These 

analyses furnished by Dr. Wiley were the usual “agricul- 

tural analyses,” and therefore did not furnish data for a 

geological comparison with the “absolute analyses” 

made of Hawaiian soils. 

In the absence of data corresponding to our purpose 

we sent to thirty experiment stations in the United 

States asking for small samples of soil from the experi- 

ment fields to be sent to us. Most of the stations respond- 

ed to our request, including the States of Rhode Island, 

New Hampshire, Maine, New Jersey, Michigan, Illinois, 

Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Kentucky, North Carolina, 

Missouri, Tennessee, Texas, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, 

North Dakota, Idaho, Washington. Samples from other 

States were received, but too late for use in the examina: 

tion. It is thus seen that the greater part of the soils 

received are, geologically, very largely representative of 

the American regions of glacial action and “drift” form. 

ation; and further, that they are mainly derived from 

rocks, whose origin was anterior to the laying down of 

the carboniferous formations, admixed with others, over 

given areas, which had a volcanic origin. It is in nowise 

claimed that these represent fully American soils. 

As only an average composition of these American 

soils was required, one sample was made up by taking 

an equal weight of each sample received from the twenty 

States; the samples, instead of the results of separate 

analyses, being averaged. The analyses were made pre. 

cisely the same as those of the Hawaiian soils. The re. 

sults are as follows: 
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COMPOSITION OF AMERICAN SOILS. 

Consctubay sag Co Insoluble Absolute Analysis. 

Per cent. Insoluble Water-free Mineral 

Insoluble Matter ..... 84.890 in Cl. Soil. Matter 

MOISTURE! So). nteae SRE 1.950 2 se 2 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Combustible Matter. . ili ee aa aA 5.180 SP SENS oe 
S1O2 (imsoluble) 222i .'t 0-2 ase 79.540 69.017 72.697 
1) Oos (Soluble eas esea eee =e 8.580 1.393 7.840 
Pea OR ore ete eee 0.192 0.200 0.343 0.361 
SOs rine cas. th Ses OOO hot oe siete oe 0.073 0.077 
ClO'S. Loe en Ae as OMOB5 AG. eeee: OLOB Te: Mtl Brear eit ase 
Hes AllpiOe, ascn. oncce 6.230 7.209 12 561 13 250 

ey Oe crake Nahories) oust 0.255 l 0.610 0.787 0.880 

IN G22 OS ener eae 0.354 0.440 0.731 0.771 
Min Ode, co 22.. 3 eek O260R \ nese eee oh 0.265 0.278 
LCE 0 ar eal Se es 0.237 1.500 1.530 1.622 
IN eNO ee are tine 5 che: 0,218 2.200 2.114 2.229 

99.762 100.270 100.031 99 954 

Acidic Elements in 
be Basic 

Total Nitrogen in the Soil .... 

the Soil 

Absorptive power of the Soil ll Wl ll 

81.014 Per cent. 
18.980 
0.219 

48.4 

6b 

6s 

The statement of analysis puts before us a type of 

soils fundamentally different in structural composition 

from Hawaiian soils. 

In the first place, is noted the relative state of solu- 

bility of the constituents in the two soils, which is set 

forth by the “agricultural analysis.” 

portions of the respective soils that were found soluble 

by warm digestion with concentrated hydrochloric acid 

were as follows: 

The relative pro- 

Soils 

Hawaiian Soils 
American Soils SHelape)selcajte|e) ‘wia),6!\e, 0 (@\e\(e/ aero ‘a: /e) © sa,'a) e\e) ele 

Soluble. Insoluble. 

| Per cent. Per cent. 

68 .894 31.106 
15.110 84.890 
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This enormous difference in the relative proportions of 

the two soils that yield to the solvent action of strong 

hydrochloric acid is due to the fundamental difference 

in structural composition. The American soils are high- 

ly acidic, and the Hawaiian ultra-basic in constitution, 

which is shown by the following comparison: 

Basic Acidic Soils i di 
oils | Constituents. Constituents. 

| Per cent. Per cent. 

Mawaitam (Sols 55.0 1.Fes .s. ts wapoe were 63.717 | 36.458 
‘American (Sols. ac 8 1.58 wee cca tle Oe 18.980 | 81.014 

A more extreme difference in the fundamental struc- 

ture of soils than is set forth by these data is not con- 

ceivable. The comparatively small action of strong 

hydrochloric acid upon the American soils is amply ex- 

plained. The proportion of bases in those soils is 18.98%, 

or less than one-fifth of the total mineral matter; whilst 

the proportion of the mineral matter soluble in the strong 

acid was 16.25%. The nature of the great variation in 

the proportions of bases in the soils of the United States 

and of these Islands is set forth by the following com. 

parison: 

ia Soils. [Fee Al, Oo CaO Me O KO || ene 
| x ‘ BY frees 

| Per cent. | Percent. | Percent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

Hawaiian Soils......... | 59.240 
American Soils. ........ | 13.250 | 0.830 

0.698 1.242 | 0737 1.420 
0.771 1.622 2.229 

These data require very little immediate comment. 

It is shown that the cardinal difference lies in the relative 

contents of iron and alumina. Concerning the lime and 
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magnesia it is less important to note the similarity in 

amounts than to remember the notable difference in the 

state of solubility in the respective soils. The compara- 

tive amounts of potash and soda in the American soils 

indicate matters of geological interest, as well as of 

agricultural moment, to which we shall recur. 

The small proportion of basic elements in the Amer. 

ican, as distinguished from Hawaiian soils, involves a 

high content of acidic constituents, the bulk of which 

is composed of silicic acid, or silica. In drawing a com- 

parison between American and Hawaiian soils we note 

not only the relative difference in total amounts, but 

also in the proportions of “soluble” and “insoluble” 

silica, and this latter difference has a very profound 

agricultural and geological significance. The following 

figures give the relative amounts of soluble and insolu. 

ble silica. 

Soils. Soluble Silica. Insoluble Silica. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

RAAT OU oer a srapeiet oa ook ehe eiizla eine. A kd, Fe 15.308 | 12.619 
American SOUS Me ons. 3) aa Oey Cee ea tste ar 7.840 | 72.697 

The mineral matter of the American soils contains no 

less than 80.537% of silica, only 7.840% of which is asso. 

ciated with bases that are soluble in strong hydrochloric 

acid. The total silica found in the average of more than 

1300 sub-samples of Hawaiian soils is merely 27.927%. 

And of these 27.927 parts, only 12.619, or actually 44% 

of the total silica, are insoluble; the greater part being 

combined with the bases, and is set free by the action of 

the strong hydrochloric acid. The soluble silica in the 
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Hawaiian soils is just double the amount found in the 

American samples. Agriculturally this is probably of 

high importance, especially in the matter of the cane 

crop, and of all cereal growths which incorporate large 

quantities of silica in their composition. This, and other 

questions we are investigating in connection with the 

physiological development of the cane, and the amounts 

of the elements in the soil that are probably immediately 

available for plant growth. 

In addition to the agricultural significance that the 

different contents of silica may imply, not only these 

differences in the proportions of soluble and insoluble 

silica in American and Hawaiian soils, but the general 

structure, and present composition, of these widely dif- 

ferent types have for us a high geological interest and 

value. In the matter of Hawaiian soils we are first im- 

pressed with the low amount of the total silica and second- 

ly, with the high proportion of this that is soluble. Both 

these features distinguish the soils of these islands from 

those of America, and of all geologically old countries, 

such as England and Germany, whence, through the 

courtesies of Prof. Maercker, in Germany, and Messrs. 

Lawes and Gilbert, in England, we have received 

numerous analyses. Moreover, the total silica found in 

Hawaiian soils is very much less than is found in the 

normal, solid lavas from which they were derived. Ina 

comparison of the silica, we also repeat the statement of 

the iron and alumina in the lavas and soils. 

Materials. Si O2 Fe2 Os Al, Os 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

iawaban Gavas oo)... 6. cba in 47.590 15.02 19.92 
Planvarian. Souls ode sc west co eee 27.927 36.44 22.63 
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It is thus seen that the soils contain 41.3% less silica 

than the lavas; and we have already seen that of the 

total silica still found in the soils, 56.0% is “soluble 

silica.” We have already said that these features distin. 

euish Hawaiian soils from those of geologically older 

countries, and particularly those of America that we 

have submitted to an absolute analysis. 

Returning to American soils, it is not possible, even 

with an approximation to accuracy, to submit these to a 

comparison with the rocks from which they have been 

derived, in the precise mode followed with Hawaiian 

soils. There are regions in the United States where a 

true geological study of the soils may be made in con. 

nection with an examination of the rocks from which 

the soils actually came. And in the Western States, 

more especially where volcanic rocks (which Clarke and 

Hillebrand have shown to be normal basalts) have coy: 

ered notable areas, it may be possible to find relations 

of lavas and soils which, although now older, were 

primarily identical with the relations on these islands. 

We merely suggest that it may be possible. 

The American soils composing the collective sample 

that we are using in this comparison, it has already been 

said, are chiefly from regions where the rock formations 

are anterior to the carboniferous age, which is illustrated 

by a geological map of the United States. These early 

formations fall under the grand divisions of Archaen, 

Silurian, and Devonian rocks, those of the latter two ages 

comprising the vaster portion of the areas represented. 

The Archaean formations include granitic, hornblendie, 

feldspathic and calcareous rocks, and also rocks rich in 

iron, and locally in titanic acid. The lower and upper 

silurians embrace sandstones, siliceous slates, claystones 
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and shales; and also limestones on a large scale. The 

lower Devonian rocks, according to Dana, “represent the 

great limestone making period of the age in America, 

whilst the later Devonian formations are mostly shales 

or sandstones.” These formations run on also into those 

of the sub-carboniferous period, during which the initial 

work was begun in laying down the formations that mark 

the carboniferous age. 

In the selections that we have made from the superb 

series of analyses of American rocks made by Messrs. 

Clarke and Hillebrand, U. S. Geological Survey, which 

may well be used by agricultural chemists in America as 

indicating the nature of a primary basis for an actually 

scientific study of soils in the United States, are found 

examples of the composition of most of the rocks which 

comprise the formations of the early geologic ages that 

have been named. The authors, however, would not 

claim that those analyses are adequate to enable us to 

estimate the mean composition of the rock masses which 

compose the surface formations covering the areas of 

the vast regions from which the soils were taken. The 

composition of the several kinds of rocks is furnished by 

these analyses; but the relative geographical areas that 

are occupied by the respective formations are not known, 

and without these anything of the nature of an approxi- 

mate average cannot be attained. Nevertheless, and 

while the average of the composition of the several kinds 

of American rocks will not furnish us with the knowledge 

that is required, the data can aid in our present purpose; 

so that we shall reproduce the mean of the compositions 

of the rocks by the side of the mineral constituents of the 

American soils . 
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Materials | SiO. [Fes Al Os) CaO Mg O K, O Na. O 

| Percent Percent | Percent. Percent.! Per cent. Per cent. 

American Rocks) 5393 18.81 9.42 2.10 Diol 1.67 

American Soils.| 80.54 13.25 | 0.83 0.77 1.62 De 

By this comparison we reach results which are abso. 

lutely the opposite of the results from comparison of the 

Hawaiian lavas and soils. The Hawaiian soils contain 

27.92 parts less silica than the lavas; whilst the American 

soils contain 26.61 parts more silica than the rocks. 

Concerning the chief bases, the Hawaiian soils contain 

24.13 parts more of iron and alumina than the lavas; 

and the American soils 5.56 parts less of these constit- 

uents than the rocks. In the matter of the silica, we 

again allude to the high content of soluble silica in Ha- 

waiian, and the insoluble state of the silica in American 

soils. 

We have already said that the results of a comparison 

of American soils and rocks do not bear the same weight 

of significance as the comparison of Hawaiian soils and 

lavas, for the reason that we do not know the propor- 

tions of the several kinds of rocks that have gone to the 

forming of the American soils. We do not know that 

their averages of silica amounted to 53.93%. It may 

have been less, but probably was more. It appears quite 

certain, however, that the average of silica in the great 

rock masses did not contain anything like the amount 

of silica found in the American soils derived from those 

rocks. Even the granites contain only 72.0% of silica, 

or 8% less than the soils, and it appears further certain 

that the silica average could not be equal to that of the 

eranites when the vast areas of claystones, slates, shales, 

loess, silicates and carbonates of iron, and limestones, 
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whose averages result in 43.3% of silica, are included. 

Again, the iron and alumina found in the American 

soils indicate that formations of the nature of claystones, 

slates and shales have contributed notably to the produe- 

tion of the earths overlying the vast areas traversed by 

glacial drift. Moreover, the rocks that would likely con- 

tribute the most to the formation ofthe drift soils would 

be such as yielded more easily to the glacial action, and 

the siliceous sandstones, which contain less silica than 

similar residual products of rock disintegration on these 

Islands, and the granites would not be of that order. 

In brief, the indications are that those collective rock 

formations contained notably less silica than is found 

in the soils that have been derived from them, but we 

bear in mind that these are, at present, only indications. 

With these extraordinary marks of difference, in the 

structure and chemical composition, between Hawaiian 

and American soils the question naturally follows con. 

cerning the causes and modes of change from which this 

fundamental distinction has resulted. The American 

soils are old, and have, comparatively considered, 

reached a state beyond which little further change is 

possible. On the other hand, the soils of these Islands 

are all geologically very recent, and over certain areas 

they are very new, whilst special lava flows occurred so 

short a time ago that the rock cannot yet be said to be 

changed into soil. This youthful state of Hawaiian soils 

provides an excellent possibility of noting not only the 

causes by which the lavas have been resolved into earths, 

but also indications of the modes and slow processes by 

which soils of a given structural composition and type 

may undergo intrinsic change and pass over into soils 

of another type, having a totally different composition. 
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In the first place we shall repeat the comparison of 

Hawaiian lavas and soils. 

Materials. | SiOz | Fe.0;| Al,O; | CaO | MgO | K, O | Na,O 

Per Per Per | Per Per | Per Per 
cent. cent. cent cent. cent. cent. cent 

Hawaiian Lavas| 47.90 13.36 18:23 | 8:99 6,05 1.50 2.20 
Hawaiian Soils.) 27.92 36.44. 99.63 | 0.69 OA Oea: 1.42 

This statement of lavas is based upon the inclusion of 

moisture and combined water; in other statements of 

the same lavas the water is excluded, in order to com- 

pare with other water-free materials. These data rep. 

resent the enormous change in the relative proportions 

of the elements in the course of passage from lava to 

soil. This change took place slowly, which is shown by 

the previous statement on the “weathering lavas;” and 

the soils are still in a state of change, which it is possible 

to illustrate. Of the total silica still in the soils, it has 

already been shown that 56% is “soluble silica,” and 

liable to gradual removal. That it is being removed is 

shown by an examination of the composition of the dis- 

charge waters leaving the four large islands, that is given 

in the second part of this work, in which it is seen that 

the silica contained in the waters is twice as great as 

either the lime or magnesia; five times greater than the 

potash; five times greater than the combined iron and 

alumina, and only equalled by the soda. Whether this 

soluble silica exists in the free state in the soils in part, 

or is wholly combined with the bases, has not yet been 

determined; but there are indications that the silicates 

of iron and alumina are slowly disintegrating, the silica 
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being carried away, and, especially the iron as gradually 

aggregating. 

In the matter of the removal of the bases it is seen that 

the lime has gone with the greatest facility—the element 

that is most vital when we come to the relations of the 

soil to plant life. Of the alkalies, soda has been the 

most resistant. It is remembered, however, that the 

most of the soda is bound up in the “insoluble residue,” 

having resisted the solvent action of the concentrated 

hydrochloric acid. This behaviour of the soda suggests 

a link of relationship between the Hawaiian, and the 

old American soils. The alumina is slightly higher in 

the soils than in the lava; yet it has been removed on a 

vast scale. There were five parts more of alumina than 

iron in the lavas; but there are fourteen parts more of 

iron than alumina in the soils. This denotes the relative 

behaviours of these bases in the changes that are trans. 

piring. 

In the course of examination of the different Hawaiian 

soils we have noted a difference, in degree, of behaviour 

of soils formed under dissimilar conditions. Soils deriy- 

ed from tufa lavas, which underwent chemical action 

during the initial stage of disintegration, contain ten 

parts less of total silica, and eight parts less of soluble 

silica, than the soils formed by the weathering of normal 

lavas in dry conditions. Again, the “upland” soils con- 

tain two parts less of total silica, and three parts less of 

soluble silica than the lowland soils. This results, in 

part, from the circumstance that the rainfall upon the up- 

lands is double that of the lowlands. It is unquestion- 

ably due also, to the further circumstance that the up- 

lands soils, with the large content of decaying organic 
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matter, are five and one-half times more acid than the 

lowland soils, which we have carefully observed. 

The agricultural analyses have shown that the soils 

contain an amount of silica that was not disturbed by 

the digestion with strong hydrochloric acid, and not 

removable from the insoluble residue with alkalies; 

which is understood as “insoluble silica.” In the course 

of the advancing disintegration of the soils, and of the 

separation and removal of the soluble silica, the stage in 

the history must be reached when the insoluble silica 

must become an increasing factor, and not only in rela- 

tion to the soluble silica, but as a constituent of the 

whole soil. For it is not only shown that the soluble 

silica is being actually carried away, there are numerous 

indications that even the iron, which has accumulated 

so enormously in passing over from the lavas into the 

soils, reaches a degree of concentration when it separates 

from the other constituents, and forms layers and con- 

cretions of iron ore. We have, in a former table, given 

four analyses of such concretions, where the separation 

of the iron had been precipitated by chemical action on 

the lavas, the average of which gave 78.41% of iron 

oxide. These concretions we have found on an appre- 

ciable scale on the older Islands of Oahu and Kauai. 

In relation to the stage or time when the “insoluble 

silica” shall begin to assert itself in the composition of 

the soils, it is noted that the upland soils already, not 

only contain more insoluble than soluble silica, but also 

more insoluble silica than the lowland soils. It is here 

suggested that rainfall and acidity are operating along 

the line of a change in the type of the soils. In the con. 

ditions of nature the change must. be very slow. 

In another place we have shown that when an one per 
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cent. solution of citric acid had acted on a soft lava for 

about fifty days, the lava was wholly taken to pieces, 

the bases being chiefly in solution, leaving a residue com. 

posed of insoluble silica and silicates. This disintegra- 

tion with the weak organic acid required fifty days for 

completion. Proceeding from the weak, to the use of 

a strong acid, it is shown by the agricultural analyses 

that the same was accomplished on the soils in ten hours, 

and leaving insoluble residues containing over 75% of 

insoluble silica and titanic acid. These insoluble residues 

however, comprise only 31.1% of the original soil; so that 

to produce the insoluble residues of their present compo- 

sition, 68.9% of the more soluble parts of the soil had 

to be removed. We cannot compute how long a time 

might be required by Nature to accomplish what was 

done by the strong hydrochloric acid in ten hours. More- 

over, we do not know that the sum of natural processes 

will be exactly in the same direction, or that they will 

lead to the same results. At this place, however, we call 

attention to the impressive circumstance that when Ha- 

waiian soils are digested with concentrated hydrochlorie 

acid, as we have already explained, an “insoluble residue” 

remains which is almost identical in chemical composi- 

tion with the American soils. We bring these into com. 

parison;—the insoluble residues, all of which are pre- 

served, representing some 13800 sub-samples of Hawaiian 

soils. 

~ ee 

SiO, | Fe.Al.0«6) CaO |Mg O} K.O |Na.O Materials. 

| Per Per Per Per | Per | Per 
| cent cent. cent. cent. | cent | cent. 

“Tnsoluble Residues,” Hawaiian | | 
Sorlsht ese ao dee tale eee 76.53} 18.66 | 0.71] 0.86) 0.70) 1.64 

JAMOMICATLU SOLS ee a eee 80-54) 13.25: | 1.83) 77) In622e2s 
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It is seen that by acting upon Hawaiian soils with 

strong hydrochloric acid for ten hours, and removing the 

acid soluble constituents, we have an insoluble residue 

left, of the same color and similar composition as the 

American soil, according to the absolute analysis of the 

latter. If the hydrochloric acid had removed 5% more 

of the alumina and iron, the silica in the insoluble residue 

would have been exactly equal to the amount in the 

American soils. We have previously said, however, that 

a further treatment of the insoluble residue with a fresh 

quantity of the strong acid did not appreciably reduce 

its weight or composition. We have also said that 

we do not know that the natural processes are acting 

exactly along the same line, or will lead to the same 

results as are accomplished by the strong hydrochloric 

acid in ten hours. We have however, furnished such 

natural indications as we have observed, showing that 

the slow action of dilute acids, or more properly speaking 

of acidulated waters, does appear to be moving towards 

the results which are more instantly produced by the 

strong acid. If these results should be eventually 

reached, and the soils of these Islands be converted into 

a type represented by the insoluble residue, and resem- 

bling American soils, the time required to that end will 

be immense; since, as it has been said, no less than 69% 

of the present, more soluble constituents have to be 

separated and removed. 

These considerations bearing on Hawaiian soils lead 

to the question concerning the mode and processes. by 

which the American type of drift soils, that we have 

examined, arrived at their present composition? Reasons 

have already been given for deciding that those American 

8 
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soils have been derived from rock formations that must, 

in the aggregate, have contained a much lower content 

of silica than is found in the soils. In fact there is not 

any order of rocks but the siliceous sandstones that con- 

tains anything like so much silica as the drift soils that 

we are speaking of. Those sandstones however, are 

essentially separation or residual products of previous 

formations; resembling the residual siliceous products 

from the disintegration of Hawaiian lavas, that are to 

form future sandstones, and in which our analysis found 

93% of silica, or 5% more than the mean of American 

sandstones. If then the rocks, and also the soils during 

an earlier period in their history, contained less silica 

than is now in the present soils, they must necessarily 

have contained more bases, and the question has already 

been put concerning the processes by which the soluble 

constituents have been removed, and the soils have reach- 

ed their present composition, with the enormous content 

of silica. We have been specially concerned with the 

mode of formation of Hawaiian soils, and only gen- 

erally interested, and for the value of comparison, 

with American soils. It has appeared to us, how- 

ever, that such American soils as we have examined 

have reached their present composition and character 

by a long history of change that has proceeded by a 

course of processes similar to what has been described. 

We have endeavored to observe some remaining records 

of such processes in soils from special localities. By the 

courtesy of Professor Goodell, of the Amherst Experi- 

ment Station, Mass., we received analyses of soils in the 

Connecticut valley, lying at the feet of Mount Holyoke 

and Mount Tom, that are amongst the grandest results 
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of the great eruptions of the Triassic period, and which 

are composed of basalts that, according to Dana, have 

the same composition as the lavas of the Hawaiian 

Islands. Those soils, however, show an average “insolu- 

ble residue” of 85.37%, according to the agricultural 

analyses; which indicates, as we thought probable, that 

the Connecticut valley soils are soils of deposit, and bear 

no necessary relation to the rocks of the immediate local- 

ity; or that they have become so radically altered in type 

as not to resemble, in the least, the basaltic soils of these 

islands. Our inquiries concerning areas in Europe, with 

which we are also familiar, have been just as resultless 

in this respect. Yet we are impressed that there are 

localities in the United States where such records may 

be found in the soils. Were this the place for such a dis- 

cussion, it might be possible to present the most impres- 

Sive indications showing that not only have the older 

soils been brought to their present state of composition 

by the processes recounted, but that those changes trans- 

piring in the structure and composition of soils between 

the periods of virginity and old age are only a part and 

continuance of the initial processes of disintegration 

whereby the rocks were resolved into earths. Further, 

that it has been by the removal of the soluble constit- 

uents from soils, resulting in the changes of type, as well 

as from the initial decomposition of rocks, that the 

materials have been derived for the laying down of the 

grand and successive series of formations which form the 

superficial crust of the earth. 

How superficial the crust is that has undergone con- 

tinual dissolution and deposition in new formations it 

is not possible to say. Of possible interest at this place, 
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it is remarked that the specific gravity of Hawaiian 

soils has been found to be 2.87, as compared with about 

2.6, the specific gravity of certain American soils. The 

specific gravity of the Hawaiian soils, free from com. 

bustible matter, is approximately 3.4; compared with 

the lavas, having a specific gravity of almost exactly 

3.0. It is seen that the specific gravity of the lavas is 

very little greater than that of the natural soils, or than 

the mean specific gravity of the surface of the crust of 

the earth. The specific gravity of the earth as a body, 

however, is 5.5. If then, we compare what must be the 

relatively smaller mass of the interior of the earth, hav- 

ing a density so great as to bring the specific gravity of 

the globe up to 5.5, with the greater mass of the exterior 

of low density, it then appears that our lavas must come 

from a depth merely beneath the surface, comparatively 

speaking; and that the locality of their origin may bear 

no relation to the more profound internal depths and con. 

ditions of our globe. With such questions, however, we 

have nothing to do at this place and time. 

Our considerations, so far, have dealt only with the 

origin and nature of Hawaiian soils. This knowledge 

is preliminary to any further investigations. We are, 

however, practically concerned with the economic rela- 

tion of the soils to plant life and production, and this re. 

quires a knowledge, not only of the elements of plant 

food contained in the soils, but also of their condition of 

fitness for use by the growing crops. Consequently we 

have had to look into the state of availability of the essen- 

tial constituents; the results of which further investiga- 

tions will be given in the second part of this work. 



AVAILABILITY AND LOSS 

OF fiir 

ELEMENTS .OF PLANT, FOOD 

IN 

HAWAIIAN SOILS. 

In the First Part of these investigations attention was 

confined to the “Origin and Nature of Hawaiian Soils.” 

We shall now endeavor to obtain some more definite 

and special knowledge of the solubility of these soils, 

and try to understand something of the state of avail- 

ability of certain required elements in plant growth, 

and their behaviour under the action of processes operat- 

ing in Nature. 

Before proceeding, it may be well to repeat how strict- 

ly necessary it is that the fundamental differences which 

we have shown do actually obtain between Hawaiian 

soils, and soils of America and other countries, in the 

matters of relative and structural composition, and in 

the state of solubility, should be continually kept in 

mind. These differences persuade us at the outset that 

corresponding results cannot follow the action of either 

artificial solvents, or the processes of Nature, upon soils 
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of such dissimilar composition. The primary cireum- 

stance, that we are dealing with soils of a strongly basic 

nature, as compared with other soils of a highly acid 

character, suggests that the action of any solvents may 

be widely different upon the two orders of soils. These 

considerations then, should guard against the use of re- 

sults found upon Hawaiian soils, and in these conditions, 

in judging of the character of other and different soils, 

found in totally different conditions. 

LABORATORY MODES OF ESTIMATING THE 

ELEMENTS OF PLANT FOOD AVAIL- 

ABLE IN SOILS. 

The annals of agricultural chemistry furnish the re- 

sults of numerous and very dissimilar endeavors to 

establish a means of estimating the proportion of the 

elements important in plant nutrition which may be said 

to be available at the time of examination, for that pur- 

pose. Up to this time, those endeavors have not resulted 

in any methods which appear to be in so far uniform 

as to agree in the recognition of the principles upon 

which, it may be found, such methods must rest. The 

most representative associations of agricultural chemists 

continue to oscillate between extremes that indicate the 

absence of anything permanent in principle, or that prom- 

ises to become uniform in practice. 

Mernops anp Sorvents.—In framing a method, and in 

the selection of solvents, for estimating the proportion 

of plant food possibly available in soils at the time of ex- 

amination it seems necessary to be guided by an exact 

observance of the agencies by means of which the insol- 
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uble soil-materials are being daily altered by the pro- 

cesses of Nature in the field into forms in which they can 

be used by growing plants. 

The processes operating in Nature by which the 

elements are prepared as food, are physio-chemical; and 

for this reason the problem cannot be primarily con- 

sidered from the analytical standpoint. 

The solvent agents operating in Nature, in addition to 

water, are the acids moving in the sap of living plants, 

and operating on soils through the membranes of their 

roots, the chief one, as far as we know at present, being 

carbonic acid (CO,); and, more important, the acids 

which result from the decay of vegetable matter upon and 

within the soil. 

The acids formed when plants, roots, and fruits decay 

are simple organic acids carbon acids; and the amido 

acids—carbo-nitrogen acids. Therefore the acids in liv- 

ing, and produced by dying plant organisms are carbon 

acids, with or without nitrogen. In the complete decay 

of vegetable matter these organic acids are resolved into 

ultimate mineral bodies; the carbon into carbonic acid, 

and the nitrogen into nitric acid, or nitrogen, the simple 

forms in which these were primarily taken from the air 

to build up the plant organism. Consequently the 

amounts of carbon and of nitrogen contained in plant 

organisms are respectively the measure of the relative 

amounts of simple carbon acids, and of amido acids that 

can be produced in vegetable decay, and of the amounts 

of carbonic and nitric acids that finally result from that 

decay, and which act as solvent agents on the soil. The 

minute amount of sulphuric acid, and the still smaller 

portion of phosphoric acid, that are formed from the 



sulphur in the proteids and nucleins, and from the 

phosphorous in the phospho-glycerides (lecithines) are 

unnoticed now. 

In the absence of elementary estimations of the carbon 

and nitrogen in plant organisms, these estimations being 

confined to constituent bodies, we may come approxi- 

mately to such determinations by ascertaining the 

amount of the constituents of plants that are composed 

of carbonaceous bodies not containing nitrogen, and the 

proportion of bodies that do contain nitrogen. The bodies 

free from nitrogen are the so-called nitrogen-free extract 

matter, the fiber, and, for our present purpose are added 

the fats. The bodies containing nitrogen are now col- 

lectively considered as proteids. The amounts of these 

nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous carbonaceous bodies 

found in a broadly representative series of agricultural 

plants are found in the following table: 

No of : aes let Se 45 +. | Nitrogen-free | : Materials. Examples. Proteids.| Fiber. lExtract--Matter Fats. 

Per cent. |Per cent. Per cent, Per cent. 

Legumes and Cereals 32 8.0 21.6 || 51.5 ial 
Root and Bulbs...... 14 18 9 10.5 64.5 on 
Grain and other Seeds 45 12.9 D8} 79.5 4 4 

MiGatigs his heeee a. 91 11.6 153.3153 65 .2 | Sao 

If the third series, the seeds, are excluded for the reason 

that the grain and seeds are not allowed to return direct- 

ly to the soil, the means will remain nearly the same, 

the large proportion of extract matters in seeds being off- 

set by the small amount of fiber. These data show that in 

the 91 examples of growths we have. 

Nitrogen-free Carbonaceous bodies ...... 82.2 Per cent. 
Nitrogenous C :rbonaceous bodies .... 116 ue 
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The nitrogen-free bodies may be considered as con- 

taining six parts of carbon (Cy Hy O;). The proteids, 

in which the elementary analysis finds 16% of nitrogen, 

with 54% of carbon, are bodies in which, according to the 

relative atomic weights, about three parts of carbon are 

associated with one part of nitrogen. The relation of the 

carbon and nitrogen present in these organisms, then 

may be expressed thus: 

Per cent. Cat Parts of 

Nitrogen-free Carbonaceous bodies -. . 82.2 x Oo) — | 493.2 Carbon 
Nitrogenous Carbonaceous bodies. .... 116% | 3—-) 348 ,* 

yy: | 528 73 

Nitrogenous Carbonaceous bodies... .. VAGix iL == 11.6 Nitrogen 

These data indicate that in the composition of the 

plants, roots, and seeds stated there are forty-five parts 

of carbon to one part of nitrogen. Therefore in the de. 

composition of those organisms there must finally be pro- 

duced forty-five parts of carbonic acid and one part of 

nitric acid. 

Nitric acid is a more immediately active solvent than 

carbonic acid, and will dissolve soil material rapidly 

while its action lasts. The duration and measure of its 

action, however, are fixed by the quantity, and can ex- 

tend only to the point of neutralization with the bases 

it acts upon, which is the same with the carbonic acid. 

Moreover, nitric acid is a mono-basic¢ acid, while carbonic 

acid is di-basic; which thus doubles the solvent power of 

the forty-five parts of carbon and lowers the possible 

action of the one part of nitrogen to only one-ninetieth 

(1-90) part of that of carbonic acid, providing both acids 

exercise their action on the soil bases to neutralization. 



The above considerations have appeared to the writer 

to be a guide in the selection of solvents which are to 

compare, in any measure, with the action of processes 

operating in the field; and they led to the exclusion of 

mineral acids, and the use of simple carbon acids and 

amido acids in these investigations. 

Crrric Acip as a Sorvenr.—It is due to consider, the 

first in order, citric acid as a solvent, since not only has 

considerable work been done, and conclusions been 

reached, based upon the solvent action of this acid, it 

also exercises an accepted influence in the estimation of 

certain fertilizing materials of great economic impor: 

tance. Asan exception to omitting references to author- 

ities generally, which is done to economize space, atten- 

tion is called to the work of Dr. Bernard Dyer with citric 

acid, on soils. 

The examinations and results to be recorded are not 

confined to observations made upon samples of soil taken 

by chance, but upon soils definitely selected in districts 

of the four islands. On Oahu, samples were taken from 

Waianae, Ewa, Heeia and Waimanalo districts; on 

Kauai, from the Kekaha, Makaweli, Kealia and Kilauea 

districts; on Maui, from Hana, Paia and Wailuku dis- 

tricts; on Hawaii, from Hawi, Niulii, Ookala, Laupahoe-. 

hoe, Hilo and Kau districts. These comprise 30, what we 

shall call, type samples ; and 360 sub-samples ; which means 

that each type sample represents some 10 to 15 sub-sam- 

ples taken from a large area where the soil is of one 

type. As we have already remarked, the samples were 

taken personally by the writer, or in places, and by 

methods, advised by us. The superficial character of the 

land, elevation, exposure, and rainfall were noted, and 

attached to each sample, with its agricultural analysis. 



In addition to the care given to make the soils selected 

representative of the types found on all the islands, these 

soils were resolved into two groups: Upland (mauka) 

soils; and lowland (makai) soils. This division was 

made in our report on soils in 1895, and has been con- 

tinued since, and denotes differences in the soils, which 

are mainly due to rainfall and other superficial causes. 

In the thirty (30) type samples of soils spoken of, 

estimations were made: 

First: Of the lime, potash, and phosphoric acid soluble 

in water. 

Second: Of the lime, potash and phosphoric acid solu- 

ble in an 1% solution of citric acid. 

At this place we state simply the mode of treat- 

ing the soils with the solvents, leaving some observations 

to be made on methods for a later occasion. 

In the estimation of elements soluble in water 200 

erams of the field sample (not fine earth) were put into 

a closed funnel, with a ground glass cover, and treated 

with 1000ce of water for 48 hours, the water percolating 

through slowly, and then returned upon the soil, and 

continued for the time stated. 

In determining the elements soluble in 1% citric acid 

solution, 200 grams of the field sample were put into a 

two-liter bottle with 1000cc of the 1% citric acid solu- 

tion; the bottle was gently shaken every fifteen minutes 

during the day portion of 24 hours, and at the end of this 

time filtered off. One reason for the shorter time of treat- 

ment with citric acid is its liability to fermentation in 

great dilution, a matter that will be spoken of later. 

With these brief definitions, we now give tables of 

data which set forth the solvent action of water and 
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citrie acid respectively upon each of 30 type samples of 

soil, taken from districts on the four Islands, and rep- 

resentative of all our soils. We give the amounts of 

lime, potash, and phosphoric acid found by the agricul- 

tural analysis in each soil, with the amounts soluble in 

water and citric acid respectively, and the pounds per 

acre actually dissolved by the solvents. The individual 

statement of the behaviour of each soil under the action 

of the solvents is necessary in order to understand the 

range of variation, and the different forms of combina- 

tion in which the elements exist in the soil, which is in- 

dicated by the variable ratio of solubility. The data 

occupy much space; but they also involved great labor 

and time in their preparation. We give first the data on 

Tame. 
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per Acre. | Citric Acid. 

LIME. 

Laboratory Lime in Soluble in Pounds 
No. Soil. Water. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

3 0.257 0.0057 199 
5 0.112 0.0035 122 
6 0.442 6 0029 101 

12 0.3830 0.0087 304. 
13 OLGUO Mikvaeeeaeienl SRenenas 
14 0.510 0.0082 287 
17 PAS MN reeeesrete reece. bolle wacyh arene 
19 0.3388 0.0065 207 
22 OFZ0 0am Merny. illeo eae 
25 0.800 0.0116 406 
26 0.215 | 0.0024 84 
43 0.448 | 0.0102 357 
45 0.541 epee eter ontie a: RNase. aes a 
46 OTB Vat. APE seiereeaee et 
47 0.168 0.004. 144 
55 0.865 0.0103 361 
60 0.080 0.0018 63 
33 CBZOVR Elbe ee. eran ee mete eee ae 
66 0.109 0.0009 31 
69 0.350 0.0024. 84. 
71 0.448 0.0046 161 
84 0.095 0.0014 49 
90 0.120 0.0009 31 
92 0.157 0.0018 63 
93 0.092 0.0080 280 

601 0.943 | 0.0026 SH 
604 0.473 | 0.0085 122 
614 (DES Teva Aen ee ee RED oh 
616 0.529 sete has ree | ee ee 
617 0.305 | each races 

Soluble in 

Per cent. 

0.145 
0.075 
0.195 
0.097 
0.053 
0.177 
0.228 
0.108 
0.061 
0.233 
0.043 
0.280 
0.147 
0.118 
0.118 
0.177 
0.055 
0.099 
0.030 
0.155 
0.171 
0 034 
0.043 
0.031 
0.068 
0.281 
0.087 
0,059 

"0025 | 

Pounds per 
cre. 

5075 
2625 
6825 
3395 
1855 
6195 
7980 
3605 
2135 
8155 
1505 
8050 
5135 
4130 
8955 
6195 
1925 
8465 
1050 
5422 
5985 
1190 
1505 
1085 
2380 
9835 
3045 
2065 

875 
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POTASH. 

Laboratory Potash in | Soluble in Pounds Soluble in | Pounds 
No. Soil. Water. Per Acre. | Citrie Acid. Per Acre. 

Percent. | Per cent. Per cent. | Per cent. 

3 0:250) ~ 0.0070 245 0.048 | 1680 
5 0.595 | 0.0025 | 87 0.023 805 
6 0.201 | 0.0016 56 0.009 | 315 

12 0.178 | 0.0029 | 106 0.025 | 875 
ils? O50.) |v cca eee | eagerness : 0.055 1925 
14 0.299 0.0145 508 0.084 2940 
17 OLAV Weera's dia ox 5 yfes| oie tetera te Repos 0.047 1645 

19 0.257 0.0236 826 0.068 2380 

D2, 0.221 I's Seer bee Cat Se celle ee 0.014 490 
25 0.485 0.0087 304 0.053 1855 
26 0.396 0.0029 10257 0.027 945 
43 | 0.129 0.0025 St | 0.052 | 1820 
45 0.1389 Id Sta Si ieee eR | 0.0380 1050 
46 O:250r Ace eee eee 0.039 13865 

47 0.259 0.0025 87 0.017 595 
5D 0.507 ee Se eer Pate rans thot ances oS, 5 hage tae ecemee tae 
60 | 0.291 t 0.0020 70 0.015 | 525 
33 0.280 0.0021 73 0.062 | 2170 
66 0.234 0.0032 ip | 0.048 | 1505 
69 | 0.426 0.0038 183 0.039 1865 

71 0.413 | 09.0059 206 0.051 | 1785 
84 0.243 0.0020 70 0.0138 | 455 

90 | 0.407 0.0082 112 0.014 490 
92 | 0315 | 0.0063 220 0.022 =| 770 
93 0.242 | 0.0053 186 ~ 0.018 455 

601 0.400 | 0.0088 133 0.021 735 
604 0.166 0.0056 196 0016 560 
614 | 0.422 | 0.0033 115 0.025 875 
616 | 0.258 | at ers Adscatel lie tie calves Gal tre ceae aan | Iskecei iebey.ramerorere 
617 ORS 7:52 nn ee een eRe Saas Gr oldana Gaon cece 
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PHOSPHORIC ACID. 

7 i oluble in Pounds So ublein | Pounds 
rea | Peery : Water. per Acre. Citric Acid Nexen 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

3 0.211 trace | trace 0.0043 150 
5 0.173 trace | trace 0.0035 iy 
6 0.365 0.0006 21 0.0125 437 

12, 0.096 0.0002 | 7 0.0032 112 
13 0.080 0.0002 | 7 0.0105 367 
14. 0.115 trace | trace 0.0012 49, 
il/ 0.157 trace | trace 0.0042 147 
19 0.166 0.0002 7 0.0018 63 
29, OOS eR Litters 5 oi eae Ar 0.0020 70 
95 | 0.221 trace | trace 0.0019 66 
26 0.153 trace | trace 0.0018 63 
43 0.110 trace | trace 0.0071 248 
45 0.085 Seay ate ee baonn eae eee 0.0038 133 
46 0.088 ee ep Aise | Neate lie Seecynepsens 0.0036 126 
47 | 0.292 trace | trace 0.0022 Ti 
55 OMG4. Gliese ees: Vref A 0.0035 123 
60 0.354 trace trace 0.0016 | 56 
33 0.137 | 0.0008 | 98 0.0034. 119 
66 0.579 , 00006 | on 0.0039 136 
69 0.602 _ 0.0002 | is 0.0058 203 
71 0.307 0.0002 | Uf 0.0027 | 95 
84 0.527 0.0002 | 7 0.0041 144 
90 0.606 0.0005 17 0.0031 108 
92 0.281 | 0.0005 | 17 0.0025 88 
93 0.772 0.0002 | 7 0.0057 199 

601 0.711 0.0007 | 24 0 0084. 294 
604 0.301 0.0003 | 10 0.0085 297 
614 0.239 0.0005 | 7, 0.0038 133 
616 Ned U2 9 a al Ps A ers ga ieee a 0.0033 115 
617 DEES an aeter ir 8S Weneeate 0.0046 161 



It may be explained at this place that a statement in 

per cent. quantity up to the fourth decimal may be accept- 

ed as reliable, for the reason that in all the determina. 

tions never less than 200 grams of soil were taken. Con- 

sequently an amount of phosphoric acid which is express- 

ed by even a low figure in the fourth decimal means an 

actual weight of magnesium pyro-phosphate that a 

moderately sensitive balance will easily take account of, 

even up to one-ten-thousandths of one per cent. 

From the tables of data presented we obtain a more 

or less adequate understanding of the variation in the 

amounts of lime, potash, and .phosphoric acid present in 

our soils, and of the different behaviour of these elements, 

under the solvent action of water and citric acid, in soils 

from different localities. These differences indicate that 

these elements are contained in the soils in varying 

chemical forms, to which can be due the difference in 

solubility. Before making further comment upon the 

tables of data we shall bring them together in concise 

averages; and at the same time we shall divide the soils 

examined into the two classes under which they have 

been considered previously, viz: Upland (mauka) soils, 

and lowland (makai) soils, this division being based upon 

the signal difference in climatic conditions that obtain at 

different elevations. The first small table gives the aver- 

age of lime, potash, and phosphoric acid in the 30 type 

soils, as shown by the agricultural analyses: 

Type Sub- Lime. Potash, |Phosphorie Soils. = 
| Samples. . Samples. | Acid. 

| Per cent | Per cent. | Per cent. 

Uplands oii, ee eee) © ale 168 0277 | 0.299 0.316 
Lowlands.............. | 16 | 192 | 0399 | 02877 0.304 
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The elements soluble in water, and in one per cent. 

citric acid solution, are respectively as follows: 

Soluble al Pounds Soluble in| Pounds ‘Total Poutas 
Water. | Per Acre. Citric Acid.| Per Acre. Per Acre. 

UPuaNDs. Per cent. Per cent. 

WING Gh he Helo eceetoeee 0.0032 112, 0.0940 3290 9695 
EXoWee ES ay Alea Meee A a 0.0081 110 0.0250 875 10465 
Phosphoric Acid.... 0.0001 | 3 0.0035 122 11795 

LOWLANDS. | eal 

GME see re eeae | 00054 189 0 1330 4655 13965 
Potashiai Jeon fhe | 0.0047 | 164 0.6880 1330 11795 
Phosphoric Acid....| 0.0003 | 10 0.0046 162 10640 

The “pounds per acre” in the three columns are calcu- 

lated by means of the weight of an acre of soil one foot 

deep, to which usually the sample is taken, which weight 

is set at the average of 3,500,000 Ibs. The weight is 

greater than this on most lowlands and less on the up- 

lands, which contain notably more organic matter. The 

weight of the cubic foot of soil varies some 13 Ibs.—from 

80 lbs. to 93 lbs. for water-free material. 

These estimations of solubility of the lime, potash, and 

phosphoric acid confirm in an ample measure our obser- 

vations made upon upland and lowland: soils in 1895 and 

1896. In speaking of the lime contents of the upper 

and lower lands it was said in 1895 “the lime present in 

the upland soils has been, previous to cultivation, prac- 

tically the same, which is shown by analyses of virgin 

and cropped soils, and comparison of the upland virgin 

soils with the lowland soils; but “as the lime, being 

in a more or less soluble state, was washed out and down 

into the lowlands, or into the sea, by the heavy rains.” 

The lime soluble in water, we see, is 189 lbs. in the low- 

9 
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lands, against 112 Ibs. in the uplands. The same is found 

under the action of the citric acid, where the upland 

soils give up 3290 Ibs. per acre of lime, and the lowlands 

no less than 4655 Ibs. per acre, in 24 hours to the action 

of citric acid. The observations on the solubility of the 

potash in the upper and lower lands are also in agree. 

ment with previous findings. In the matter of the phos: 

phorie acid the results are even more remarkable in the 

way in which they support previous conclusions upon this 

body and its state of insolubility. In our reports of 1895 

and 1896 it is said “the phosphoric acid in our soils ap- 

pears to be locked up so securely by the iron and other 

compounds that plants use it with difficulty.” In the 

above tables it is seen that the phosphoric acid soluble 

in water in the lowlands is 10 lbs. per acre, and in the 

uplands 3 Ibs., which, practically speaking, means none 

at all, whilst the amount dissolved by the citric acid is 

relatively very small. 

By far, the most striking result from the action of 

an 1% solution of citric acid upon the soil is the 

enormous proportion of the lime, and also of the potash, 

dissolved. The lime found by the agricultural analyses 

in the upland soils was 9695 lbs. per acre, and of this 

amount 3290 Ibs., or 30%, were dissolved by the acid 

in 24 hours. In the lowland soils the lime per acre was 

13,965 lbs., and the citric acid took out 4655 Ibs., or about 

30% of the total found in the soil by the agricultural 

analyses. The potash dissolved was also a very large 

proportion of the whole. Yet the action of an 1% citric 

acid solution is much less than the action of solvents 

that are used by chemists in estimating the so-called 

“amount of available elements.” 

The question suggested by our results with citric acid, 
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and more‘strongly reiterated by other results that have 

been published, is How much nearer are we brought to an 

understanding of the actual availability of the elements 

—their relation to the demands of the plant—by the use 

of citric acid in 1% solution, as compared with the results 

of the agricultural analyses obtained by the use of con. 

centrated hydrochloric acid? The latter mineral acid, 

in 10 hours, upon the water bath, dissolved out all the 

lime which, it has been said, “‘can ever become soluble;” 

and yet a cold, 1% solution of citric acid, which is the 

solvent most accepted for determining the amount of the 

elements “immediately available,” takes out 30% of the 

“total lime” in 24 hours. 

The “absolute analyses” of soils given in the first part 

of these investigations, with the examination of the ‘“in- 

soluble residue” of the soil, after digestion with con- 

centrated hydrochloric acid, afford notable light on the 

question of solubility of the constituent compounds of 

soils. In the “insoluble residue” of Hawaiian soils we 

found 1.02% of lime, which was left after the action 

of concentrated hydrochloric acid, and the repeated action 

with a new quantity of the acid. Consequently the 

“absolute analysis” of the soil found 0.746% of lime, in- 

stead of 0.842%, recorded by the usual agricultural 

analysis. It is thus seen that the hydrochloric acid does 

not take out quite one-half of the lime present in the 

soil. These data afford, as said, notable light upon the 

state of solubility of our soils, and upon their mode of 

structure, all of which indications are invaluable in a 

complete study, and accentuate the fundamental prin. 

ciple of comparative solubilities which dominates all strue- 

ture in the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms. 

The data, however, do not help us in estimating the lime, 
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potash and phosphoric acid “immediately available” to 

the growing plant. 

Knowing the total lime actually contained in the soil, as 
> 

shown by the “absolute analysis,” and the proportion 

of that total found soluble in concentrated hydrochloric 

acid after digesting 10 hours upon a water bath, we went 

on to the examination with an 1% solution of citric 

acid. The citric acid solution, however, exercised a sol- 

vent action in 24 hours equal to one-third of the solvent 

power of the hydrochloric acid, dissolving out one-seventh 

of the total lime found by absolute analysis, and in the 

short period of one day. In this action we do not find 

anything, in point of degree, corresponding to the pro. 

cesses which go on in Nature; or in the results of this ac- 

tion, any indication of the proportion of plant food that 

is actually available. But for the grand principle of 

differential solubility obtaining in all matter, the citric 

acid would have taken all the lime out of the soil in 

probably less than six days. There is no relation between 

these results and the amount of plant food removed 

from the soil by crops—which action of crops, however, 

as we shall show Jater, also bears no constant relation 

to the ratio of plant food depletion in soils under cultiva- 

tion, and therefore cannot be taken as a guide in the mat- 

ter of fertilization, or restoring the lost elements. 

Of course, it has not been claimed that the action of 

an 1% solution of citric acid corresponds to the action 

of solvent agents operating in Nature, but the results of 

its action have been taken to furnish an estimate of the 

available plant food in soils, and we find that it has but 

little more meaning in such respect than the hydrochloric 

acid used in the common analyses. 

What the continued action of an 1% solution of citric 
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acid upon soils might result in is exemplified by results 

obtained by us of its action on lavas. A weighed piece 

of solid lava was put into a bottle, and 300 ce. of an 1% 

solution of citric acid added, the acid being renewed 

every fourth day on account of its Hability to ferment. 

Another weighed piece of the same lava, but in a state 

of decomposition, from simple weathering, was put into 

a second bottle and treated in the same way with the 

citric acid. At the end of three months the weathered 

lava was totally disintegrated, and chiefly in solution. 

The solid lava, which weighed 29.140 grams on Jan. 27, 

after nine months action of the citric acid, weighed only 

14.63 grams, the residue being left in such a soft state 

that the thumb nail penetrated it easily. 

In considering a solvent, however, which is selected 

with a view to approximating the action of the solvent 

agents operating in Nature, some attention should be 

given to the organisms of plants, and their sensibility 

to the action of acids. An extensive series of observa- 

tions upon the “Relative Sensibility of Plants to Acidity 

in Soils” was conducted by the writer which furnished 

data, a part of which will serve the present purpose. The 

following data set forth the effect of applying to plants 

erowing in tubs a volume of water equal to the amount 

that the soil was just capable of absorbing and holding, 

which amount was 48% on the weight of the soil. This 

water contained one-tenth of one per cent. of citric acid. 

Every fourth day the weights of the tubs were taken, and 

the amount of evaporation found, when enough water was 

again added to bring up the volume to the maximum 

absorptive power of the soil. With the water added, 

enough citric acid in solution was also added to make 

the total water in the soil every fourth day equal to one- 
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tenth of one per cent. solution of the acid. The acid was 

applied with the greatest care by use of a large pipette, 

thus making sure that the same volume was delivered 

to each of the 18 plants under treatment. We give the 

results obtained by the use of one strength of acid which 

will be enough for the present purpose. Observations 

with different strengths of acid were made, the results 

of all which have already been published. The following 

data are the record of the action of a solution of citric 

acid, one-tenth of one per cent. in strength: 

A. CRUCIFERA. 

Name of Plants. | Planted. Up. | Failed Developement. 

Black Mustard... May 27. May 29°) June 15 3 inches high. 
White Mustard.. 29 oe pelts) |g) 
Sugar Beet..... “ boil LD ooh La el becigea ms st 
Mangold Wurzel < Spree al! eee CIA eine ss 
Rapes. 5 ase fk. “ 30 po el WAN eco) eos x 
Carrot rere s 3. ie: Sumas: |e or ALTA) Aes ‘ 

B. LEGUMINOSAE. 

| | 
Name of Plants. | Flanted. Up. Failed. Development. 

| 
White Lupine... May 27 |May 30) July 16 12 inches long. 
Cow Bean...... | 30) Aug. 31) 86 §§ 
Horse Bean .... ef June 3 sey eat OO! y ane oe 
Winter Vetch.. x |May 31| July 9/24 “ : 
Crimson Clover.. cS oO dumenl? Ones sf 
Alfaltape se. nor s¢ ce 29 TOMS its es 

C. GRAMINAE. 

Name of Plants. | Planted. Up. Matured. Development. 

Pearl Millet ..... May 27 | May 30 Matured.) 49 inches and Sound Seeds. 
Wheat.... a ee rt Failed | 15 inches long. 
7 a A = a ze 42 inches long; no Seed 
Oats eer een 4 4 3 8 inches long. 
Barley Af sc ace i ae | iG 8 inches long, 
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These results have a great value in indicating the 

“relative sensibility” of our common agricultural plants 

to soil acidity. It is seen that all the erucifera, and the 

clovers succumb at once to the acid; but certain legumes 

and graminae attain a notable growth. Only the pearl 

millet however, reaches a normal development, forming 

seed of excellent appearance. These results show very 

clearly that in using a solution of citric acid of one-tenth 

of one per cent. in strength for estimating the available 

plant food in soils, we are dealing with a solvent whose 

action cannot correspond to anything operating in 

Nature. 

The considerations that we have enumerated, all of 

which have assisted in leading to the conclusion that 

the use of an 1% solution of citric acid does not assist 

us very materially more than concentrated hydro- 

chloric acid in actually reaching a duplication of the 

measure of solvent activity proceeding in Nature; nor 

thus, in estimating the proportion of the soil elements 

that are immediately available as plant food—these con- 

siderations, we repeat, have caused us to try to follow, 

in thought, more closely the course of Nature’s opera- 

tions; the continuous but slow processes which mark her 

modes of action, and to endeavor to come somewhat more 

approximately, in our laboratory observations, upon the 

plane of action wherein the processes of the field are 

going on. We are quite aware that we cannot strictly 

duplicate the proceedings of Nature. By watching her 

ways, however, and adjusting our methods of observation 

to the modes which she appears to use, we may work 

towards results apparently more comparable, and which 

may actually guide us in dealing with the practical ques: 

tions of the field. 
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The results obtained by the use of an one per cent. 

solution of citric acid upon soils led us into a line of 

observations, in which weaker solvents were used, but their 

action extended over a period of weeks instead of hours. By 

this mode of treatment we expected, at least, to come 

nearer to what is taking place in the field. 

After much consideration, and several preliminary con- 

trol tests, a method was decided upon that we shall speak 

of with some detail. 

The principle of the method was the use of solvents of 

small, and also different degrees of strength; the renewal 

of the solvent every fourth day, with the continuance of 

its action over a considerable period of time, and the 

examination of the results at definite intervals along this 

course of time. 

Some Pretimary Tests.—In considering modes of car- 

rying out these Time E.aperiments, as they had been named 

by us, the first plan involved the use of large funnels with 

eround tops and glass plate covers, and the corking of 

the stem of the funnel. The soil was to be put into the 

funnel and the solvent added. Every fourth day, five 

cubic centimeters of the solvent were to be drawn off and 

tested with a standardized alkali, and the necessary 

amount of acid added to bring the solution, covering the 

soil, up to precisely its original strength. The portion of 

solution drawn off at the bottom of the funnel, was found, 

upon comparison, to have a less degree of acidity than 

another portion that was taken with a pipette from the 

liquid above the soil in the funnel. 

25ee from above the Soil in funnel........ 23 .5ec. Na OH. 
25ee drawn off at bottom of funnel ....... 14 5ee. es 

These tests showed that at the end of seven days the 

acid contained in a solution, added to a soil kept at rest 
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in a funnel, had not become equally distributed and 

neutralized, consequently this mode of treatment could 

not be used. 

Further tests furnished results showing the different 

action of the same solvent under different conditions. 

A given volume of the solvent was added to a given 

weight of soil, and the vessel kept still for seven days. 

An‘equal volume of the solution was added to an equal 

weight of the soil, and the bottle shaken gently every 

fifteen minutes during the day portion of 24 hours. 

25ceof originalsolution) ;....ch2: 6s it. dea cia ers - = 36 2ec: Na OH. 
25ce. of solution after standing 7 days ........ ——= SO CChun te 
25ec, ef solution after shaking 24 hours ...... == ACCP ee 

These observations show, in general, that the action 

resulting from the use of a solvent is largely controlled 

by the mode of its use. The former test showed why, 

for the purpose of these Time Experiments, a solvent 

could not be used upon soil in a funnel, or other vessel, 

at rest. Further, and repeated, tests have shown, with 

equal clearness, that by shaking the vessel containing 

the soil and solvent, which is the only mode of securing 

an uniform distribution and action of the solvent, the re- 

sults of the action will be in large measure proportionate 

to the vigor of the shaking. 

As a result of these simple preliminary tests, a mode 
of treatment was adopted which can be stated as follows: 

Exactly 200 grams of soil were put into the ordinary two 
litre acid bottles, having ground glass stoppers, and 

200ce. of the solvent added. This volume was found to 

be just about enough to saturate and immerse the soil, 

without any great excess of the solvent solution being 

present, which was guarded against. 
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Twenty bottles were taken and charged with 200 grams 

of soil and 200ce. of solvent, as already stated. Ten of 

these bottles were given to observations on upland 

(mauka) soils; and the remaining ten bottles to corres- 

ponding observations on lowland (makai) soils. 

Each series of ten bottles was further divided into two 

eroups of five bottles each. The one group was to fur 

nish data setting forth the results of the continued action 

of an one-tenth of one per cent. solution of acid, and the 

second group of an one-fiftieth of one per cent. solution of 

acid upon the same soil. The four groups, of five bottles 

each, were thus to furnish results from the two different 

strengths of acid upon the “upland” and “lowland” soils. 

One bottle from each of the four groups, containing five 

bottles each, was selected for testing and controlling the 

acidity of the bottles in the four groups. This was done 

in order to avoid the necessity of testing the remaining 

acidity of the solution in all the twenty bottles at the 

intervals decided upon, which was every fourth day, 

and was based on the supposition that if 200cc. of solu- 

tion of either of the stated strengths, were added to 

duplicates of 200 grams of soil put into tive bottles the 

action of the acid, and the remaining acidity, would be 

the same in each bottle, providing all the bottles were 

shaken, and otherwise treated, the same. The grouping 

of the series may be seen more clearly as follows: 



UPpuanp Sorns. LOWLAND SOIts. 

One-Tenth Per cent| One-Fiftieth Per |One_Tenth Per cent] One-Fiftieth Per 
Solution of Acid. centSolution ofAcid | Solution of Acid. |ecentSolution of Acid 

1 Bottle. | 1 Bottle 1 Bottle 1 Bottle 
9 6 | y) 13 9 “cc 9, ““ 

3 “6 3 “ce 3 “ee 3 “c“ 

4 “c 4 “ 4 ‘cc 4 ae 

Rest fess Mest << Test: “ Testi, “ 

These “Time Experiments” were conducted with citric 

acid as the solvent, in order that the results should be 

comparable with the series of results obtained with 

the one per cent. solution of citric acid, that have already 

been given. 

The control of the acidity of the solutions was made 

by use of an 1-500 normal solution of sodic hydrate. 

Every fourth day 25cc. of solution was drawn with a 

pipette from each of the four “test bottles” and the re- 

maining acidity of the solution determined; when enough 

citric acid was added to restore the acidity of the solu- 

tions in each bottle in all the groups to the original 

strength. The following table shows the variation of 

behaviour of the acid solutions during the intervals of 
four days: 



UPLAND SOILs. Lowxanp Soits. 

Date. a I. 7 GS x 
58 One-tenth One-fiftieth One-tenth | One-fiftieth 

Solution. Solution, Solution. | Solution. 

| | | 
Original Solutions 184.7 ec. alkali 36.2 ce alkali/184.7 ee alkali 36.2 ce. alkali 
January: 2Q55.i55. : 13:0:cex Ss) | DAce 1% 5: 2ree | iiheg eRe 

os AS ee Ps isr(veres | Or hairy fence, 2. DiC) ae 
February 2...... bah we dni ee | sisi, bie, 

ce 6 Ae SOWICey ese Slecn ne 25.5ec * 4.9'ce. 
ay OMe Poo OreCi J0icc = 20.0ce % 44ec. “ 
sf Ibe sya HetsO rere, 90cee LOOlce ss 3.0cce. * 
dc Ke Sleeve G2ibices 15.0ee “ 30.0ec * bOces es 
se OE ayaa milhglere, LOCC ImOce \|Iisico, % 
“3 Peete LOOOlce: | Sice was 0lee. 42100. 

March Sener SBMites,  o Nise ABT (ee 2:5.ee, = 
sf Sie aaa TPA Siiece 7s Lazear. Tice: yee 
sf 1 Pa eee 80.0 cc. “ B2ece DiC Cun. Di) CCH mae 
s Git Ree se 58.0 ec, “ byron Dou (CG deere 
s Die AD SiCChe ess TROee Obie 2.0ec. “ 
= DATs Oe rte (o0.ce = enter DrOrcer ss EQiees es 
ce OOF NCO Dicg™ rot pice 1 seal OICen ane lise, « 

April Dee | DOlLe CCs mae 10.0cc * ltsin@e isjce, & 
i (SYS aeeve ec OO revere bY Dicer, ves Baa | SeiCCy pos 
s NO ees ol) CEC, UA Oca © 35.0ec “ SYM, 9 
ee at: es By OG:21CCe aes i Orcer Aoi CCn mas 7 So Ce 
¢ 1): erst GIE2ICChan is | 1s cere, Be AT bIGCh a) as 

The first line of each of these four columns shows the 

number of cubic centimeter of the alkali solution that 

were required to neutralize 25 cc. of the original acid 

solutions used as solvents. The remaining figures in each 

column show the number of cubic centimeter of alkali 

required to neutralize 25cc. of the acid solutions at 

the intervals stated. The total amounts of crystalline 

citric acid applied to the 200 grams of soil in each bottle 

in the respective groups during the time between 

January 21 and April 19 were as follows: 

Soils. | Solution Applied. Citric Acid Applied. 

Upland, One-Tenth Solution ....... | 550ee. 2.94 Grams 
Lowland, One-Tenth Solution . ..../ 550ece. 3.60 cs 
Upland, One-Fiftieth Solution... 600ee, 0.54 ue 
Lowland, One-Fiftieth Solution .... 600ec. 0.74 sf 
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On January 21 the experiment was begun with 200ce. 

of solution in each bottle. The adding of citric acid 

every fourth day, even in the most concentrated solution, 

brought up the volume to 550cc. and 600cc. respectively. 

To guard against the action of this increased volume a 

portion of the nearly neutralized solution was removed 

from the soil in the bottles, thus keeping the volume 

more closely to the original amount. The removed por- 

tions were preserved and added finally to the whole 

when filtered off from the soil at the time of analysis. 

Benaviour or THE Crrric Acrp.—In examining the 

columns which state the measure of neutralization of 

the acid in the solution, as indicated by the amount of 

alkali required to neutralize the remaining acidity, a very 

great variation appears between the intervals in the 

amounts of acid unneutralized. In the first column it is 

seen that at the end of one interval only 13cc. of alkali 

were necessary to neutrality; at the end of another in- 

terval 100cc. of alkali were taken to neutralize the acid 

remaining in the solution. This variation appears along 

the column, and in all the columns. We became persuad- 

ed that this varying behaviour of the solvent between the 

intervals was due to the fermentation of the citric acid, 

and two control tests were begun in order to observe 

the mode and measure of the fermentation. These tests 

were made by placing 200 grams of soil in each of two 

bottles the one containing upland, and the other lowland 

soil, and adding 200cc. of the 1-10 solution of citric acid, 

and renewing the acid at the intervals when new acid 

was added to the other groups of bottles. The acid was 

added in these tests through separatory funnels, as the 

bottles were sealed and connected with receiving flasks 

containing lime water, the latter having to take care of 
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the carbonic acid, if fermentation proceeded in the bot- 

tles containing the soil and solvent. While waiting for 

some indications of fermentation to be given by these 

tests, a very excellent observation was made by First As- 

sistant Crawley. At the time of titrating with alkali 

solution, at the end of an interval, Mr. Crawley placed a 

portion of solution which was notably acid, over a burner 

and heated gently for several minutes; after cooling, the 

solution was no longer acid, but even reacted alkaline, 

showing that the acidity was due wholly to carbonic 

acid, no citric acid being present. 

That observation led us to examine and find out 

whether it was the citric acid itself, or citrates formed with 

the soil bases, which had undergone fermentation ?—a 

question suggested to the writer by previous obserya- 

tions. The examination and its results are found in the 

following data, the upland 1-10 examples being used for 

the examinations. 

April 2, 10 ocl., 25cc. solution required 87.2cc. of 

soo alkali to neutralize the acidity, due wholly to 

carbonic acid. At this time citric acid was added to the 

solution in the bottle which was equal to 100ce. 530 

alkali. Therefore, at 10 ocl. the acidity of the solution 

may be expressed as follows: 

Acidity. cdiestOssCaroonie ACIdhie cm. serene oo == 187.2 
/ Nerve line (altults) 110), (Oaianel GAO es eG sac ddan So oecn one ode 100.0 

TotaleAcidity of the; Soluiionssem secre) sects te <2 et — Sia2s 

April 2, 10 ocl. Acidity due to Citric Acid ........... 100.0 
se 3 ocl. ‘Acidity due to Citric Acid........... —= 16:0 

Decrease in Acidity due to Citric Acid .............. —=" 94,0) 

April 2. 10 ocl. Acidity due to Carbonic Acid........ == teil. 
a 3 ocl. Acidity due to Carbonic Acid........ =101.5 

Increase in Acidity due to Carbonic Acid............ = 143 

April 3, 9 ocl. A. M. Total Acidity.................. == 3D.D 
wholly due to Carbonie Acid. 
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In the first place, it is seen that of the 100 parts of citric 

acid added to the soil and solution at 10 ocl., 84 parts 

had disappeared by 3 ocl., or in 5 hours. That these 84 

parts of citric acid had not fermented, furnishing car- 

bonic acid, is indicated by the fact that the carbonic 

acid had increased from 87.2 parts to only 101.5 parts, or 

by merely 14.3 parts; showing that the citric acid had 

largely formed citrates with the soil bases. . The increase 

of 14.3 parts of carbonic acid shows, however, that either 

a portion of the unfixed citric acid, or of the formed 

citrates, had fermented, thus yielding the increase of 

carbonic acid. But, bearing in mind the short period of 

five hours that was required to fix 84 parts, out of 100 

parts of citric acid, and further, the large amount of 

acid found in the solutions several days after acid had 

been added, it is indicated that the carbonic acid is de- 

rived from the fermentation of the citrates, rather than 

of the citric acid; although other observations have 

shown how easily citric acid, in dilute solutions, under- 

goes decomposition when not in contact with a soil. By 

the reduced amount of carbonic acid found in the solution 

on the next day, April 3, it is shown that a part of it had 

also been fixed by the bases; and this fixing of the car- 

bonic acid is uniformly observed to occur in greater 

proportion in the neutral lowland soils than in the up- 

land soils, which latter we have found to be five-fold 

more acid than the lowland soils. 

The observations upon methods that have just been 

recorded indicate how abstruse must be the processes 

operating in Nature, and how far these are, at present, 

beyond our understanding. We set out to observe the 

action of citric acid, as a Solvent, upon our soils: We have 

observed that whilst a solvent action was primarily 
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caused by the citric acid, the continuance of the action 

was due to the secondary action of carbonic acid which 

resulted from the decomposition of the citric acid. How 

much of the following results is directly due to citric 

and carbonic acids respectively, we, at present, cannot 

say; but, indirectly the whole may be ascribed to citric 

acid. 

Resurts or THE “Time Experiments” with Cirric Acip.— 

We shall now give the results of the action of the dif- 

ferent strengths of solutions of citric acid upon the up- 

land and lowland soils covering the given periods of time, 

and shall append the results of the action of water alone, 

which was also observed, in order that we may approach 

more nearly to the precise action of the acid. 

UPLAND SOILS. 

ACTION OF ONE-TENTH PER CENT SOLUTION OF CITRIC ACID. 

Date of Analysis. Time of Action, | CaO | Kz 0 P2 Os |Fe. Al. Os) Si O. 

eer. Le P | P 
| ty gente | eert: Berens ant 

Bebuary (202254:4 224) iidays 2.0: 20131)" 20132(e2 O00Se teeta 3 ete 
ss OS AM naa | eSES te a 10257) (0264) sO008eee. ae oa 

April AS En ie eee {ade gh en Umvernncere eee (0240) (O18) 20019) > 1089). |=. ae: 
June roe vn leiele sles é HOES ESA oe a .0202! .0175' .0028! .0878 0046 

ACTION OF ONE-FIFTIETH PER CENT SOLUTION OF CITRIC ACID. 

Date of Analysis. Time of Action. | CaO | K.O | F. Os lFes Als Os! Si O, 

1 Per | FP Pe 
ere cere cents | Perea | ant. 

Hebuary. 9.<c...03..| 12 days 22.22," 0087/05...) 0008) 2 eee Beane 
OAD ot wer ee 8 SS ee oe b0136)_ .0223| .0009). ...2«2 Selmepenee 

April GO Asrat hse 7 sey reese .0129} .0146} .0011; .0279 |...... 
June Ae Sec octh at ROG. S US? a reas .0125! 0186) .0015 .0268 | .0041 

Action of Water. 

% days ..s««-| .0032) .0033| .O001) 2. 24ers 
TDOt ris ie ok eee .0097| .0149) .0007) 0231 0046 
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LOWLAND SOILS. 

ACTION OF ONE-TENTH SOLUTION OF CITRIC ACID. 

Date of Analysis. Time of Action.| CaO | K.O | P.O; | FeAl O6 | Si O2 

Per Per Per Per | Per 
cent. | cent. | cent. cent cent 

Hebruary 2) 2... ..22. TON ay Si ver 5-1: LOLTS 02035) 5 OOF creel oc 2 ast 
rs D3 SR rae ee aa) eek wy tae tae .0400) .0291) .O010)....... 

April nS ae <n. ob Uist « Sean ees eee ) 0221 (0306! -0015) -.0527 |. 5... - 

Jane” Gace nee Age 0234! 0207! .0018| .0288 | 0067 

ACTION OF CNE-FIFTIETH PER CENT SOLUTION OF CITRIC ACID. 

Date of Analysis. Time of Action. | CaO | K, O | P. Os | Fe, Al, Oc SiO, 

sat | | aay ae 
12) i ae P P 
cenit | ant | cant Her vent hut 

Febuary 2..........| 12 days OELO) 2008 Te (0005). ster. 2h. oes 
be I Me hae healt Sor. * : O26) 203826) 0012.2. eee 

April One AT Ro ane camer Pe en | 20191 20245 OOM 0199) I. oe 

June fs i tie WO Be ess, cae | .0140) .0167; .0016 .0144 .0043 

Action of Water. | | 

2 davai... .0054| .0047| .0008].........)....2. 
TOO Shy a ole 0170) .0168 0004 O11 0045 

In the first place, it is seen, in general, how completely 

the behaviour of the upland and lowland soils is in agree- 

ment with all comparative observations previously re. 

corded. Throughout, and under the several actions of 

water, one-fiftieth, and one-tenth per cent. solutions of 

citric acid, more lime and potash is found soluble in the 

lowland than in the upland soils. This is due, as we 

may again explain, to the greater acidity of the upland 

soils. This greater acidity, which has already been said 

to be five-fold the acidity of the lowland soils, has been, 

and is still, constantly exercising a higher solvent action 

upon the upland soils, and the greater rainfall on the 

high lands, which is the cause of the greater acidity, has 

washed down to lower lands, or into the sea, the lime 

and potash as they were brought into solution. 

10 

Con- 
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sequently the weak acid solutions used in the laboratory 

do not find as much of these elements in the soils from 

above as below, because they have been removed by 

natural action. On the other hand, fully double the 

amount of iron and alumina are taken out of the upland 

soils that the weak acids find soluble in the lowlands. 

And in the upland soils is found just twice the proportion 

of ferrous iron that our method could detect in the low- 

land samples. This confirms our remarks in last year’s 

report concerning the action of the excess of organic mat- 

ter in the uplands in reducing the iron. ‘The soil, cover- 

ed and filled with vegetation, the result of excess of rain- 

fall, has caused the iron to give up a part of its oxygen;” 

and in the first part of these investigations were con- 

firmed other remarks in the same report, viz: “the low 

iron oxide unites with mineral acids in the soil, forming 
9 

salts, actually poisonous to plant life.” The examination 

of soils, sub-soils, and given decomposition products of 

lava from, and near by, certain so-called “poisoned spots” 

showed the presence of notable amounts of these low 

oxide of iron compounds. 

Attention is called to the behaviour of the soils and 

solvents, which is brought to view by the third series 

of analyses recorded on April 9. In the first place, it 

is seen that on Feb. 23 the proportions of lime and potash 

found in solution are quite double the amounts noted on 

Feb. 2, and this is seen uniformly in all the series. The 

analyses of April 9, at the end of 78 days, present a com- 

plete change in the results of the solvent action of the 

sohitions. The lime and potash found soluble on Feb. 

23 had largely reverted to a state of insolubility, and 

this reversion continued to take place up to the time of 

the last analyses on June 4, at the end of 103 days. That 
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there was no accident or error in the observations is 

attested by the uniform operation of the change through- 

out all the series. 

In explanation of the reversion of a part of the dissolv- 

ed elements to a more insoluble state, we shall relate 

the behaviour of the soils and solvents placed in the 

two closed bottles for the purpose of controlling the 

fermentation that might go on. Eight weeks after these 

fermentation-control tests were started, a strong fer- 

mentation set in, which was indicated by the foaming 

of the solution in the bottles, and the carbonic acid gas 

given off, which passed over into the receiver containing 

lime water. Up to this time the fermentation had been 

small and slow, and very little carbonic acid had been 

released. The acid given off at the time of this violent 

fermentation was enough to form a notable weight of 

carbonate of lime. Well, a corresponding fermentation 

took place in the series of bottles that were standing for 

analysis. In these bottles the fermentation did not ap- 

pear to proceed so violently as in the fermentation-con- 

trol bottles; but that may have been due to the former 

not having been firmly closed, whereby the carbonic acid 

escaped as it formed. At the time of the analysis of the 

third series on April 9, the soils and solutions had an 

actually rotten odor, showing that a low, destructive 

fermentation had gone on. A reddish-yellow scum was 

left on the insides of the bottles, the result apparently 

of the decomposition of the iron compounds in solution. 

It is strongly indicated that the acute fermentation was 

connected with the additions of citric acid; because two 

other bottles containing the same portions of the same 

souls, to which only water was added every fourth day, 

at the intervals when citric acid solution was added to 
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the other series, were perfectly sweet, and remained 

sweet, and without the indications of much fermentation, 

at the end of a period of 120 days. The reversion then, 

of a part of the previously dissolved elements took place 

at the time of the strong fermentation observed within 

the bottles, and was due to the carbonic acid given off 

by the decomposition of the citrates, and probably of 

some of the organic matter in the soils. 

Concerning the actual amount of lime and potash found 

in the acid solutions at the end of 103 days, it is seen, by 

returning to the last tables, that there is less of these 

two elements in the one-fiftieth per cent. solution of citric 

acid than was taken out by the water alone. The fermen- 

tation of the citrates, and the carbonic acid produced, 

rendered the soil as a whole, less soluble in water than 

it was naturally. The continued addition of dilute citric 

acid, however, while it rendered the soil as a whole less 

soluble in water, acted upon the constituents, causing a 

notable change in the way in which they behaved towards 

an one per cent. solution of citric acid as compared with 

their behaviour under the action of the same strength of 

acid upon the natural soil. This is shown by the analy- 

tical results of the action of the one per cent. citric acid 

upon the natural soils, and upon these soils at the end 

of their treatment with the weak solutions of citrie acid 

after a period of 103 days: 

A—represents the amount of the elements dissolved 

by the one per cent. citric acid out of the natural soil. 

B—the amount of the elements dissolved by the same 

streneth of acid out of the soils that had been acted 

upon by an one-tenth per cent. solution of citrie acid for 

the period of 1038 days. 
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Soils. Ca0| K.0| P, 9s |Fe, 0,| Al,0,| SiO, 

Per | Per Per Per Per | Per 
eent. | cent cent. cent. | cent cent. 

(Whol aride 2 eben | A 0 11100 02600 0037) 0.421) 0.222) 0.199 

Se eee ere eh Aad anh Bat es | B_ |0.12680 0303 0 0092) 1 379 0.698 0.071 
A |0. 1250.0 04500 0035) | 

Meee! ce ...| B 10.124710 0429.0.0063! 1.291) 0.687, 0.170 

The most apparent results of the previous continued 

action of the dilute acid is seen in the-effects upon the 

phosphoric acid, and more notably upon the iron. This 

action upon the iron we were persuaded of during the 

course of the “time experiments,” which was seen, first 

in the coloration of the solution by the dissolved iron, 

and, as the fermentation proceeded, in the formation of 

an iron-colored scum on the insides of the bottles, and the 

disappearance of the color from the solution. The citric 

acid attacks the iron strongly, and the iron citrates, 

formed by the action of the acid on the soils, appear to 

be specially sensitive to the soil bacteria—crenothrix poly- 

spora, cladothrix dichotoma, leptothrix ochracet, and 

other bacteria which are known to act upon the com- 

pounds of iron in soils and waters. 

We shall not discuss further at this time the results 

obtained by acting upon soils with considerable volumes 

of dilute solutions of citric acid. Those results have 

furnished data of value and extreme interest, giving us 

a further insight into the complex processes that operate 

in soils; but they have not led us to the actual information 

we are in search of. The conditions of our methods were 

not such as must exist in Nature. The soils under treat- 

ment were still exposed to a constant excess of moisture, 

although the volume of solution applied was merely 

enough to immerse the soils in the bottles—200cc. of 

solution to 200 grams of soil. Early in the course of 
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these “time experiments” we saw that the excess of 

water, in which the citric acid was dissolved, was going 

to produce consequences out of harmony with any possi- 

ble processes operating in the field, and we commenced a 

further series of observations which were conducted 

under quite different conditions. 

Tne Action or Acrps in Diture Sorurions APPLIED IN 

VotumME CorresponpInG To THE ABsoRPTIVE Power or THE 

Sorts.—In the following series of “time experiments,” 

in the first place, the volume of water that the soils could 

absorb was determined. That volume known, enough 

citric acid was dissolved in it to make it exactly an one- 

tenth per cent solution, and the solution was applied to 

known weights of the upland and lowland soils respec- 

tively, and as follows: 390 grams of water-free soil were 

put into beakers of 500cc. capacity. When putting in 

the soil, pieces of half-inch diameter glass tube were set 

in the middle of the beakers, one end of the tube resting 

on the bottom, and the other end reaching up six inches 

above the top of the beaker, and the soil was filling into 

the beaker with these glass tubes standing in the mid- 

dles. The purpose of these tubes was to secure a more 

uniform distribution of the solvent; which, if it were all 

applied at the surface, the action would be chiefly con- 

fined to the upper part of the soil in the beakers. One- 

half of the solvent was applied through the tubes, by 

which means the solution went to the bottom of the soil 

in the beakers and rose upwards by capillarity, and the 

other half was applied at the top, somewhat later, which 

descended by gravity to meet the rising volume, thus 

securing the most even distribution throughout the soil. 

The weight of each beaker was taken at the time of the 

first application, when exactly the volume of solution 
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was added to saturate the soils. Every fourth day, the 

weights of the beakers were retaken, the volume of water 

ascertained that had evaporated, and a volume equal to 

that lost by evaporation was added to each beaker, and 

in this added water, enough acid was dissolved to bring 

the whole volume of water in each beaker up to the 

strength of an one-tenth per cent. solution again. This 

was done at intervals of four days, and continued for 120 

days. Only a single series of soils in beakers was carried 

on, no analyses being made until the end of the period 

stated. In addition, however, to the use of an one-tenth 

per cent. solution of citric acid, parallel observations 

were made of the action of an one-tenth per cent. solution 

of asparagin, and upon the same upland and lowland 

soils that were used in the “time experiments” previously 

recorded. The amounts of solution, and of the crystal- 

lized citric acid and asparagin respectively, that were 

applied to the soils in beakers during the period of 120 

days we give as follows: 

UPLAND SOILS. LOWLAND SOILS. 

: Amount of Fi . Amount of F : 
Acids. Solution: Weight of Acid. Solution: Weight of Acid 

Citric Acid..... 1027 ee 150) ets: 912 ce 6 96 ers. 
Asparagin...... 1031 ee 7.55 ers, 916 ce 6.99 gers 

The upland soils, having a greater absorptive power, 

and evaporating some 10 per cent. more moisture, also 

received somewhat more of each of the two acids. 

As there was no excess of solution in these experiments 

our means of observing what had been the action of the 

respective solvents upon the soils during the period of 

time stated was by comparing the proportions of the 
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elements found soluble in an one per cent. solution of 

citric acid in the natural soil, and in this same soil after 

the treatment with the solvents for the length of time 

stated. We shall give first the amounts of lime, potash, 

and phosphoric acid, as shown by the agricultural 

analyses, in the soils, which soils have been exclusively 

used in the former, and in the present series of “time 

experiments.” 

ee Ty Gabe wal . 
Soil. Saninios’ | Sampler: | Ca O K, O P2 Os 

: | Percent. | Per bean "per ont 

Uplands..2.. 5: 9 | 108 0.284 0.298 0 341 
Lowland .....| 9 | 108 0.389 | 0.889 0.296 

We now give the results of the action of the dilute 

solvents, covering the length of time stated. 

A—gives the amounts of the elements soluble in one 

per cent. citric acid in the fine earth of the natural soils. 

B—the amounts of the same elements soluble in the 

same soils after they had been acted upon by the one- 

tenth solution of citric acid for 120 days. 

C—the amounts of the same elements soluble in the 

same soils after they had been acted upon by one-tenth 

solution of asparagin for 120 days. 

Soils. | Class as | ‘a O Pounds | KeO aes P2 O05 eames 

ite | Per Per | Per 
cent. cent. cent. 

Uplands.... A | 0.1880 4830 | 0.0220 | 770 0.0052 182 
. SET B 0 1477: 5169 | 0.0274 | 959 0.0046 161 
Seta | so | 0.1487 5028 | 0.0293 | 1023 | 0.0066] 2381 

Lowlands .. A | 0.1450 5075 | 0.0450 1575 0 0060 210 
= ae B | 0.1545 | 5407 0 03897 1389 0 OO51 178 

«“ Wiiel's | 0.1510 5285 0.0428 1498 -0.0066 | 231 



These results were obtained by the action of the said 

solvents upon the “fine earth” of the upland and lowland 

soils. In the former series of “time experiments” the 

whole soil, and not the fine earth was used. This state- 

ment is necessary to explain why the one per cent. citric 

acid has, in this series, taken out a larger proportion of 

the elements than were dissolved out of the same soils, 

by the same acid solution, in the former series. The re- 

sults thus also indicate to what extent the action of the 

solvents depends upon the state of fineness of the soils. 

Before discussing these results further, another series 

will be given showing the comparative action of one per 

cent., one-tenth, and one-fiftieth per cent. solutions 

respectively of citric acid upon a soil of a totally differ- 

ent type. The mode of application of the solvents was 

exactly the same as in the series last described, the 

volume of water absorbed by the soil controlling the 

volume of solution added and maintained, and the re- 

newal of acid being made every fourth day. In this 

series 25 Ibs. of soil were taken for each test. The soil 

was placed in galvanized iron buckets of 3 gallons capa- 

city each. Before filling in the soil, pieces of iron tubes 

were set in the center of each bucket through which the 

solvent was to be partially applied, precisely the same 

as in the example of the beakers, and for the same pur- 

poses, viz., to secure a better distribution of the solvent 

throughout the mass of the soil. The results obtained 

with this series on a large scale are given as follow— 

A (Table 1) gives the lime, potash, and phosphoric acid 

in the soil, as shown by the agricultural analysis, and 

the amounts of these elements soluble in water, and one 

per cent. solution of citric acid respectively, in the 

natural soil. 
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B (Table 2) shows the relative amounts of the elements 

soluble in water in the three quantities of soil after the 

action of the solvents of different strengths, at the end 

of 130 days. 

C (Table 3) shows the relative amounts of the elements 

soluble in one per cent. solution of citric acid at the end 

of the period of action of the several solvents. 

Ca O K.0O P. Os 

A.—(TABLE 1.) 5, 
Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 

Agricultural Amalysis:...<.. 0s .0cn epee 0.8610 | 0.5810 | 1.0500 
Solublem Water.» < 20..- ieee ee eee 0.0088 | 0.0019 | 0 0011 
Soluble in One per cent. Citric Acid... ...... 0.3410 | 0 0380 | 0 1270 

B.—(TABLE 2.) 

Action of One-fiftieth per cent. Solution ....| 0.0041 | 0.0038 | 0.0013 
Action of One-tenth per cent Solution. ..... 0.0045 | 0.0046 | 0.0010 
Action of One per cent. Solution........... 0.0092 | 0.0077 | 0.0006 

C.—(TABLE 3.) 

Action of One-fiftieth per cent. Solution... .. 0.4342 | 0.0571 | 0.1498 
Action of One-tenth per cent. Solution ......| 0.4544 | 0.0582 | 0.1408 
Action of One per cent. Solution . “dene oe! 05056, s) OOa aoa O1aS2 

This soil was used on account of its ample contents 

of lime and potash, and the enormous amount of phos- 

phoric acid, which, in distinction from Hawaiian soils, 

generally, is in a state of great solubility. 

To understand more clearly what the action of the 

several strengths of solvent has been, and its relation to 

crop necessities, we shall arrange the results in another 

form. 
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LIME. 

Ca O Bees | | Pree rases 

SOLUBLE IN WATER. - a 
Per cent lbs. 

TENlive INBRAMLEEI Stoll 45 By Soseer noe nes oorooos 0.0038 | 133 side 

After Action of One-fiftieth Solution of Acid.| 0.0041 | 143 | 10 

After Action of One-tenth Solution of Acid. .|; 0.0045 ew! 24 

After Action of One per cent, Solution of Acid! 0.0092 821 188 

SOLUBLE IN ONE PER CENT. CITRIC ACID. 

In Natural Soil . .| 0.3410 MRO BEA Uy set te siee « 

After Action of One- fiftieth Solution of ‘ Acid.| 0.4842 | 15,197 3,262 

After Action of One-tenth Solution of Acid. | 0.4544 15,904 3,969 

After Action of One per cent. Solution of Acid) 0 5056 17,696 5,761 

POTASH. 

| K,0O A ey Inerease 

SOLUBLE IN WATER. | eS 
| Per cent. lbs. 

Inthe Natural (Soils. 2 iotea eur oree see 0.0019 Gin eee, 
After Action of One-fiftieth Solution of Acid. 0.0088 133 66 

After Action of One-tenth Solution of Acid..) 0.9046 161 95 

After Action of One per cent. Solution of Acid; 0.0077 269 2038 

SOLUBLE IN ONE PER CENT, CITRIC ACID. 

Tnpinew Natural Soll ces 0 erect ce. 0.0380 ISO) Al laa eae 

After Action of One- fiftieth Solution of Acid.) 0 0571 1,998 668 

After Action of One-tenth Solution of Acid...) 0.0582 2,087 707 

After Action of One per cent. Solution of Acid 0.0543 1,900 570 

PHOSPHORIC ACID. 

P, Os | | Pounds. | | Increase. 

SOLUBLE IN WATER. | | 
Per cent.) | lbs, 

‘Inthe, NaterenlbSaal! soo. ow s.. o/c Patch ee ae ors 0.0011 Bie Ol eas Gee 
After Action of One-fiftieth Solution of Acid.| 0 0013 45 7 
After Action of One-tenth Solution of Acid..| 0.0010 35 loss 3 
After Action of One per cent. Solution of Acid, 0.0006 21 loss 17 

SOLUBLE IN ONE PER CENT. CITRIO ACID. 

im thes Naturals Sollee: wack cree wae. ee. 0.1270 AEA ATED Aerie crete 
After Action of One-fiftieth Solution of Acid.| 0.1498 5,243 798 
After Action of One-tenth Solution of Acid. .| 0.1408 4.928 483 
After Action of One per cent. Solution of Acid | 0.1482 5,187 742 
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We shall repeat that in all these analyses never less 

than 200 grams of soil were used, and that in the former 

series, with the upland and lowland soils in beakers, 390 

grams were taken. This explanation is repeated in order 

to show that the results to the fourth decimal are doubly 

as reliable where 200 grams are taken, as the results in 

the second decimal are, where one gram is taken for 

analysis. 

The data furnished by the last series of experiments, 

where 25 Ibs. of soil were taken for each test, are the 

most definite and instructive. It is seen that compara- 

tively little change was wrought by the action of the 

solvents in the amounts of lime and potash soluble in 

water. That action added respectively, 10 lbs., 24 lbs., 

and 188 lbs. of lime soluble in water to the amount of 

water soluble lime in the natural soil; of potash, were 

added 66 Ibs., 95 Ibs., and 203 Ibs. to the former water 

soluble amounts. If these increased proportions of water- 

soluble elements were the measure of the action of the 

solvents, covering four months, it would be moderate, 

and more in harmony with the probable action of natural 

processes; we see, however, that the amounts of lime 

and potash rendered soluble in one per cent. citric acid 

are enormous, even in comparison with large proportions 

soluble in that solvent in the natural soil. There are 

features in the behaviour of the potash which attract 

special attention. It is seen that less potash is found 

soluble in one per cent. citric acid after the action for 

130 days of the one per cent. solvent than where the 

one-fiftieth per cent. solvent was used. This behaviour is 

also repeated in the beaker series of experiments with 

the lowland soil. Also the phosphoric acid gives peculiar 

results of the same nature. In every example the soils 
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acted upon for 130 days by the stronger solvents showed 

less phosphoric acid soluble in one per cent. citric acid 

after, than before the action. These peculiar results are 

bound up with the question of resorption, and they led 

to some observations bearing on the greater question— 

“Are the constituents dissolved by acids actually carried 

out of the soil, or are they, and to what extent, reab- 

sorbed from the solution?” 

As a first test, a given volume of a solution, which had 

been obtained by treating a soil with a dilute solution of 

citric acid, containing known amounts of given elements, 

was passed through a new quantity of the same soil, 

called A. 

A second test consisted in passing another but a 

similar solution, which had been obtained by the action 

of a dilute citric acid solution upon the soil, through a 

totally different soil—B. The lime, potash, and phos- 

phoric acid in soils A and B, through which the solutions 

were passed, are first given: 

Soils. Ca O | Ke. O Po.O5 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Pon conte 

A RAs S| | 0.861 | 0.581 | 1 050 
Bae Fon | 0203 ae 0.783 0.256 

The results of the tests are now given successively: 

FIRST TEST. 

Elements in the Solution. | Ca O K, O le AO Fe pee Als O6 Si O. 

| Per | Per Per | Per | Per 
cent. eent. eent. cent. cent. 

Before passing through..| 0 391 0 078 0.178 0.539 0 191 
After passing through...) 0.432 0.148 0.050 0.647 0.152 
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Ko O Po Os Feo Alo Og Si Oo Elements in the Solution. Ca O 

i tO J | 

Per Per Per Per Per 
cent, cent. cent. cent. | cent. 

Before passing through.. 0.340 0.088 0.127 0.663 0.199 
After passing through... 0.321 0.019 0.038 0.641 0.194 

In the second test, the acidity of the solution before 

passing through was—11.2cc. alkali; after passing 

trough—10.2ce. alkali. 

In the first test the result of passing the solution 

through the same soil was to increase its lime, to double 

its potash, and to reduce its phosphoric acid contents. 

This appears remarkable (although we bear in mind the 

basic nature of the soil); for it is seen that the soil took 

up more phosphoric acid of which it already possessed 

an enormous quantity, and gave up to the passing solu- 

tion a double quantity of potash, although the potash in 

soil A is only two-thirds of the quantity in soil B. 

In the second test, it is seen that, despite the very high 

potash content of soil B, that soil took one-half of the 

potash out of the solution on its passing through; also 

the same soil, although its content of phosphoric acid was 

only one-fourth as large as that of soil A, did not absorb 

any phosphoric acid from the passing solution. These, 

and other similar observations have led us to note that 

there is not any necessary relation between the amount 

of an element already contained by a soil and the amount 

that the soil will absorb. It is indicated that the power 

to absorb is controlled less by the quantity that the soil 

contains, and decidedly more by the chemical form in 

which it is contained, that has been hitherto understood. 

The behavior of acid and neutral soils in relation to ab- 
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serption caused us to think that the acid or neutral re- 

action of the solution would effect the absorptive power 

of the soil through which it was passed; and, consequent- 

ly, that the power of soils in the field to hold back and 

prevent the loss of elements bought into solution by 

water may be partly controlled by their acid or neutral 

character. Observations bearing on this question were 

made upon a mixed soil, which was made up of equal 

quantities taken from 100 sub-samples. This mired soil 

was treated with one per cent. citric acid for 24 hours, 

when the solution was separated from the soil by filtra- 

tion. This solution thus obtained, and containing the 

elements dissolved, was used for the tests, which were 

made as follows—200 grams of the said “mixed soil” 

were put into a funnel, with a ground top and glass cover 

plate; a given volume of the said solution was poured 

upon the soil in the funnel, and allowed to pass through 

slowly, this being controlled by a piece of rubber tube 

upon the stem of the funnel, on which was put a pinch- 

cock. The solution was passed through at the rate of 30 

drops per minute, and when run through, it was re-pass- 

ed through, thus continuing for 72 hours in each test. In 

explanation of the results to be given— 

A—gives the elements in the solution, which was still 

acid. 

B—gives the elements in the solution after been passed 

through a fresh quantity of soil. 

C—gives the elements in the solution, which was neu- 

tralized with carbonate of soda, before being passed 

through the fresh soil. 

D—gives the elements in the solution which was pass- 
ed through the original soil from which the solution was 
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obtained, and at the same rate, and for the same length 
, a 

of time (72 hours) as in tests B and C. 

| | | 

Solutions. | CaO) |e ONEEZ 0; Fes Al, O6 Si O2 

Per Pome bert | ae) tne 
cert cert. | conte | Per cent. | eaiie 

Original Solution (2. 4%0). 24: A \0.1887|0 .0228 0.0052, 1.0271 0.2010 
Solution after passing through | | | 

fresh Soil s4 ee .| B_ 0.1629/0 0350.0.0028 0.89388 0.1040 
| 

through fresh Soil... ..... C 0.0683 0.0214 0.0031, 0.6414 0.0591 
Solution after passing through 

the Original Soil, — 29 22 on D_ 0.15850 0403 0 0050 1.3130 0.2258 

Test D—shows that the result of continuing to pass 

the solution through the soil from which it had been 

obtained was merely to dissolve out more of the several 

elements, excepting phosphoric acid. 

Test C—shows an emphatic absorption by the fresh soil 

of all elements, notably of the lime, silicic acid, and iron. 

This is in particular agreement with observations upon 

the action of dilute citric acid upon neutral soils in dis- 

tinction from the action of the same solvent on acid soils. 

Test B—shows that in the absence of the carbonic 

acid, furnished by the carbonate of soda, as in test 

C, the lime and also the potash, continue to increase 

in the solution when it is passed through the fresh soil. 

But almost one-half of the silica and phosphoric acid are 

taken out of the solution by the fresh soil, with a notable 

amount of the iron and alumina bases. 

Certain of our observations are in agreement with, 

and others are emphatically opposed to, the findings of 

distinguished chemists, from the researches of Way 

down to more recent date. This, however, is more to be 

expected than wondered at. The absorption experiments 

conducted by all other chemists were made with soils 
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either of a moderately, or highly acidic character; whilst 

these investigations are with soils of an ultra basic 

nature and this fundamental difference in the soils must 

exercise a determining effect in their relation to solvents 

used in ascertaining the so-called availability of their 

constituents, and in their property of absorption. 

The results that we have given, with other observa- 

tions not recorded, indicate that, in the matter of Ha- 

waiian soils, the action on the one hand, of solvents 

upon soils, and on the other hand, of soils upon solutions, 

is controlled by the following factors: 

1. The basic, or non-acidic nature of the soils. 

2. Their structural composition, or difference of 

chemical form in which the constituent elements are 

present. 

3. The neutral or acid reaction of the soils, due to free 

organic acids derived from the decay of less or greater 

amounts of vegetable matter, as found in upland and low- 

land soils. 

4. As affecting absorption, the kind of acid in the solu- 

tion, which will be shown at a later place. 

5. The acid, neutral, or alkaline reaction of the so- 

lution containing the elements, and that is to be passed 

through, or brought in contact with the soils. 

Our several laboratory modes of trying to estimate the 

plant food available m soils, which have caused us to 

traverse a very extensive ground of observation, have 

furnished knowledge of great value, and having a far- 

reaching interest. The results, however, have not pro- 

vided the precise information that we sought, but have 

indicated that that information is not to be found along 

lines, and by methods, of pure artificial research, and that 

11 
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we must go out into Nature, and note the results of her 

processes in the field. Having done this, it may then be 

found possible to use the findings in the field, in combina- 

tion with adjusted methods in the laboratory, to guide us 

more actually in dealing with questions that come up in 

everyday practice. 

ELEMENTS OF PLANT FOOD REMOVED FROM 

HAWAIIAN SOILS BY WATER AND CROPPING. 

In an early paragraph of this part of our investigations 

we endeavored to indicate the materials in soils which 

provide the solvent agents which operate through natural 

processes in rendering the insoluble elements suitable 

for plant food. We dwelt upon the decay of vegetable 

matter, and the acids that result from the decay, which, 

with water, carry on the work of food-preparation. We 

did not attempt, however, to follow the minute and com- 

plicated processes which Nature, with an unknown 

diversity of detail, may pursue in working out her ends. 

These may be infinitely intricate, or they may be more 

simple than we at present can grasp. 

If we cannot follow her methods, we can judge of their 

results; and these are recorded, on a grand scale, in cer- 

tain of the final processes by which her work is carried 

on and matured. 

Evements Removep BY Warers or DriscHarcre.—In the 

endeavor to find a brief and comprehensive expression 

of the results of the enormous and manifold action of 

water, and its leaching power on soils, we are usually 

referred to the composition of sea water. So eminent an 

authority as Professor Hilgard errs in this matter, and 

says “the usual nature of the substances so leached out 
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is well illustrated in the salts of sea-water, which rep- 

resent the generalized result of countless ages of this 

leaching process.” This statement is found in one of the 

most distinguished of his valuable publications—‘Rela- 

tion of Soils to Climate.” 

The error of taking sea water as an indication of the 

relative proportions of elements leached from soils is 

Suggested by the great variation in the composition of 

the salts found in the different seas. This variation is 

set forth by the great number of analyses that have been 

made of the waters of all seas, certain typical ones being 

given in the following tables: 

COMPOSITION OF THE SALTS IN SEA WATERS. 

SiO.| CaO |MgONa.O| Cl |$ Os 

A.—OPEN SEAS. Per Per Per | Per | Per 
cent. cent | cent.}| cent. | cent. 

Atlantic PS BLA Aner onc MSO Aon tno trace| 0.0450.095,1.108)1.946 0 257 
PACU O 6 2 cites is 5. are a trace} 0.047'0.131)1.026)1.895 0.278 
NOEGHMAS GAYS.) . on. SSG. joel = ie teen ee trace} 0.032/0.1581 balk at 0.259 

B.—SUB-CLOSED SEAS. 

Mediterranean Nee ie iets Bales Oe trace} 0.0048,0.300 1. 068,2.109 0.571 
ISP ANGG (SSG ih cate ee een ene ee A ee trace| 0.0036)0.161)0.589)1.038 0.072 
IDIACKESCages aes oa scot pee en oeoleeeee 0.0130)0.066)0.551;0 957,0.125 

C.—CLOSED SEAS. 

ABDI A SAE a et osc 21 2\- a, «Je t+ eres rosea oars 0.019,0.040 0.114'0.273 0.137 
Weal Seaeenret eh soe eas. vse sash Cemal sete. 0.215,0.417/0 .088)1 762.0 .024 

The composition of the waters of those several seas 

may be allowed to suggest the different composition of 

the rocks and soils which form the great water-sheds 

discharging into those seas. The suggestion must be 

taken with reserve, however, and before discussing it 

further we shall consider another argument showing 
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why the composition of sea-water cannot represent the 

relative amounts of the elements removed from the land 

and carried into the ocean by water. 

In the first part of these investigations we gave the 

composition of Hawaiian lavas, and also, in another 

place, the composition of the great mass of Hawaiian 

soils. For the present purpose we shall bring the analy- 

ses of the lavas and soils together. The analyses of the 

soils are absolute, and give the full composition of the 

mineral matter of the soils. 

SiO. | Al,O= |\Fe,0, | Galdwl ) MeO loNasom mkt Hawaiian. : | 
| | | 

Per cent. Per cent.) Per cent-|Per Toate cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Lavas. ....| 47.900 | 18.230 | 13.360 8 990 | 6.050 2.200) 1.500 
Soils.......| 29 843 | 27.921 | 34.326 | 0.928 | 1.407! 1.641 | 0.858 

| 
———— |- ——— ||| — 

| 
| 

This comparison shows that, in the passing over of the 

layas into soils, there have been removed 18 tons, out of 

every 48 tons, of silica; 8 tons out of every 9 tons, of 

lime; 44 tons, out of every 6 tons, of magnesia; one-half 

of every 14 tons of potash; and only one-fourth of every 

21 tons of sodium. We see then, that sodium, which 

constitutes only about 2 per cent. of the original lava, 

is removed in the least proportion of the elements speci- 

fied. This behaviour of sodium is in keeping with all our 

other observations, and with what we know of the sili- 

cates of the metal in the arts and manufactures, which 

are conspicuous by their insoluble nature; and it in no- 

wise conflicts with the further observation, that when 

sodium is once made soluble, it is removed from soil 

more rapidly than potash, for example, which is due to 

the different relations of the elements to the absorptive 

property of soil. 
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In considering the disintegration of Hawaiian lavas, 

and the elements that are removed, we have to bear in 

mind their difference of composition as compared with 

other rock-formations that are in constant course of de- 

cay, and whose elements are being carried elsewhere, and 

into the sea. We say “elsewhere,” for the reason that, 

in the decomposition of original lavas, elements are 

separated out, which go to the making of deposits, in 

large mass, at lower altitudes, whose elements do not go 

direct to the sea, yet they are not accounted for in general 

soils. These results of disintegration were considered 

in the first part of this work. 

It is hardly a matter, however, that is difficult to ex- 

plain why so much lime, magnesia, potash and silica, 

and so little soda, have been carried into the sea, and 

yet sodium compounds compose such a vast proportion 

of the salts in most ocean waters. Lime, and also mag- 

nesia with mineral acids, constitute the material with 

which those representatives of the animal kingdom liv- 

ing in the waters of the seas have built up their structures 

of bone and shell, and which bones and shells have gone 

towards the laying down of those massive formations of 

limestone which are found upon so grand a scale in the 

structure of the earth. The lime of those limestones was 

at one time bound up in the composition of rocks and 

lavas. On their disintegration, It was carried into the 

seas; and from the seas, it was gathered up by the myriad 

denizens of the ocean and stored away in the masses in 

which it is now found. The millions of tons of coral 

reef which encompass these islands, and which our analy- 

Ses show to contain over 96 per cent. of lime carbonate, 

and one or more per cent. carbonate of magnesia, form a 

most elaborate instance of what becomes of the lime. 
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Then the vegetable kingdom flourishing beneath the sur- 

face of the seas,—its orders draw upon the nitrogen, phos- 

phorie acid, and still more upon the silica, and also the 

potash, which have gone from the decaying rocks and 

soils into the sea. These indications of the behaviour 

of the potash have a very particular bearing upon the 

views hitherto set forth by agricultural chemists. The 

sum of these things, therefore, causes us to look upon 

the salts found in the waters of seas not as the collective 

mass of material which was carried out from the land, 

but rather as the residue of matter remaining after the 

animals and plants living and multiplying in the seas, by 

their selective action, have taken out of the waters the missing 

elements, each animal and plant after its manner and needs. 

Having concluded that the composition of sea water 

does not furnish any means of estimating the relative 

proportions in which the elements composing rocks and 

soils are removed and carried into the sea, we undertook 

an examination of the actual waters of discharge which are 

leaving the lands at this time. To ascertain the composi- 

tion of those waters at the present time will amply serve 

our purpose; yet it must be borne in mind that the com- 

position of the waters that are discharging to-day will 

not indicate the relative amounts of the elements that 

have been borne to the sea during previous periods of 

time. When original rocks and lavas commence disinte- 

eration, in the first stages of the process, the more solu- 

ble elements are removed first, and in great excess. AS 

the decomposition proceeds, and little of the most solu- 

ble is left to be removed, the less soluble elements must 

come more into prominence in the composition of the 

discharging streams. Consequently not only the nature 

of the rocks, but also their age and state of decay, have a 
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bearing upon the composition of the material that is 

being removed from them by water. 

Before treating of the waters discharging from the 

Hawaiian Islands, we shall consider such data as we 

possess bearing upon the character of the waters dis- 

charging from lands in older countries. Unfortunately 

we are not sure (although it is probable), that the data 

represent waters in normal discharge, or whether they 

may not be from streams at a time when the volume of 

discharge was either less or greater than normal, which 

differences can affect the composition of the water. 

Again, few analyses of water have been made from the 

standpoint of our present purpose. The reasons for 

water analysis generally, are hygienic, and not geologi- 

cal; and the examinations are seldom full. Judging 

from data that are available, more attention has been 

given to water analysis in England than in other of the 

older countries. We therefore bring together in average 

such analyses as bear upon our purpose. This average 

embraces the composition of streams and springs in the 

southern counties of England—Middlesex, Kent, ete., 

and is as follows: 

| 
| si O, ee Ca O|MgO} K20/Na,O} Cl 
| 

Per Per Per | Per Per Per | Per 
cent. cent. eent. | cent. | cent. cent | cent. 

English waters ....... 0 0008; 0.0002 (0.0096 0 00040 0002 0.0007 | .0009 

Attention is first called by the analysis to the amount 

of silica in the discharging waters. This is very note- 

worthy, since in sea waters merely a trace is recorded. 

It is seen that the lime being carried to the sea is fourteen 

times greater than the soda, the great excess of lime be- 
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ing due to the huge formations of limestone found in 

Southern England, and through which the drainage has 

passed. Even the potash is one-third of the quantity of 

the soda in those waste waters, whilst in sea water, ac- 

cording to Regnault, there are only 2 parts of potash to 

100 parts of soda. We shall not use more time in dis- 

cussing the features of composition of the discharge 

waters in other countries. The examples used are only 

given for their value in comparison, and to illustrate the 

truth that the composition of the mineral matter in waste 

waters is dependent upon the nature and age of the rock- 

formations over and through which the waters are flow- 

ing. The composition of the waters discharging from 

the four larger islands of the Hawaiian group will now 

be considered, and in geological relation to the main pur- 

pose of these investigations. 

As soon as it appeared to the writer that a knowledge 

of the composition of the mineral matter in the waters 

discharging from the four chief islands into the sea would 

be absolutely necessary to a solution of matters that 

form an integral part of our main investigation, a course 

vas adopted by which waters were selected, and samples 

taken, that should represent the water-sheds of all the 

great mountains that are discharging their waste waters 

through the soils and lava formations of each district of 

the four islands—Hawaii, Maui, Oahu and Kauai. The 

areas of these islands are, in the order of the names given, 

respectively 4,210, 760, 600 and 590 square miles, or an 

aggregate of 6,160 square miles, or 3,110,000 acres. These 

areas indicate that the project was not only feasible, 

but that the conditions, such as the existence of the 

ageregate area in sub-areas of each island, specially 
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contribute to make possible the sampling of the bulk 

of waste waters with convenience and exactness. 

In the course of the repeated visits to the islands, and 

the slow, methodic tours of study and observation, 

through each district of every island, the writer had 

opportunities to note the location, number, and size of the 

rivers, streams, and many of the springs of discharge, 

from several of which the cwbic-second volume has been 

determined. By means of these opportunities the loca- 

tions were selected for taking samples, which were as 

follows: 

Hawan.—Region of Kohala; from the Kohala water- 

shed discharging in the district of Halawa and Niulii. 

Region of Hamakua; representing the main watershed 

of Mauna Kea, discharging at Pauilo and Kukaiau. 

Region of Hilo; the Wailuku river, being the main 

discharge from the slopes of Mauna Loa. 

Matvr—The great watershed of East Maui, discharg- 

ing by way of the slopes of the greatest crater mountain 

on the earth—Haleakala—samples taken from the Paia 

and Spreckelsville streams. Also from the watershed of 

West Mani, the samples being taken at Wailuku. 

Oauvu.—F rom the streams discharging at Honolulu and 

Pearl Harbor. 

Kavat.—F rom the watershed on the north side of the 

island in the district of Kilauea. From the region of 

Waialeale, and mountains above Mahaulapu, discharg- 

ing at Koloa, and from the Waimea river, which stream 

gathers up the discharges from countless springs and 

streams that descend from the mountain ranges of the 

large region of Waimea. 

Our analyses of individual waters indicate very small 

variations in their composition, excepting samples taken 
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from locations that are affected by the sea, in which not 

only the sodium increases, but the proportions of the 

other bases have become changed. 

The grand average, which sets forth the composition 

of the mineral matter found in the waters discharging 

by way of the watersheds, and from all the areas speci- 

fied, is given in the following data of analysis, under- 

neath which we reproduce the composition of the English 

waters for the instruction afforded by the comparison: 

Fe, Al,0.| CaO |MgO| K.,0 |Na.0| Cl | SO; | POs : las | 
Waters. | Si O, 

| - - === = 

| Per Per | Per Per | Per Per Per Per Per 
| cent. | cent cent. | cent | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent, 

Hawaiian .| 0.0023 0.0005 0.00138 0.0013, 0.0005) 0.0033 0.0040. 0.0011 0.0001 

English... 0.0008, 0.0002 0,096) 0.0004, 0.0002 0.0007 0.0009... .. er: 

Passing on from the great interest and instruction that 

are afforded by the comparison of the analyses, the 

nature of which we have discussed in previous para- 

eraphs, we come into the possession of data which fur- 

nish the most reliable means that we can use in estimat- 

ing the relative amounts of the elements of plant food 

that are removed from the soil by the processes of Na- 

ture, and of bringing the results of the laboratory for 

comparison, by the side of truths obtained from the 

field, which facts and conclusions found in the ways of 

Nature must be a standard in judgment. Before pro- 

ceeding with the comparison, we shall try to supplement 

the conclusions furnished by the study of the waters of 

discharge with other data strictly furnished by the field. 

Removat or THE ELEMENTS oF Piant Foop sy Croppine.— 

In speaking of the removal of plan food materials by 
3.3 

“cropping,” we have very carefully to distinguish be- 
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tween the total amount removed by acts of cultivation, 

by rain falling on cultivated land, and by crops, all of 

which make up the total action of “cropping,” and the 

small amounts that are taken away by the crops alone. 

We have data showing that of 7000 Ibs. of lime removed 

from given lands per acre by cropping, not quite 1000 

Ibs. of that amount were carried off by the actual crops. 

Also that not more than one-half of the potash re- 

moved was actually taken away in the harvested growths. 

These data also show that any system of judging of the 

depletion, or of restoring, the fertility of soils, that is 

based upon a mere calculation of the amounts of the 

elements that are carried away from the land in crops 

is devoid of any approach to the actual facts in the 

matter. 

In the course of the past three years we have taken 

samples of soil from all districts on each of the four 

larger islands. As already explained, those samples 

were taken personally by the writer, or strictly in locali- 

ties and fields selected by him, and according to his in- 

structions. Those soils have undergone the common 

agricultural analysis, making altogether analyses of 94 

type soils, and 1328 sub-samples. Of this number, 64 

type soils, and 768 sub-samples, were examined in such 

a way as to throw special light upon the present relative 

compositions of “virgin” and “cropped” soils. As it is 

said in the report on soils for 1895, “In taking samples 

of cropped lands, in every possible case, a sample of vir- 

ein soil was taken, corresponding in all requisite con- 

ditions to that of the cropped soil, and a comparison is 

made of the two.” The 64 type soils represent both up- 

lands and lowlands. For our present purpose we are 

able to use and consider only the upland soils, since the 



question before us is the “amounts of materials that 

have been removed from the soils by cropping,” and this 

question only applies to the uplands, from which the 

elements have been washed away by the rains, and in 

some cases carried to the lowlands, and not direct into 

the sea, which is shown by some of the lowland cropped 

soils being richer in given elements than the virgin soils 

of the same localities. For this purpose there are some 

34 type soils, including 408 sub-samples of soil. These 

type soils are strictly representative of the uplands, and 

were taken from most districts on each island. We have 

analyses of about 140 more sub-samples of cropped up- 

land soils, which correspond in results with the others, 

but as there are not virgin samples to compare with 

these, they are excluded from the comparison. In the 

following table we bring together in average the results 

of the 34 types, and 408 sub-samples: 

UPLANDS. 

Elements. | Virgin. Cropped. Loss. 

Bee | Fon cent | Per cent. 

EAMG 5.3 207 ce ee ee 0.415 0.248 40.20 
Potash). 50s nee pce tore reeds 0.324 0.270 16 60 
Phosphotie 2Acidee rs se4ce ek 0.248 0) .2438 2.02 

The results of the analyses, which varied between more 

and less than the grand average, show that 40% of the 

lime, 16.6% of the potash, and 2% of the phosphoric 

acid have been removed from the cultivated upland soils 

by cropping. 

The amount of phosphoric acid removed may appear 

less than the crops would have taken off. That is not so. 

Upon the uplands, the extreme average production of 
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sugar has been 23 tons per acre, which at 8 tons of cane 

to 1 ton of sugar, means 20 tons, or 40,000 lbs. of cane per 

acre. The average ash content of the cane, as shown by 

numerous analyses, is 0.5%, of which total ash according 

to Stenhouse and others, 6.8% is phosphoric acid. Then, 

according to these analyses, 40,000 lbs. of cane would 

remove 13.5 Ibs. of phosphoric acid; consequently 10 

crops, of 20 tons per acre each, would carry off 135 lbs. 

of phosphoric acid. In these calculations the cane tops, 

which contain three or four times the amount of ash that 

the manufactured cane does, are excluded, because these 

are left on the land and the mineral matter is returned 

to the soil, the phosphoric acid being partly washed out 

by the rains with other elements, but more largely re- 

fixed by the iron in the soil. It is indicated that during 

the growth of 10 crops on the uplands, not more than 

120 lbs. of phosphoric acid were removed by the crops; 

yet 200 lbs. were actually removed. 

We have only the chemical analyses for the support of 

this statement so far as the actual amounts of the ele- 

ments are in question that have been removed. But the 

number of analyses upon which the statement is based, al- 

though large and representative, may be too few upon 

which to base an estimate of the actual weights and 

proportions of the several elements that have been lost 

since the cropping began. Although we have no further 

check upon the statement of the actual amounts that 

have been removed, we can ascertain whether the pro- 
portions of lime, potash and phosphoric acid, which the 
soil analyses say have been lost, bear a relation to each 
other which gives to the analytical statement the stamp 
of probability. For this purpose we make use of the 

analyses of the “waters of discharge,” which set forth 
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the actual relative proportions in which those elements 

are daily and hourly leaving the land and going into the 

ocean. The average of the analyses of the waters leaving 

the Hawaiian Islands gives the following relative pro- 

portions. | 

HAWAITAN WATERS. 

loth sayy ecers ORL Pon 5 Ls DEO ODER OHS 0.0013 Per cent. 
POURS Me. ae Me see te mee cerca 0.0005 
PhosphonGeacil. (scien navies cere 0 OUUL Me 

We shall now bring these elements, in the relative pro- 

portions in which they are being actually carried away 

in the waters, into comparision with the same elements 

in the proportions in which they are being removed by 

cropping from the upland soils. As a standard in the 

comparison we select the element lime, and for the rea- 

son that lime is being removed by both the waters and 

cropping in vastly greater proportion than the other ele- 

ments. The amount of lime that has been removed from 

the soils by cropping is 40.2%; therefore we take this as 

the standard, applying it also to express the lime con- 

tent in the waters of discharge, and bringing the potash 

and phosphoric acid into relation with it. The results of 

this comparison appear as follows— 

ELEMENTS REMOVED FROM/ELEMENTS REMOVED FROM 

THE SOIL IN WATERS | THE SOIL BY CROPPING. 

Lime. Potash. | hosnhoare | Lime. Potash. Bhoa 

Per cent. eceue | | Per cent. | Per cent. Per cent. Per ane: 

40.2 ulsyeal | 2.80 40.2 | 16.6 2.02 
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These results are nothing short of remarkable! The 

comparison shows us that the elements lime, potash and 

phosphoric, that are being lost to the land, have been, 

and are being removed by the “waters of discharge,” and 

by “cropping,” in the same relative proportions. This, 

however, is what was to expected after the previous 

observation, viz.—that the bulk of the soil materials that 

is lost by cropping is not carried off by the crops, but is 

washed away by the heavy rains from the cultivated 

lands. Now these heavy rains, which fall chiefly upon 

the uplands, removing the soluble soil materials, com- 

prise also the actual waters of discharge. But we have 

found in the results of this comparison an ample verifica- 

tion of the conclusions reached by our soil examinations. 

The analyses of typical soils from all districts of the four 

chief islands state that given amounts of lime, potash 

and phosphoric acid have been lost to the upland soils 

by the action of cropping in given relative proportions; 

and the analysis of the discharge waters shows the re- 

moval of those elements in almost the same proportions 

that they are being lost. We have thus a double check 

in estimating the loss of materials from the soil that 

results from the processes of Nature in the field, and a 

two-fold standard for judging of the value of any obsery- 

ations made in the laboratory. 

By the aid of these standards we may proceed to ex- 

amine into the meaning and value of the laboratory re- 

sults that have already been obtained. For this purpose 

we leave outside the results, already recorded, that were 

obtained by observing the action of different strengths 

of citric and other acids upon soils for varying lengths 

of time. It was seen that factors, such as resorption, 

operate in those experiments, whose occult action we 
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cannot minutely follow, and the results of which, so far, 

we are unable to estimate. Consequently we = shall 

simply note the action of different solvents upon the 

same soil for the same length of time. 

The soils used in conducting the further series of ob- 

servations that we shall now record were the samples 

of the “cropped” upland soils which were used for analy- 

ses in estimating the action of cropping upon the uplands. 

By using these soils we shall make the results strictly 

comparable with the standard furnished by the results 

found in examining the waters of discharge, and the 

action of cropping. The actual sample used was made 

up by putting together equal weights of the type soils 

already described. This was done to save time, the 

averaging of the soils before analysis being made, instead 

of the averaging of the results of the individual analyses 

of each soil at the other end. In each test 200 grams of 

soil were taken, and acted upon by ‘an one per cent. 

solution of each solvent for 24 hours, all conditions being 

strictly the same. The solvents used were citric, tartaric, 

oxalic and acetic acids; and asparagin and aspartic acid. 

The action of other amido acids was to be observed, but 

the manufacturing chemists in Germany replied that the 

required solvents could not be sent until specially made, 

so the observations were curtailed. 

The purpose of this series is to note the action of each 

solvent, and afterwards to bring the results into com- 

parison with the standard action of the processes in nature, 

and the ex- 
39 

as indicated by the results of “cropping, 

amination of the “discharge waters.” 
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ELEMENTS DISSOLVED BY THE ACTION OF ONE PER CENT 

SOLUTIONS OF THE FOLLOWING ACIDS IN 24 HOURS, 

Fe, Al, O.| SiO, 
| | 

Acids. | «CaO K, O P,O.6 | 
| 

\Per cent |Per cent.|Per cent.| Percent. Per cent, 

ASTIN DIG EA, «, Soha eae her ie 0.1065 | 0.0489 | 0.0054 | 0.0450 | 0.1060 
Asparagin’ 0.5268 ofeo2 2.33 _ 0.0078 | 0.0117 | 0.0015 | 0.0050 | 0.1740 
CrETIg era aC ole de aint a 0.1110 | 0.0260 | 0.0037 | 0.6630 | 0.1990 
IACOLIC Hee eee eee ONOOO! js O!0240! if "O!0003" |) “O:0060" "010740 
Marharie.o38. 0h 4.1 sisele sates | 0.1180 | 0.0240 | 0.0054 | 0.1880 | 0.1970 
etd RN RS ear do | 0.0170 | 0.0226 | 0.0106 | 0.5430 0.2330 

These data set forth the relative actions of the respec- 

tive solvents upon the elements of the same soil. To 

present the meaning of the data in a more clear and 

Significant light, we arrange them in another form. In 

doing so, we also bring them into comparison with the 

standard of results from the action of processes in Nature, 

in order to determine and note the relative proportions 

of the elements that are dissolved by the respective 

solvents, as compared with the proportions of the same 

elements removed by cropping and found in the waste 

waters. 

RELATION OF THE PROPORTIONS OF THE ELEMENTS SOLU- 
BLE IN THE ACIDS TO THE PROPORTIONS REMOVED BY 
“CROPPING”, AND BY THE “WATERS OF DISCHARGE.” 

Py | | | 

Removed By | CaO K,O | P. Os | Fe, Al, Os | SiO. 

|\Per cent.|Per cent. Per cent.| Per cent. ‘Per cent. 

“Oropping” ........,..... 40.2 ew |) ROO. laweus: co 1a daly 
“Discharge Waters”......... 40.2 15.1 | 280 15.00 | 7106 
Ais partiGvACidmenresaas ...t 40.2 18.1 2.02 16.90 | 40.0 
AS para pint er erneete. ; 40.2 OTS ee amd 62.40 | 892.0 
Cithic: Ageia crc mana. * 40.2 Sle th iOS: 238.90 | 71.8 
Acetic (AGIGH./s:. sons bos =o 40.2 9.6 0.01 24.00 | 29.6 
NartariczAcid <> sen sk ace 40.2 8.1 1.80 63.70 | 66.6 
Wxalic AGid cn eet.) SNe 53.1 24.90 1276.40 | 548.2 

This table of results, showing the action of the given 

solvents as compared with the results of the processes 

12 
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in the field, points to conclusions of the greatest interest 

and moment in the study of soils, and in relation to the 

measure of availability of the more important elements 

of plant food. The results bestow a most demonstrative 

approval upon our hypothesis explained in the earlier 

paragraphs of this part of the work, viz—that “the sim- 

ple carbon acids, and likewise the amido acids, must 

exercise a chief function in the processes in Nature where- 

by the more insoluble constituents of the soil are pre- 

pared for the use of plants.” In the above table it is 

seen that aspartic acid acts upon and dissolves the con- 

stituent elements of the soil in almost the exact relative 

proportions that those elements are removed by “crop- 

ping,” and by the “waters of discharge.” Asparagin, 

being a body having basic as well as acid properties, is 

not comparable with the acids. Although an amid, it be- 

longs to the class distinguished as constructive amides, 

rather than a product of destructive processes, like other 

well-known amides that result from the decay of vege- 

table organisms. The action of asparagin in dissolving 

potash has been markedly apparent throughout all our 

observations on that body. It is suggested that the mode 

of that action is displacement, the amidogen group (NHs3) 

taking the place of the soil bases. 

The action of citric acid requires particular notice be- 

cause of the dominant position given to that solvent in 

all previous considerations on the availability of plant 

food constituents in soils. The action of this acid upon 

the lime, potash, and phosphoric acid is not only very 

far removed from the apparent action of natural pro- 

cesses, but its action upon the iron and alumina, especial- 

ly upon the iron, indicates that a general solvent action 

is exercised which is radically different to that which 
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proceeds-in the soils in place. The data showing the 

action of the other acids are laden with instruction and 

suggestiveness; yet we shall not give more space now to 

their discussion. 

Having considered the relative proportions of the 

elements dissolved by different acids, and found that, 

in its action upon the Hawaiian soils that we have been 

examining, aspartic acid dissolves the phosphoric acid, 

potash, lime, and other bases, almost in the exact pro- 

portions that these elements are found in the discharge 

waters, and in which they are removed by cropping, we 

shall proceed to the final purpose of these investigations, 

and try to establish a mode of assaying the actual 

amounts of the lime, potash, and phosphoric acid that 

are available, and to give a more special sense to the 

term “available,” we shall state available for the vmme- 

diate crop of cane. To attempt this we must, most evident- 

ly, leave the laboratory, and go out again into the field. 

In the course of our repeated visits to plantations on 

all the islands, and with a view to the present purpose, 

we have endeavored to ascertain an average of the num- 

ber of years that the uplands have been under cultivation 

and cropping. This is very difficult to establish for the 

reason that, in the several districts, and even in the same 

district, the period varies extremely. There are uplands 

that have been cultivated for more than thirty years, 

and others less than five years; in fact to-day new lands 

are being broken up and brought under crop. The areas, 

however, which we have more specially considered, and 

from which the upland samples of soil for analysis were 

taken, represent periods of cultivation that range be- 

tween ten and thirty years. We believe that the average 

period must be very near to twenty years, since we are 
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persuaded that it is more than fifteen years yet less than 

twenty-five years. It is about sixty years since sugar was 

first grown for sale upon the Hawaiian Islands. During 

the years previous to 1880, when the sugar produced was 

30,000 tons, as compared with 250,000 tons to-day, but lit- 

tle of the uplands of to-day were under cultivation; yet 

some of the lower parts of these uplands in the drier 

districts were cropped, on account of the greater rainfall 

on these lands than on the levels near to the sea. For 

these reasons, and similar ones, we have been led to place 

the average length of time that the uplands have been 

under cultivation and cropping since they were broken 

up, and more or less continuously, at twenty years. Dur- 

ing those twenty years ten crops of cane have probably 

been grown. On some lands more than ten crops may 

have been grown, on other lands they have certainly 

been less than ten; and, as an average, the extreme of 

production furnished by the uplands has been ten crops 

of cane. 

Taking the length of time that the uplands have been 

under cultivation and cropping, and the bulk of produc- 

tion at the estimates given, then our agricultural analy- 

ses of the upland soils show that under the action of twenty 

years of cropping and cultivation, and during the time of 

production of ten crops of cane, 40.2% of lime; 16.6% of 

potash, and 2.02% of phosphoric acid have been actually re- 

moved from the land. 

As a result of the action of an one per cent. solution of 

aspartic acid upon the upland soils for a period of 24 hours 

there were removed 40.2% of lime, 18.1% of potash and 2.02% 

of phosphoric acid; which amounts of materials are almost 

exactly equal to the amounts of the same materials removed 
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from the same soils by twenty years of cropping, and during 

the production of ten crops of cane. 

By means of the data and conclusions set forth, and 

as a nearest approach to the solution of the main inquiry 

in this part of our investigations, we have to state that 

an one per cent solution of aspartic acid takes out of Hawai- 

ian soils in 24 hours the same amounts of lime, potash and 

phosphoric acid that are removed during the production of 

ten crops of cane. Therefore one-tenth of those amounts may 

be taken as the proportions of lime, potash and phosphoric 

acid that are available for the immediate crop of cane. 

In concluding this part of the work, we specially re- 

call attention to the conditions that have made our mode 

of investigation possible. In large, continental countries 

it is not possible to compass the processes operating in 

Nature, and to estimate the final results of those pro- 

cesses, aS we have been able to do, in determining the 

actual materials of plant food that have been removed 

from the soil, during a given length of time, by the acts 

of cropping, and in guaging the relative amounts of the 

elements that are being carried away from the land by 

the waters discharging into the sea. These islands how- 

ever, are so relatively small, and all other conditions 

so conducive to the purpose, that our plan has been made 

practicable. 

It is not necessary to dwell upon the labor that such 

a mode of investigation has involved, but it is in place 

to repeat our remarks upon the absolute necessity of 

studying the processes of Nature, and the practical ques- 

tions and problems of agriculture, less exclusively in the 

laboratory, and more broadly and minutely in the field. 

The matters that we have been trying to unfold are alto- 

gether questions of the field, and the functions of the 
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laboratory are subordinate and complementary to obsery- 

ations made outdoors. Soils must be taken where the 

conditions of their origin are understood, and all the 

data of environment carefully recorded. Then the labor- 

atory may exercise its office, and reveal what cannot be 

detected by the eye, and state what is, and what has been. 

But the laboratory results, as these investigations have 

shown, have no claim on acceptance or authority unless 

they are shown to be in agreement with the results of the 

processes operating in the field. 

One practical effect of our investigations and their 

results will be a notable change in the laboratory mode 

of assaying the fertility of soils for everyday uses. The 

common “agricultural analyses” will be largely laid 

aside. “Absolute analyses” will be made where problems 

are met with, such as have been recorded in the course 

of this work. In estimating the present state of fertility 

and for our guidance in fertilization of the immediate 

crop, a reading will be taken of the soil, under the action 

of the solvent that has been found to come the nearest 

to Nature in its results, 



SUMMARY. 

The main features and conclusions developed in the 

foregoing pages we bring together briefly in the follow- 

ing paragraphs: 

The soils of these islands are derived from volcanic 

lavas. Amongst Hawaiian lavas are those which have 

been discharged from craters, flowing and cooling into 

rocks having the composition of normal basalts. Others, 

originally of the same composition, have undergone such 

alteration that they now compose masses having a radi- 

eally different chemical composition and color appear- 

ance. This alteration took place at the time of ejection, 

and under the action of chemical causes, and previous 

to the later action of secondary causes of rock disintegra- 

tion, such as “weathering,” which has apparently been 

the only agent of decomposition of certain of the normal 

lavas. 

The study of the different kinds of lavas, and of the 

soils derived from them, has led to the division of the 

soils into types which are set forth as follows: 

A—GEOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION. 

1. Dark Rep Soms.—Soils formed by the simple 

weathering of normal lavas, in climatic conditions of 

great heat and dryness. 
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2. Yrttow Aanp Licur Rep Sors.—Soils derived from 

lavas that underwent great alteration, under the action 

of steam and sulphurous vapors, at the time of, or after 

emission from the craters. 

3. Srprmentary Sors.—Soils derived from the decom- 

position of lavas at higher altitudes, and removal and 

deposition by rainfall at lower levels. 

In addition to the classification based on geological 

differences in the lavas, the soils have been further con- 

sidered in classes dictated by the results of climatic con- 

ditions, and as follows: 

B—CLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION. 

1. Upranp Sorrts.—Soils formed under lower tempera- 

tures and greater rainfall, and distinguished by a large 

content of organic matter and nitrogen, and by a low 

content of the elements of plant food in an available 

state; these elements having been removed by rainfall. 

2. Lowzianp Sorirs.—Soils formed under higher tem- 

perature and smaller rainfall, and characterized by a 

lower content of organic matter and nitrogen, and by a 

higher content of the elements of plant food in a state 

of immediate availability, which is due in part to the 

receipt of some soluble constituents from the upper lands, 

and to a smaller rainfall over the lower levels. 

The dark red soils and sedimentary soils are distinguished 

by a greater and more permanent fertility than the yel- 

low or light red soils, which is set forth by the following 

table, including the mean of three years: 
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ee ee ee eee eee 

Approximate | Yield of Sugar Types of Soil. No. of Acres Per Acre. 

Pounds. 

Dark Red. Sole se wea coast | 30,000 10,411 
Yellow and Light Red Soils................ | 32,000 6,291 
Medimentary: Soilsus... 9256 sce oss ten. « 20,000 10,301 

( 

The yellow and light red soils, which grow the least 
cane, produce the best quality of juice. 

A comparison of American rocks with Hawaiian lavas, 
and of the soils respectively derived from them, have 
shown that the soils of these islands are totally different 
in type from the soils of the United States, which is set 
forth by the great differences in physical properties and 
chemical composition. Relatively speaking, the soils 
of these islands are in their youth; and the soils of the 
United States and of Europe in a state of old age. 

A comparison of the specific gravities of Hawaiian 
soils and lavas with the specific gravity of the general 
surface of the crust of the earth, and of the earth as a 
body, indicates that the lavas originate at a comparative- 
Ty small depth below the surface, and thus may not bear 
any necessary relation with the interior depths and con- 
ditions of the globe. 

A very extensive series of investigations conducted for 
the purpose of ascertaining the state of availability of the 
elements of plant food in the upland and lowland soils 
has furnished data that completely confirm all previous 
Statements on this matter. These investigations more- 
over, have led to the establishing of a mode of estimating 
the elements in the soil that are ready for use, and of 
determining what must be furnished to meet the demands 
of the immediate crop. The basis of this mode of assay- 
ing the present fertility rests upon an actual knowledge 
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of the elements of plant food that are being removed by 

“cropping,” and which are also being carried away and 

lost in the “discharge waters” that are leaving the land 

and flowing into the sea. We thus have found a rational 

foundation upon which to base a system of fertilization 

that recognizes the differences, and considers the needs, 

of individual soils. 

Our present and future considerations are being and will 

continue to be given to the relations of crops to the soils. 

A knowledge of the soil is an essential in laying the 

plans of such a study. But more than a knowledge of 

the soil is required, since we have to deal with the physio- 

logical relations of the plant to its environment, as well as 

with the soil. 
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